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BRhiAKING THE WAT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
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JOHN J. CISCO & SON,

NEW YORK, DECEMBER 30, 1871.
RAILROAD IRON,

BANKERS,
No. 59 Wall Street, New York.
Gold and Currency received on deposit, subject to
check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit Issued, payable on demand,
bearing Pour per Cent, interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purehase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.
\
73—85.
THE

LOANERS’ BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YOKE
(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)
“ Continental Life ’’ Building,

22 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.
CAPxl’AL.............................. ........................ $500,000
Subject to increase to........... ........................ 1,00,000

FOR SALE BY

S. W HOPKINS & CO.,

CALDWELL & CO.,
BANKERS,
27 Wall St., New York.

OSBOEN & CAMMACK,

BAN K E R S, STATE RAILROAD BONDS.
STOCKS, STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FEDERAL
SECURITIES, bought and sold on Commission.

A First-Glass Home Investment.

BANKING HOUSE
FIRST MORTGAGE

OF

HENRY CLEWS & Co.,
No. 32 Wall Street, N. Y.

GOLD BONDS
OF THE

Order for Purchase and Sale of United
Letters of Credit for travelers, also Commercial
States Securities, Stocks, Bonds and Ameri Credits issued, available throughout the world.
can Gold promptly executed at the usual
Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,
commission.

National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire
Collections promptly made In all parts land, and all their branches.
Drafts and Telegraphic Transfers on Europe, San
of the United States and Canada.
Francisco, the West Indies and all parts of the United
6SF“ Interest, 4 per cent., allowed on de Slates.

posits, subject to sight draft.
78 to 103.

NATIONAL SAVINGS BANK.
THE FREEDMAN'S SAVINGS AND TRUST

FISK & HATCH.

We receive the accounta of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations and others, subject to check
NEW YORK
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the SIX PER CENT. INTEREST
allowed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Deposits
Union.
made on or before August 1 will draw interest from
1.
We buy and sell, at current rates, all classes August
Assets, $2,473,303 05.
Surplus, $200,272 95.
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
S. J. & F. BEEBEK,
We buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
BROKERS,
miscellaneous Stocks and Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.

SAVINGS BANK,
Eiglitli Ate., cor. Fonrteeiift St.

76—88.

NEW YORK

ADDISON CAMMACK,

No. 34 BROAD STREET.
71 BROADWAY.

COMPANY.
This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES, and receives (Chartered by the Government ot the United States.)
DEPOSITS.
DEPOSITS OVER $3,000,000.
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
185 BLEECKER STREET, NEW YORK.
will receive special attention.
6®“ FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on
SIX PER CENT, interest commences first of each
CURRENT BALANCES, and liberal facilities offered month.
to our CUSTOMERS.
Four per cent, allowed from date of each deposit
DORR RUSSELL, President.
for full number of days, not less than thirty, on sums
of
$50 and upward, withdrawn before January.
A. F. Willmarth, Vice-President.
DEPOSIT
CERTIFICATES, as safe as Registered
HARVEY FISK.
A. S. HATCH.
Bonds, and promptly available in any part of the
OFFICE OF
United States, issued, payable on demand, with in
tereet due.
Accounts strictly private and confidential.
Deposits payable on, demand, with interest due.
BANKERS,
Interest on accounts of certificates paid by check to
AND
depositors residing out of the city if desired.
DEALERS IN GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,
Send for Circular.
No. 5 Nassau stkbkt, N. Y.,
Open daily from 9 a. w. to 5 P. m., and MONDAYS
and SATURDAYS from 9 a. m. to 8 P. M.
Opposite U. 8. Sub-Treasury.
JOHN J. ZUILLE, Cashier.

Communications and inquiries by mail or
telegraph, will receive careful attention.
FISK & HATCH.

O. J. OSBORN.

PRICE FIVE CENTS.

Deposit accounts received in either Currency or
Coin, subject to check at sight, which pass through
the Clearing-House as if drawn upon any city bank;
4 per cent, interest allowed on all daily balances;
Certificates of Deposit issued; Notes, Drafts and
Coupons collected; advances made on approved col
laterals and against merchandise consigned to our
care.

NEW YORE,

RAILROAD.
V

Principal & Interest Payable in
Gold.

Seven per Cent. Semi-Annually.

Orders executed for Investment Securities and
Railroad Iron.
This Road covers 100 miles of the most direct pos
Clews, Habicht & Co., 11 Old Broad street, sible line, between the Great Lakes and deep water
London.
navigation on the Hudson River, the whole line of
which will be completed and in operation on or be
fore October 1st, 1872, and give a new line of road to
TANNER & CO.,
Lake Ontario and the West, 25 miles shorter than any
line that can be found.
BANKERS,
It passes through the Cement, Flag-S tone and Lum
No. 11 WALL STREET, NEW YORK,
ber regions of Ulster County, and the rich, agricul
DEALERS IN
tural bottoms of Delaware and Greene Counties, all
STOCKS, BONDS, GOLD AND EXCHANGE.
of which have not heretofore been reached by railroad
facilities, and from which sections, the formation of
ORDERS EXECUTED AT THE STOCK AND the country prevents the construction of a competing
line.
GOLD EXCHANGES.
The 36 miles of road operated for three months is
Interest Allowed on Deposits Subject to Check already paying net earnings equivalent to 7 per cent,
gold,
on its cost of construction and equipments.
at Sight.
The issue of Bonds is limited to $20,000 per mile of
COMPLETED ROAD, the coupons payable in gold in
Buy and sell at current market rates, the FIRST this city.
ft.,:
MORTGAGE EIGHT (8) PER PER CENT. GOLD
BONDS of the ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY . PRICE OF THE BONDS, 90 IN CURRENCY.
RAILROAD COMPANY.
Full particulars of the above may be had of, and
^
Interest, payable August and February, in New the Bonds for sale by
York, London, or Frankfort-on-the-Main, free of
United States taxes. Present market quotations, 97%
a 98%c. and interest.
TANNER & CO.,
No. 11 Wall street.
56
107

Edward Haight & Co.,

wish to Buy or Sell
Rail Whether youwrite
to
CHARUES
W. HASSUER,
Road
STREET,
Bonds. No. 7 WALL
New York.
62-74

9 Wall Street, NEW YORK CITY,
66

Financial Agents of the R. & O. Company.
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MARKET SA^NOS BANK,

WQODHULL, CLAFLIN & CO.,
82 NASSAU STREET, N. Y.,

IN GOLD. STOCKS & BONDS Bankers and Brokers,
So. ! SEW STREET,

RONDOUT & OSWEGO

No. 44 BROAD STREET,
New York

Six Per Cent. Interest Allowed
nterest commences on the 1st of each months
HENRY R. CONKLIN,
Secretary.

WM. VAN NAME
60-86

President.

/
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WOODHOLL
ii

INCERSOLL LOCKWOOD
Late United States Consul to the Kingdom of Hano
ver. Author of “Transatlantic Souvenirs.”
Translator of Henan’s “ St. Haul,” etc.
1. “ Count Bismabck, the Geeat Pettssian Pbemiek.” 2. “ Nationality and Nobility.”
3. Women’s Paces.’ 4. “Brains.”

(New Lecture.)
Although one of the youngest in the lecture-field,
Mr. Lockwood’s success has been most flattering, and
press-notices, indorsing ..his rare abilities, have been
received from all places where he has lectured. The
following is a sample:
Ingersoll Lockwood, of New York, is one of the
most popular lecturers in the country. He has been
a foreign minister of the government (when only
twenty-one years old), and is one of the most genial
speakers of the present day.—[Evening Mail.]----The
lecture was interesting; exhibits a wonderful recon
diteness in the subject, and presents an array of cu
rious facts. Though exhausting the subject, he did
not exhaust the audience, which listened to it with
pleasurable delight.—[N. Y. Herald.]__ The lecture
delivered last evening, before the Yioung Men’s Asso
ciation, by Ingersoll Lockwood, on “Count Bis
marck,” was a very fine effort indeed.—[Troy Eepress.]__ A good audience was in attendance at
Twaddle Hall, last evening, to listen to Ingersoll
Lockwood, of New York, on Count Bismarck. Mi1.
Lockwood is a distinct,, clear and powerful speaker,
and showed throughout a perfect familiarity with his
subject. His presentation of the facts of the Count’s
life, and estimate of his character, were so well done
as to make his lecture full of interest and profit.—[Al
bany Journal.]....Brilliant and masterly.—[E. S.
Journal, White Plains.]__ An excellent lecturer. An
eloquent description of the life and character of the
great Prussian Premier.—[S. 8. Republican.]__ Mr.
Lockwood’s oratorical powers are well known.-—
[Home Journal.]
Terms, $100, with modifications.

'Mm
m/TILD, CERTAIN, SAFE, EFFICIENT

IT I It is far the best Cathartic remedy yet discovered. and at once relieves and invigorates all the vital
functions, without causing injury to any of them.
The most complete success has long attended its use
in many localities, and it is now offered to the general
public with the conviction that it can nover fail to
accomplish all that is claimed for it. It produces
little or no pain; leaves the organs free from irrita
tion, and never overtaxes or excites the nervous sys
tem. In all diseases of the skin, blood, stomach,
bowels, liver, kidneys—of children, and in many diffi
culties peculiar to women—it brings prompt relief
and certain cure. The best physicians recommend
and prescribe it; and no person who once uses this
will voluntarily return to the use of any other ca
thartic.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
1 hex, $0 25........ ................ .......Postage 6 cents.
5 boxes, 100........................ .
“ 18 “
12 “
2 25........... ........ “
39 “
It is sold by all dealers in drags and medicines.
TURNER & CO,, Proprietors,
120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

CLAtLljrg #EEKLt..

THE BLEES.

THE HAIM.

ZO ECO ME!
HEW

Will positively restore luxuriant and healthy growth
of HAIR upon the
BALD HEADED,
and will prevent the hair from falling out.
It has po poisonous caustic or irritating ingredient
whatever. It is as harmless as water, and WHOLLY
UNLIKE any other reparation for the hair.
It never fails. It[has produced a fine growth of hair
upon those who have been bald for twenty-five years.
All who have used it, without exception, attest to its
great merits.
Persons in New York or Brooklyn wishing to test
the ZOECOME, can either personally or by note make
arrangements to have a hair dresser sent to their resi
dences and apply it.
MRS. ELVIRA M. DEPUY,
64 Clinton avenue, Brooklyn.

W©w Published for the First Time
in this Country!

GOETHE’S

Elective Affinities:
With an Introduction

PRICE, SI 50.

STANDARD
Being constructed with regard to scientific accuracy,
are used in all tests oi skill by the best players in the
country, and in all first-class clubs and hotels. Illus
trated catalogue of everything relating to billiards
sent by mail.

PH ELAN & CO LLEIM PER
J88 BROADWAY, New

k City*.

STOCKING SUPPORTER

No. 557 BROADWAY, NEW Y(5RK,

WOMAN’S 1IIGIITS—NEW BOOKS.

We have received copies of two books which just
HAIR RESTORATIVE now
possess considerable interest for many people.

Is an Air-Line Route from Baltimore and Washington
to Gincinnati, and is the only line running Pullman’s
Palace Day and Sleeping Cars through from Washing
ton and Baltimore to Cincinnati without change.
Louisville in 29)6 hours.
Passengers by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad have
choice of routes, either via Columbus or Parkersburg.
From Cincinnati, take the Louisville and Cincinnati
Short Line Railroad.
Avoid all dangerous ferry transfers by crossing the
great Ohio River Suspension Bridge, and reach Louis
ville hours in advance of all other hues. Save many
miles in going to Nashville, Memphis, Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Savannah, Mobile and New Orleans.
The only line running four daily trains from Cin
cinnati to Louisville.
Silver Palace Sleeping Coaches at night, and splen
did Smoking Cars, with revolving arm chairs, on day
trains
Remember! lower fare by no other route.
To secure the advantages offered by this great
through route of Quick Time, Short Distance andLow
Fare, ask for tickets, and be sure they read, via Louis
ville and Cineinnati Short Line R. R.
Cetyour tickets—No. 87 Washington street, Boston;
No. 229 Broadway, office New Jersey R. H, foot of
Cortlandt street, New York; Continental Hotel, 828
Chestnut street, 44 South Fifth street, and at the depot
corner Broad and Prime streets, Philadelphia: S. E.
corner Baltimore and Calvert streets, or at Camden
Station, Baltimore; 485 Pennsylvania avenue, Wash
ington, D. C.; and at all the principal railroad Offices
in the East.
SAM. GILL,
General Supt., Louisville, Ky.
HENRY STEFFE,
Gen, Ticket Agent, Louisville, Ky.
SIDNEY B. JONES,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Louisville, Ky.

“THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST,”

BY TB3STNIE C. CLAFLIN.

patent

BLEES SEWIffS GMSHSIE 00.,

By VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.

DR. SIGESMOND, Surgeon Dentist to the Wo
man’s Hospital, is the inventor of Artificial Teeth
without plates or clasps. Can he inserted perma
nently without extracting any roots. Warranted
twenty years. The most painful decayed teeth or
stumps restored by filling or building up to natural
shape and color without pain, at 63 East Ninth street,
near Broadway, late of. Union Square.
68-120.

lECftJAMTY A RIGHT OF WOMAN.

Sewing Machine

THE BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

PROGRESS of DENTISTRY.

Dec. 80, 18TL

The object of the author in presenting this hook to
the public was:
AND
First, To show that woman has the same human
rights which men have.
LADIES’ PBOTECTOB.
NOISELESS,
Second, To point out wherein a condition of servi
fir 1
tude has been involuntarily accepted by women as a NO MORE COLD FEET—NO MORE
ubstitute for equality, they in the meantime laboring
LINK-MOTION,
DEFORMED LIMBS.
under the delusion that they were above instead o
below equality.
MRS. DANIELS takes pleasure in offering the
Third, To prove that it is a duty which women owe
LOCK-STITCH
o themselves to become fully individualized persons, above articles to ladies, with the assurance that they
responsible to themselves and capable of maintaining will give satisfaction.
such responsibility.
The trade supplied at a discount.
Fourth, To demonstrate that the future welfare of
No. 63 Clarendon Street,
humanity demands of women that they prepare them
selves to he the mothers of children, who shall he pure
BOSTON.
Challenges the world in perfection of wsrk, strength in body and mind, and that all other considerations of
and beauty of stitch, durability of construction and life should he made subservient to this their high
or
MRS. C. A. GAYNOR,
rapidity or motion.
Call and examine. Send for circular. Agents mission as the artists of humanity.
wanted.
Fifth, That every child horn has the natural right to
824 Broadway, New York.
MANUFACTURED BY
live, and that society is responsible for the condition
in which he or she is admitted to be a constituent and
SYPHER & CO.,
modifying part of itself.
623 BROADWAY, New York.
(Successors to D. Marl ey,)

THE

Mm

&

They are entitled respectively, “ Constitutional
Equality, a Right of Women,” by Tennie C. Claflin,
and “ The Origin, Functions and Principles of Gov
ernment,” by Victoria C. Woodhull. We have ex
amined these hooks carefully, not only for the sake
of the subjects treated of, hut because of the discus
sion which has been called out in the past few weeks
about these two remarkable women.
It would seem as though everything conspired at
once to bring them and their views before the pub
lic. First, the Tribum paraded them as the cham
pion free-lovers by way of attacking its old enemies,
the woman suffrage women ; then one branch of the
suffragists attacked them, while the other wing as
vehemently upheld them, and lastly they were
brought bodily before the public in the recent trial.
These conflicting elements of notoriety were enough
to have made any one famous for the moment, and
ought to make their.hooks sell. The chief element
of curiosity, however, was in the fact that they were
denounced so bitterly by the Tribunes free-lovers,
while they were, on the other hand, indorsed so en
thusiastically by a lady so universally respected as
Mrs. Stanton. Careful examination of their hooks
fails to show anything so very startling in the doc
trines put forth hi them, however distasteful they
may he to mansi They advance many strong argu
ments for givilSg the women the right to vote, for a
remodeling of the marriage laws, and, in fact, for
the general renovating and making over of seciety.
Some of these are new, and some not so new, hut
they are very well put, and will he found not unin
teresting, even to those who are opposed to the doc
trines advocated.—Newark {N. J.) Beglster.

Dealers in

MODERN AND ANTIQUE

Furniture, Bronzes,
CHUTA, ARTICLES OE VERTU.
Established 1826.

A BEAUTIFUL

SET OF TEETH,
With plumpers to set out the cheeks and restore the
face to its natural appearance. Movable plumpers
adjusted to eld sets, weighted Lower Sets, fillings
Gold, Amalgam, Bone, etc.
TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT PAIN,
With Nitrous Oxide Gas.
No extra charge when others are inserted.
SPLENDID SETS, $10 to $20.

L. BERNHARD, No. 216 Sixth Avenue,
Between Fourteenth and Fifteenth streets east side.

ROYAL HAYANA LOTTERY
THE

OttIGIN,

TENDENCIES

AND

FKIWCIFliES OF GOVFKNMJENT.
BY VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.

This remarkable hook, just from the press, contains
Sent by Mail or Express, as ordered, on receipt of
a graphic consolidation of the various principles in.the price.
volved in government as the guarantee and protection
“ It is very true that ideas of social freedom and of to the exercise of human rights.
inevitable law governing the actions of humanity are
Such principles as, from time to time, have been
rapidly spreading in the world at this, day, and that I
may have done something 10 aid their growth. _ Per enunciated in these columns are here arranged, class!
haps my name may not, therefore, be inappropriately fled and applied. A careful consideration of them
associated with this reproduction of the work oi the
greatest Genius of Germany, the first who promul
gated the thought that there is a chemistry of the . will convince the most skeptical that our Government,
mind, and that Elective Affinities are as powerful and though so good, is very far from being perfect.
legitimate in the realm of human sentiment as in the
Every person who has the future welfare of this
realm of matter.”
“ Themes of freedom on all subjects form the staple country at heart should make him or herself familiar
public sentiment of the world at this age. A doc
trine like that of Goethe’s is therefore eminently cal with the questions treated in this book. No lengthy
culated to make progress even unconsciously in this elucidations are entered into; its statement,s are
century.”
“ But in any event Genius has its prerogatives, and fresh, terse and bold, and make direct appeal to the
the genius of Goethe is incontestable and uncontest easoning faculties.
ed. The American public are entitled to know what
this great leader of modern thought, one of the found
It is an octavo volume of 260 pages, containing the
ers of Comparative Anatojny, has thought on the
more recondite subject of the Chemistry of the Mind. picture of the author; is beautifully printed on the
The question is not, in the first instance, whether his best quality of tinted paper, and is tastefully and
views were right or wrong, true or false; hut simply,
What were they ? and in none of hi* works is that substantially hound in extra cloth. No progressive
question so effectively answered as in ‘ Elective
person’s house should be without this conclusive
Affinities.’ ""—Extractsfrom Introduction.
evidence of woman’s capacity for self-government
THE LAW OF MARRIAGE, Price, $30 0; by mail, postage paid, $3 25.
“ There is simplicity, freshness and originality in
AN
this book which rivets the attention; and one rises
EXHAUSTIVE ARGUMENT
from the perusal with the feeling of being refreshed,
strengthened and made better by such a healthy men
AGAINST MARRIAGE LEGISLATION, tal
stimulant. She divests the woman question of
all its sentimentalities and places it where it should
By C. 8. JAMES,
be, on the firm ground of justice. Read this book in
Author of “Manual of Transcendental Philosophy.” the morning, when the mind is active, and it is a
good preparation for intellectual work: it is full of
For Sale by the Author, post paid, for 25c.
suggestions, and compels thought in the highest di
Address
rection. Our advice is get the book and study it.”—
New
World.
Alma, Wig.
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A HISTORY

MUTUAL BENEFIT SAVINGS BANK,

OP THE

SUN BUILDING,

$330,000

IN

GOLD

DRAWN EVERY 17 DAYS.
Prizes cashed and information furnished. Orders
solicited and promptly filled.
The highest rates paid for Doubloons and all kinds
of Gold and Silver and Government Securities.

TAYLOR & OO., Bankers,
No. 16 Wall Street.

WM, DIBBLEE, .
LADIES’

HAIR

DRESSER,

854 Broadway,
HAS REMOVED YEOM HIS STORE TO THE

FIRST FLOOR,
where he will continue to conduct his business in al
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
his rent.
CHATELAINE BRAIDS,
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS,
and everything appertaining to the business will be
kept on hand and made to order.
DIBBLEEANIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for
soothing and the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting
the growth of the hair, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the scalp, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
Also, his celebrated

HARABA ZEIY,

or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No
NATIONAL WOMAN’S RIGHTS MOVEMENT,
166 Nassau street, New York.
lady should ever he without it. Can be obtained
FOR TWENTY YEARS,
DIVIDEND. —A semi-annual dividend at the rate of only at
WM. DIBBLEE’S,
With the Proceedings of the Decade Meeting held at six per cent, per annum, on all sums of $5 and up
854 Broadway, np-stairs.
APOLLO HALL, OCTOBER 20, 1870,
ward which have been on deposit for one or more
months next previous to July 1, will be paid on and
From 1850 to 1870,
after July 21,1871.
SAM’L BARTON. «
HENRY ALLEN,1
WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAINING THE HISTOBY OP THE
INTEREST not called for will remain as principal,
MOVEMENT DURING THE WINTER OP 1871,
BARTON
&
ALLEN,
and draw interest from July X.
IN THE NATIONAL CAPITOL,
BANK OPEN daily from 10 to 3; also Monday and
Compiled by
Saturday evenings, from 4)6 to 6)6 o’clock. Interest
PAULINA W. DAVIS.
commences on the 1st of every month following the
For sale by all Booksellers. Price 50c.
deposit.
No. 40 BROAD STREET.

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

"luciuand liberal account of the most important
' "‘tical movement of the day.—W. & O.’a W.

CHARLES K. GRAHAM, President.
G< H. Brnmicf, Secretory,

Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on com
toisgioa.

1

Bee. 30, 18f 1.

WoobHtitt & cLAFiims Weekly.

cation by sea and land. This again reacted upon the indus
trial system, and the d velopm< nt of the bourgeoisie, the
increase of their capital, the superseding of all cla-ses handed
We reproduce an important document, principally the down to modern times fri-m the middle ages, kept pace with
the development of production, trade and steam communi
production of Karl Marx, the world-famous leader of the cation.
“New Socialism,” which will be read with great interest at
We find, therefore, that the modern bourgeoisie are them
this time, when the progress of the “International Work selves the result of along process of development, of a series
ingmen’s Association” makes the historical evolution so of revolutions in the. modes of production and exenange.
Each of the degrees of industrial evolution, parsed through
clearly described in this manifesto one which should be by the modem middle-class, was accompanied by a corre
understood by those who are desirous of comprehending sponding degree of political‘ devedopment. This class was
oppressed under the old feudal regime, it then assumed the
the movement.
form of armed and self-regulating associations in the
The
tone
of
this
manifesto
is
probably
bitterer
than
tha
The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and
mediaeval municipalities; in one country we find it existing
great
radical
publicist
would
give
to
the
same
statements
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid,
as a commercial republic, or free town ; in another, as the
now, but the truths given and the deductions therefrom would third taxable estate of the monarchy; then during the
at the following liberal prices :
be essentially the same. The I. W. A. received its organ prevalance of the manufacturing system (before the intro
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Wood00 izing impulse from the growth and necessities of English duction of steam power) the middle-class was a counterpoise
hull.............................................. ................:.......... .
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin........ 1 50 Trades Unionism—wonderful development of the adminis to the nobility in absolute monarchies, and the groundwork
of the powerful monarehial States generally. Finally, since
Woman Suffrage guaranteed by the Constitution,
trative capacity of industrial democracy—and that fact has the establishment ot the modern industrial system, with its
speech by Victoria C. Woodhull;
greatly modified the methods of those thinkers whose lives, world-wide market, this class has gained the exclusive pos
The Great Social Problem of Labor and Capital, speech
of political power in mouern r<presentative Sates,
by Victoria C. Woodhull;
like Dr. Marx’s, has been spent in animating the masses by session
Modern governments are merely eommbtei s for managing
The Principles of Finance, speech by Victoria C.
the formulation of correct principles. The manifesto we the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie.
Woodhull;reproduce is a valuable document, and if for no other end
This bourgeoisie has occupied an extremely revolutionary
Practical View of Political Equality, speech by Ten
than its preservation, we are glad to give it room in our position in History. As soon as the bourgeois.e got the upper
nie C. Claflin;
hand, they destroyed all feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relatiqnMajority and Minority Report of the Judiciary Com
pages.
ships between men. They relentlessly tore asunuer the
mittee on the Woodhull Memorial;
many-sided links ot that feudal chain which bound men to
10
Each per copy.......................................................
tbeir “ natural superiors,” and they left no bond of union
GERMAN COMMUNISM-MANIFESTO OF THE
00
per 100.......................................................
between man and man, save that of bare self-interest, of cash
SrERMAN COMMUNIST PARTY.
payments. They changed personal uignby into market
POST OFFICE NOTICE.
value, and substituted the single unprincipled freeiiom of
(First published in February, 1848.)
trade for the numerous, hardly earned, chartered liberties of
The mails for Europe during the week ending Saturday. I The following Manifesto, which has since been adopted by the middle ages. Chivalrous enthusiasm, the emotions of
Dec. 23, 1871, will close at this office on Tuesday at ll all fractions of German Communists, was drawn up in the piety, vanished before the icy breath ot their selfish calcula
i. m., on Wednesday at 10 a. m., and on Saturday at 11 a. m. German language, in January, 1848. by citizens Charles Marx tions. In a word, the bourgeoisie substituted shameless,
P. H. Jones, Postmaster. l and Frederic Engels. It was immediately printed in London, direct, open spoliation, for the previous system of spoha mn
in the German language, and published a few days before concealed under religious and political illusions. They
the outbreak of the Revolution of February. The turmoil stripped off the halo of sanctity which Lad surrounded the
SUFFRAGE CONVENTION AT WASHINGTON.
consequent upon that great event made it impossible to carry various modes of human activity, and had maae them vener
of translating
it into all the able and venerated. They changed the physician, the juris
The National Woman Suflrage and Educational Commit- . out,
UUt, at
- that
m
mau time, the
^ intention
-------------------------o ------prudent, the priest, the poet, the philosopher, into their
'ee 4
» Convention at Lincoln Hall on the 10th, 11th
S uj^r toe
French versions of it in manuscript, but under the present uired servants. Theytoie the touching \ad of sentiment
and 12th of January, for the purpose of urging upon Con oppressive laws of France, the publication of either of them from domestic ties, and reduced family-relations to a mere
gress the passage of a “ Declaratory act” during the coming has been found impracticable. The English reader will be question oi hard cash. Tire middle-classes have shown how
enabled, by the following excellent translation of this im me brutal physical force of the middle ages, so much admired
session.
to judge of the plans and principles of the by reactionists, found its befitting complement in the laziest
Friends of Equal Rights are earnestly invited to make portant’document,
ruffianism. Tney also have shown wha*t human activity is
most advanced party of the German Revolutionists.
early arrangements for being present at this most important
It must not be forgotten that tbe whole of this Manifesto capable of accomplishing. They have done quiie otner kinds
was written and printed before the Revolution of February : of marvelous work man Egyptian pyramids, Roman
gathering.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, President.
aqueducts, or gothic catuedrals ; and their < xpeditio. s
Isabella Beecheb Hookeb, Chairman of Ex. Com,
A frightful hobgoblin stalks throughout Europe. We are imve far surpassed all former crusades, and migrations of
haunted
by
a
gnost,
the
ghost
of
Communism.
All
the
Josephine S. Gkiffino, Secretary.
powers of the past have joined in a holy crusade to lay this nations^Q^rgeoigje can exist only under the condition ot
ghost to rest—the Pope and tbe Czar, Metternich and Guizot, continuously revolutionizing machinery, or th§ instruments
THE INTERNATIONAL.
French radicals and German police agents. Where is the of production. Tnat is, perpetually changing the system of
opposition which has not been accused of Communism by
It ought to be known that this association is not secret — its enemies in power ? And where the opposition that has production, which again amouuts to changing the whoie
system of social arrangements. Persistence in the old
it does not aspire to the honor of being a conspiracy. Its not hurled this blighting accusation at the heads of the more modes of production was, on the contrary, ihe fiist condi
advanced
oppositionists,
as
well
as
at
those
of
its
official
meetings are held in public; they are open to all comers,
tion of existence for all the preceding iudustr.al cl sses. _ A
though only members are permitted to speak (unless by enemies? Two things appear on considering these facts. continual change in \he modes ot production, a never ceasing
I. The ruling powers of Europe acknowledge Conimuni-m state ot agitation and social insecurity, distinguish the
special invitation), and none but members are allowed to j ^ p^lso a power. II. It is tune for the communisis to lay bourgeois epoch trom all preceding ones. The ancient ties
vote. The several sections in this city and vicinity meet as j ^efore the world an account of their aims and tendencies, between men, their opinions and beliefs—hoar with antiquity
follows •
and to oppose these silly fables about the bugbear of Com —are last disappearing, and the new ones become worn out
munism, by a manifesto of the Communist party.
ere they cau become hrmly rooted. Everything fixed and
Section 1 (German).—Sunday, 8 p. m., at the Tenth Ward
stable vanishes, everything holy and venerable is de. ecrated,
CHAPTER I.—BOURGEOIS AND PROLETARIANS.
Hotel, corner of Broome and Forsyth streets.
and men are forced to look at their mutual relations, at the .
Section 2 (French).—The second Sunday in each month,
Hitherto the history of society has been the history of problem of life, in.the soberest, most matter ol fact way.
2p. m., atNo. 100 Prince street (especially to accommodate battles between the classes composing it. Freemen and
The need of an ever-increariug market for their produce
female members) and every other Sunday, 9 a. m. , at the same Biar^
__ ____
slaves, patricians
and_______
plebeians,,_______
nobles and serfs, members of drive the bourgeoisie over the whole globe—ihty are lorced
place.
guilds’ and journeymen—in a word, the oppressors and to make settlements, to torrn connections, to set up means
Section 6 (German).—Thursday, 8p. m., at No. 10 Stanton j oppressed, have always stood in direct opposition to each of communication every wht re. Througu their command of
street.
other. The battle between them has sometimes been open, a universal market, they have given a cosmopolitan tendency
Section 8 (German)—Sunday, 3 p. m., at No. 53 Union sometimes concealed, but always contiuuous. A never- to the production and consumption of all countries. To tne
avenue Williamsburah L I
I ceasing battle, which has invariably ended, either in a revo- great regret of the reactionists, the bourgeoisie have de; r.vv d
avenue, w imarnsDurgn, 1^.1.
. AT
lutionary alteration of the social system, or in the common the modem industrial system ol its naiioual foundation.
Section 9 (American). Wednesday, 8 p. m., at No. 35 East j ^estruction of the hostile classes.
The old national manufactures have been, or are being
Twenty-seventh street.
_
tlie earlier historical epochs we find almost everywhere destroyed. They are superseded by new moues of industry,
Section 10 (French).—First Tuesday and third Saturday in a,a minute
division
ot
society
into
classes
or
ranks,
a
variety
of
miuuut
--------- 7----- ------------ > -_
whose introduction is becoming a vital question for all civil
each month, 6 p. m., at No. 650 Third avenue, between" gra les in
........................
”---------------social position. T-----In ancient
Rome we^
mid Patri ized nations, whose raw materials are not indigenous, but
cians, knights, plebeians, slaves; in mediaeval Europe, feudal are brought from the remotest countries, and wnose products
Forty-first and Forty-second streets.
Section 11 (German).—Thursday, 8 p. m., West Thirty- lords, vassals, burghers, journeymen, serfs ; and in each of are not merely consumed in the home maiket, but througuninth street, between Eighth and Ninth avenues, at Hessel s. these classes there were again grades and distinctions. Modern out the whole world. Instead of the old national wants,
Section 12 (American).—The second and fourth Sunday in bourgeois society proceeded from the ruins of the feudal supplied by indigenous products, we everywhere find new
system, but the bourgeois regime has not abolished the an wants which can be supplied only by the productions ot the
each month, 8 p. m. , at No. 15 E. 38th street.
tagonism of classes.
„
remotest lands and climes. Instead of the old local and
Section 13 (German).—The first and third Tuesday in each
New classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms and national feeling of self-sufficingness and isolation, we find a
month, 8 p. m., at No. 301 East Tenth street.
modes of carrying on the struggle, have been substituted for universal mtercouse and inter-dependence, among nations.
the old ones. Tne characteristic of our epoch, the era of the The same laet obtains in the intellecinal world. The intel
An Apology.—The great length of the article from the J middle-class, or bourgeoisie, is that the struggle between the lectual productions of individual nations tend to become
npn Of Kaut Marx prevents the publication of the long- various social classes has been reduced to ns simplest form, common property. National one-sidedness and mental limi
pen of Karl Marx prevents the publication ol tne long
incessantly tends to be divided into two great
tation arc fast becoming impossible, and a universal liieiadeferred documents relative to the Progress and History of camps^ into two great; hostile armies, the bourgeoisie and the ture is being formed from the numerous national and local
the I. W. A., promised last week for the use of persons de- j proletariat.
literatures. Through the incessant improvements in
siring to form new sections. It is not my fault that they do I The burgesses of the early Communes sprang from the machinery and the means of locomotion, tne bourgeoisie
draw the most barbarous savages into the magic circle of
not appear in this number of the Weekly ; but they will be
of thl mSem
civilization. Cheap goods are their artillery lor batienng
inserted in the next number, and meanwhile printed slips | The discovery
_____ Lc
-NT/kw
\
atv
.
v
H
+
v
.«
pii-rm-rmnvHcrHt.inn
of
of the New World, the circumnavigation of dowr Chinese walls, and their means of overcoming Re obsti
William West.
Africa; gave the middle-class—then coming into being—new nate hatred entertained toward strangers by semi-civilized
will be sent to all applicants.
fields of action.. The colonization ot America, the opening nations. The bourgeoisie, by their competition, compel,
up of the East Indian and Chinese markets, the colonial under penalty of inevitable rum, the universal adoption ot
MRS. A. M. MIDDLEBROOK.
trade, the increase of commodities generally and of the their system of production ; they lorce all nations to accept
means of exchange, gave an impetus, hitherto _ unknown, to
Recently we gave our readers some account of this talent commerce, shipping and manuiactures ; and aided the rapid what is called civilization—to become bourgeois—and thus
the middle-class fashions the world anew alter its own
ed lady, whom we are able to count among our most respect evolution of the revolutionary element in the old de
image.
ed friends. She is open to engagements to speak upon any caying, feudal form of society. The old feudal way of
The bourgeoisie has subjected the country to the ascen
subject of general interest—religious, political or social— managing the industrial interest by means of guilds and dancy ol the town ; it has created euormous cities, and, by
monopolies was q,ot found sufficient for the increased de
anywhere in the States east of the Mississippi River. Terms, mand caused by the opening up of these new markets. It causing an immense increase of population in the manufac
$75 and expenses. We take pleasure, in recommending- her was replaced by the manufacturing system. Guilds vanishe4 turing, as compared with the agricultural distr cts, has
saved a great part of every people Irom the_ iuiotism of
to our friends, as one of the most profitable as well as enter before the industrial middle-class, and the division of labor country life. Not only have the Bourgeoisie made the
taining speakers in the field. Her address is box 778 Bridge between the different corporations was succeeded by the country subordinate to the town, tiny have made barbarous
division of labor between the workmen of one and the same and half-civilized tribes dependent on civilized nations, the
port, Conn.
great workshop.
.
on the manufacturing nations, the East on the
--------------#------- ----But the demand always increased, new markets came into agricultural
\\ est. The division of property, of the means of produc
NOTICE TO CLERGYMEN.
play. The manufacturing system, in its turn, was found to tion,
and of population, vanish under tne bourgeois regime.
be inadequate. At this point industrial production was
We have recently been the recipients oi numerous letters revolutionized by machinery and steam. The modern indus It agglomerates population, it centralizes tne means or pro
duction, and concentrates property in the hanos of a lew
from clergymen in different parts of the Union asking our trial system was developed in all its gigantic proportions ; individuals. Political centralization is the necessary conse
terms to them for the Weekly. In view of the greatly in instead of the industrial middle-class we find industrial mil quence ol this. Independent provinces, with different inter
lionaires, chiefs of whole industrial armies, the modern bourcreased interest manifested by this class of citizens in the egeois, or middle-class capitalists. The discovery of America ests, each of them surrounded by a separate line of customs
principles we advocate, since the Steinway Hall lecture, we;e was the first step toward the formation of a colossal market, and under separate local governments, ai e brought together
as one nation, under the same government, laws, line of
take great pleasure in announcing that we will send the embracing the whole world; whereby an immense develop qustoms, tariff, th,e same national class-interest, The hourment
was
giyen
to
commerce,
and
to
the
means
of
communi
Weekly to them complimentary upon, an application for it,
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geois regime has only prevailed for about a century, but mu?1?,611’.?1611 b-y.those bblonging to a single establishment.
during that time it has called into being more gigantic
hen by those of an entire trade in the same locality, the Proletariat against the Bourgeoisie is not a national
powers of production than all preceding generations put against
the individuals of the middle-class who directly struggle in its content or reality, it is so in form. The
together. The subjection of the elements of nature, the
Proletarians of every country must settle accounts with the
^ Vlfy attack not only tlie middle-class system Bourgeoisie
development of machinery, the application of chemistry to of production,
there.
hut even the instruments of production; thev
agriculture and manufactures, railways, electric telegraphs, destroy machinery
While we have thus sketched the general aspect presented
and
the
foreign
commodities
whichcomsteamships, the clearing and cultivation of whole continents, pete with then-products; they burn down factories and try to by tbe development of the Proletariat, we have followed
canalizing of thousands of rivers ; large populations, whole re-attam the position occupied by the producers of the mid the. more or less concealed civil war pervading existing
industrial armies, springing up, as if by magic ! What pre dle ages. At this moment of development, the Proletariat society to the point where it must break forth in an open
ceding generation ever dreamed of these productive powers terms
a disorganized mass, scattered throughout the countrv revolution, and where the Proletarians arrive at the supremslumbering within society ?
acy.of their own class through the violent fall of the bour
We have seen that these means of production and traffic fw ffV15eCl ^ competition. A more compact union is not geoisie. We have seen that all previous forms of society
o Sm°f i heU' °-wn development, but is the consequence
which served as the foundation of middle-class development, S
of a middle-class union: for the Bourgeoisie requires, and for have rested upon the antagonism of oppressing and op
originated in feudal times. At a certain point in the evolu the
moment are still enabled to set the whole Proletariat pressed classes. But in order to oppress a class, the con
tion of these means, tbe arrangements under which feudal m motion
the furtherance of their own political ends ditions under which it can continue at least its enslaved ex
society produced and exchanged the feudal organization of deyeioped for
m this degree; therefore, the Proletarians do not istence must be secured. The serf in the middle ages, even
agriculture and industrial production—-in a word, the feudal hght their own enemies, but the enemies of their enemies with his serfdom, could better his condition and become a
conditions of property—no longer corresponded to the the lemams of absolute monarchy, the land-owners, the member of the Commune ; the burghers could become a
increased productive power. These conditions now became non-manufacturing part of the Bourgeoisie and the petty middle class under the yoke of feudal monarchy. But the
a hindrance to it—they were turned into fetters which had shopocracy. The whole historical movement is thus, as vet m?6™ Proletarian, instead of improving his condition
to be broken, and they were broken. They were superseded concentrated in the hands of the Bourgeoisie; every victory with the development of modern industry, is daily sinking
by unlimited competition, with a suitable social and political
for them. But the increase of the Proletariat keeps deeper and deeper even below the conditions of existence of
constitution, with the economical and political supremacy is won
with the evolution of production; the working class is his own class. The Proletarian tends to become a pauper •
of the middle-class. At the present moment a similar move pace
brought together in masses, and learns its own strength and pauperism is more rapidly developed than population
ment is going on before our eyes. Modern middle-class The interests' and position of different trades become simi and wealth From this it appears that the middle class is
society, which has revolutionized the conditions of property lar, because machinery tends to reduce wages to the same incapable of remaining any longer the ruling class of society,
and called forth such colossal means of production and' level and to make less and less difference between the va- and of compelling society to adopt the conditions of middletraffic, resembles the wizard who evoked the powers of dark
k!?ds of la nor. The increasing competition among class existence as its own vital condition. This class is in
ness, but could neither master them, nor yet get rid of them the middle-classes,
and the commercial crisis consequent capable of governing, because it is incapable of insuring the
when they had come at his bidding. The history of manu therefrom make the Proletarians more and more uncertain bare existence of its slaves, even within tbe limits of their
factures and commerce has been for many years the history and the collisions between the individual workmen and the slavery; because it is obliged to keep them, instead of being
of the revolts _ of modern productive power against the individual masters assume more and more the character of Kept by them. Society can no longer exist under this class)
modern industrial system—against the modern conditions of collisions between two classes. The workmen commence tnat is, its existence is no longer compatible with that of
property—which are vital conditions, not only of the to form trades unions against the masters; they turn out to society. The most indispensable condition for the exist
supremacy of the middle-class, but of its very existence. It prevent threatened reductions in their wages; they form ence and supremacy of the bourgeoisie is the accumulation
suffices to mention the commercial crises which, in each of associations
to help each other in, and to provision them- of wealth m the hands of private individuals, the formation
their periodical occurrences, more and more endanger the selves for, these
occasional revolts. Here and there the strug and increase of capital. The condition upon which capital
existence of the middle-class society. In such a crisis not gle takes the form of riots.
° depends is the wages system, and this system again is
only is a quantity of industrial products destroyed, but a
Prom time to time the Proletarians are for a moment vic ounded upon the competition of the Proletarians wiui each
large' portion of the productive power itself. A social ,epi- torious; yet the result of their struggle is not an immediate other. But progress tends to supersede the isolated portion
demic breaks out, the epidemic of over-production, which advantage, but the ever-increasing union among their et Proletarians by the revolutionary union of their class
would have Appeared a contradiction in terms to all previous class. This union is favored by the facility of communica and to replace competition by association. The progress of
generations. Society finds itself suddenly thrown back into tion under the modern industrial system, whereby the Pro the modern indus,rial system, therefore, cuts away- from
momentary barbarism ; a famine, a devastating war, seems letarians belonging to the remotest localities are placed in under the feet of the middle class the very ground upon
to have deprived it of the means of subsistence; manufac connection with each other. But connection is all that k which they produce and appropriate to themselves the
tures and commerce appear annihilated—and why ? Because wanting
of labor. Thus the bourgeoisie produce before all
change innumerable local struggles, having all produce
society possesses too much civilization, too many of the the sametonVinrnr>t«r
.
& °'1L the men who dig their very grave. Their destruction and
accessaries of life, too much indni^, Too mnchTommerr of classes
ba He be?
St?¥le’ int° a battle tbe victory of the Proletarians are alike unavoidable.
Fhe productive power possessed by lociety no loSTerves calbattlf and ffie mm
Casses is a Pobtias an instrument of middle-class civilizatffin, of Emfddle?f the
COMMUNISM.
class conditions of property; on the contrary, this p^
&their ^
What relationship subsists between the Communists and
finer? ?1?
mis?? for thl® s-vstem> ^ is forcibly con- the modern Proletarians by means?! railroads ??? by the Proletarians? The Communists form no separate party
m opposition. to the other existing working-class parties
society, it endangers the existence of bourgeois proplity. | by tbe comjretitiTe pr?n W YeUtXa™“£p1S0S Ihey have no interest different from that of, the whole Pro
letariat. They lay down no particular principles alluding to
The social system of the middle-class has become too each
time
it is^ stronger of
and moreeAextensive.
It compels which they wish to direct and to shape the Proletarian move
sin ail to contain the riches it has called into being. How the legal,
acknowledgment
roTfV
ment. The Communists- are distinguishable among the
does the middle-class try to withstand these commerciffi profiting by^ffiriSffi tSkSS?6?11111 n^tS'^ various sections of the Proletarian party on two accounts_
ci ises . On
the one hand, by
destroying masses
masses ui
of productive
productive ample,
ample, tlie
the Ten
Ten Hours'
Hours' bill
hill in
TTl England
rrl nmi-„ ai™ -T
^ 4.C
J ucatiujaiig
^ namely, that, in the different national Proletarian struggles
power ; on the other, by opening up new markets, and using the ruling class among tbemselvts ara
gf??0f the Communists understand and direct attention to the com
up the old ones more thoroughly. That is, they prenare the velopment
thn
.V\Tora;ble to the de' mon interest of the collective Proletariat, an interest inde
■way for still more universal atid dangerous crisel and reduce t een b . „at
nv .o
““J11? cl“s
alway:
of all nationality; and that, throughout the various
the means of witbstanding them. Tf weapons '“th^S to^y.Ll ften a«St
X”1 -‘b6 0“ pendent
phases of development assumed by the struggle between the
the middle-class overcame feudalism are now turned against are opposed to ttm fnrtimri???• 1
? .here interests Bouigeoisie and the Proletariat the Communists always
the middle-class itself. And the bourgeoisie hawe noTonlv tern aJ?thiirilv?i?t ??? Utl°^ -0t
industria] sys- represent the interests of the whole movement. In a word the
prepared the weapons for their own destruction they have During all these *L 111 p?^ i! U1 gf16 ? otlier countries. Communists are the most advanced, the most progressive
section, among the Proletarian parties of all countries; and
this section was a theoretical advantage, compared with the
bulk of the Proletariat—it has obtained an insight into the
historical conditions, the march and the general results of
the Proletarian movement. The more immediate aim of the
velopment of capital, for the modern workingmen can live | has thrown a large portion of the rulin??n<?St+ml s-ystem Communists is that of all other Proletarian sections. TAe
only as long as they find work, and they find it only as long of the ProletSs ? ? w? lujlnS class into the ranks organization of the Proletariat as a class, the destruction of
as their labor increases capital. These workers who rnusf I sistence verv nreenrinns fm-rendered tbe means of sub- middle-class supremacy and the conquest of political power by the
rTOLGlOLT'lCLTlS.
commodity like other articles of commerce, andTherefore I the class struggle?™ n?r
“ t?. set«cment of
The theoretical propositions of the Communists are not
are equaliy subject to all the variations of the market and on so rapidly luh n the?liAg cl??-??ro^^
g06S based upon ideas or principles, discovered by this or that
the eftects of competition.
Through
the lost
division
of labor from
bodv S,
politic—that » Imuii lvF A & S A, . u ,the worn-out universal reformer.
Their propositions are merely general
? machinery
wo?k has
its individual
and. joins the
expressions for the actual conditions, causes, etc., of an ex
character and therefore its interest' forlhc“operative
I lieTthe fotiwem T? th?
Pf?*’ in whose hand8 isting battle between certain classes, the conditions of an
?nd?HCTetmerely an
t0 or a Part of?e machine, noblesse joined labourgeome • in the° mSent^ne3^ °f t1? historical movement, which is going on before our verv
eyes.
^
J
The abolition of existing conditions of property does not
form a distinguishing characteristic of Communism. All
such conditions have been subject to a continual change
St
anumg
st SSSSF'SSt T to the operation ot many historical movements. Tlie
h rencli Revolution for example destroyed the feudal condi
SdP/eSZeed fc “^rteT SS,
tions of property and replaced them by Bourgeois ones. It
is not therefore the abolition of property generally which dis
plication of machinery and the
I
^ I>e?uIi” P™dbct. tinguishes Communism; it is the abolition ofBourgeois property.
he amount of wSSs^,
Ic "
But
modern middle class private property is the last and
it be th
increase in the hours of work or’ in the rquantity
oi ft c? StlonT^T^igr^^
tbeir most perfect expression for that mode of production and
distribution which rests on the antagonism of classes, on the
using up of the many by the few. In this sense, indeed,
the Communists might resume their whole theory in that
single expression—the abolition of privateproperty.
Solerr^SSme"^,^^^^^
It has been reproached to us, the Communists, that we
wish to destroy the property which is the product of a man’s
of soldiers; they are placed under the superintendence of a tbit of the Proletariat The
Vr?t-0 take UP own labor : self-acquired property, the basis of all freedom
complete hierarchy of officers and sub-officers. They are of the people m k? it ?™?
Position of this portion activity and independence. Self-acquired property! Do you
rhe????????116 .wk0]e middle class (as a body), of venal toSreSSsy’iS^’ m
& ready and mean the property of the small shopkeeper, small trades
slaves of ^tiielnacbineryfot^tiifforemjui^^of^each^bdiyidQ^
- P»«« 5»-tu,ed man, small peasant, which precedes the present system of
middle-class property? We do not need to abolish that;
the progress of industrial development is daily destroying it;
or do you mean modern middle class property? Does
Labor under the wages system create property for the wages
slave, for the Proletarian? No. It creates capital; that is,
a species of property which plunders wages-labor; for capi
tal can only increase on condition of creating a new sup
ply of wages-labor, in order to use it up anew.
no
meaning for theProlelSTas” twSSjS iTgtomaStortim“oraliV.
Property in its present form rests upon the antagonism of
_
v
------------ ----- -— Proletarians are
are for him so many middle-class prejudices, under capital
and wages-labor. Let us look at both sides of this
meiely so many instruments which cost more or less, accord ligion,
which so many middle-class interests are concealed All the antithesis. . To be a capitalist means not only to occupy per
ing to their sex and age. When the using up of the opera- hitherto
dominant
classes
have
tried
to
preserve
the
position
sonal position, hut a social position in the system of produc
live has been so tar accomplished by tbe mill-owner that the
termer has got his wages, the rest of the Bourgeoisie, house they have already attained by imposing the conditions tion. Capital is a collective product and can be used and
I
?
61?
!
t?ey
P.°fess8d
and
increased
their
possessions
holders, shopkeepers, pawnbrokers, etc., fall upon him like upon the rest of society. But the Proletarian can gain pos set in motion only by the common activity of many, or to
.so many harpies.
speak exactly, only by the united exertions of all members
The petty Bourgeoisie, the inferior ranks of the middle session of the productivepower of society, of the instruments of society. Capital is thus not an individual, it is a social
oi labor and by annihilating their own hitherto acknowledged power.. Therefore, when capital is changed into property
-class, the small manufacturers, merchants, tradesmen and mode of appropriation and with this all other modes of ap
belonging in common to all the members of society, personal
farmers, „end .
become Proletarians, partly because
then. small capital succumbs to the competition of the mil propriation. The Proletarians have nothing of their own to property is not thereby changed into social property. It was
secure;
their
task
is
to
destroy
all
previously
existing
prisocial property before. The social character only of prop
lionaire, and partly, because the modes of production perpet
ually changing, their peculiar skill loses its value. Thus the vate securities and possessions. All the historical move erty in such case is changed, Property loses its class char
ments
hitherto
recorded
were
movements
of
minorities
Pioletanat is recruited from various sections of the popula- ihe Proletarian movement is the independent movement of acter. Let us now turn to wages-labor. The minimum rate
of wages is the average price of Proletarian labor. And
This Proletarian class passes through many phases of de- the immense, majority in favor of the immense majority what is the minimum rate of wages? It is that quantity of
velopmeat, but its struggle with the middle-class dates from Ihe Proletariat, the lowest stratum of existing society produce which is necessary to conserve the working capaci
cannot rise without causing the complete disruption of ties qf the laborer. What the wages slave can gain by his
its birth, At first the struggle is carried on by individual ah
the superincumbent classes. Though the struggle of activity is merely what is required for the hare reproduction
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sona]SanXnSen?e;- W^b7 no means wish t0 abolish this pert rm ifPP- pnatl0n of tlie products of labor: an appropriar net,prf^ 110
to be appliedto commSablv
f161,'3- We only wish to change the
wherebv^tlip nS,!i^Cientr cl)araftcr of this appropriation,
wherchv S ; Pl dVCe, • llves,onIy t0 increase capital; that is,
of the fJeJS^Pt a rVe 01?;711so far as it; may be the interest
labor is noHn^ ii fIu middle clas? society, actual living
labor Tn
in^
-a means °f increasing accumulated
a mean dl1 ^mmunjstic society, accumulated labor is only
niwess of /hpn arfmg’ 111 creasing and varifying the vital
Snfover fc°dUC!rS- In middle class society- the past
reifns
m ?pmmunistic society, tbe present
deSdent S P t' If middle class society, capital is innendent^ and Personal; while the actual individual is deof such a svsfPT'-Ved df PFsonality- And the destruction
strucHnn o/ 1
18 valled by onddle class advocates the detw fn of- Personality and freedom. They are so far right
S fSiTS11 iQ>ad is tbe destruction of middle cfass
pSvdenCrand fmedom. Within the present
Sade frlcdo?,, or nnS-0f Production. freedom means free
aether if to f“n bU^Df and selling- But if trade altoSmation/i ’ SOwlU h'ee trade falJ with the rest. The
geSfhp." .t, 011 free tfade- as a11 the remaining bourhave anSnfnt nf Up?n tbe subJect of' freedom generally,
the ens ave l fr.?7 When ?pPosed to fettered trade and to
mearfimrwhi tradesmen of the middle ages ; they have no
“on of nrofii ^Vei' inreferclnce to the communistic destrucnrorinoffo^ i ?6^’ of the middle class conditions of
berl tw l nd ° tbe middle class itself. You are horrionuih *
aim at the abolition ot private property. But
noexistencehfnrm1 SytSte.^ of society, private property has
based unon n,/ Mna"ien!;bs, °f its members; its existence is
tenths of tho
eiy fact that it exists not at ail for nineaim auL ah^niUlatr°U- You reProach
then, that we
a™ d thc abolition of a species of property which involves
prS;^aiveh^rc““01

above-board community of women for the present mean
hypocritical, sneaking kind of community. But it is evient enough that with the disappearance of the present
rd^nS+I°f Production tbe community of womeF occa-wfll Illsappear!namCly’ °fflCial andnon official prostitution
The Communists are further reproached with desiring to
Uan hLnoTatWlabrl
of nationality. The Profetanan nas no h atherland. You cannot deprive him of thatmmol1 be baS n°t got* When the Proletariat obtains poSS-S b(f°nie-S tbe national class and conFtinfbyfhl-V,
fahon’d will indeed be national, though
not in the middle-class sense of the word. The national di
IlreXatFndatotwg0?S^riPUr8Ued by the European nations
already tenet toward obliteration through the development
of the Bourgeoisie, through the influence of free tS a
ofto2SonAtbe Pfif?™i‘y»f the modern*wonder
Ol piortuction and the conditions of modern life arising out
of our present industrial system.
arising out
tion.11 of ^nation aF
P-?letari^t wil1 hasleri this obliteraSallcR Wd1^ VbanPeS; f0r tbe uaited action of at
mast all civilized countries is one of the first conditions of
, b pyp»«i»” to theTsfS g
fhe
me using up of one individual by another will be the cessationof the using up of one nation by another. The hostile
attitude assumed by nations toward each other will cease
is divided.ntag0mS“S °f the classes int0 whicb eac]l nation

nla/Wi

f^S C^a?ses and class antagonisms will be re

CHAPKEK III.

SOCIALIST AND COMMUNIST LITERATURE,
I.—REACTIONARY SOCIALISM,

a.—Feudal Socialism.

Srf

wl^S ££ g,°ads

mldeefrom\he0ntLTi°StiC°!fm1Uni.st8 wMcl1 have been
Fnmtf if “
theological, ideological and philosophical
points of view, deserve no further notice. Does it r£nfire
in mfr'vf degree of mtellect to perceive that changes occur tefKdlmtHufTw of AtohSSI tarots
sition 9 nAorCVfk Y.- A
> iu.xaa social relations and pom-tS ^TW^ ChTed Titb tbe "banges^nmaTeS proletarian
.......aim^S
, O'souy. i he to
leudal socialists waved the 1

p™p-yp *1:

into cmitaf nin^ent When labor can 110 lonSer be changed
of LS mo7onob-une^°r. r?nt7_int° a s°cial power capable
sonal nronprtvPoi1Zed’itbat 1S’ fr°m the moment when perpropenv from
l0nger constitute itself as middle-class
sonalitv^s aholishou m-£ment y°u declare thathumanpernersonalitt i
' Y?,u acknowledge, then, that for you,
SiemPhtJ m
generally the personality of the Bourgeois
SonaTitv wh?chSlPrf1^°r- 14 is PreciseJy this kind of per
one of^th? w>hf ofbe destro7ed- Communism deprives no
lakes awav fS, <?f aPPropriatmg social products; it only
mand over
I1101 llle Power of appropriating the com“tivifv will ia labor of others. It has been objected that
were1 the ahnmfnr^f a ll.niversal laziness pervade society,
According to1?^ °f P1'iva 6 Property once accomplished!
ought ffc sinee l^ the matter> middle-class society
smce toS'fstem,
have been
ruined
- roMrtv^and^fhnt!
those
who through
do wmkidleness
Sre for
no
Tlfk rnnvj!i'd those who acquire property do no work
?here will be°norwa8 UPi°f the tautological proposition that
All tua w n?- wages-labor whenever there is no capital
dudifand S,0-i S ,made !° the Communistic mode ot prodii-ectfd againff thpmS ^hy®?cal Products, have also been
lectual nrodnctt a Pro^ctl011.
distribution of inteldestrucBon nf m As m the 0Pinioa of tbe Bourgeois the
promY on
elass property involves the cessation of apFn his Son ikfumat°nf tbe cessation of class civilization,
generally rrh’s?d?atlcal with the cessation of civilization
he depl°™'Is

Fhat wiFlfin the'im Sf0Ciety’ rUt y-0U merely exPress tbe fact
one were he W 115°5m °f
tbe elements of a new
•
' being formed, and that the dissolution of the old
ideas was keeping pace with the dissolution of Fhe old cFn
ditions of social life. When the antique world wFs mTq
last agonies, Christianity triumphed over the antique religion. When the dogmas of Christianity were superseded
y the enlightenment of the eighteenth century, feudal socifimi!i'riSR0nCentl'a-tlnS!iPs lasfc eff°rts against the then revolu
tionary Bourgeoisie. The ideas of religious liliertv and f rcitioniifthe11^ WereitbfeeXpressionsof uubmited competiand relidon ff Bnt^u free ^ad? in ^e sphere of intellect
u leiigion. But you say theological, moral philounnhi
Progress of1 Snifealliueasiare SUbject tobe modFfied byPthe
p ogress or historical development. Religion ethics nhi
losophy, polities and jurisprudence are, however of all’time
And we find besides, certain eternal idcls foi eiamnle
eedom, justice and the like, which are common to all ?he
EXS1
a,?,d str■„ B“‘ CommSm destoy
6 eternal tiuths ; it pretends to abolish religion and
ftivmgtnerna new lorm. Commucal development ^ToXi^t f prc;ceding modes of hist°riThe lSX nf Fu T
5at does tbis accusation amount ?
i ue history of all preceding states of society is simnlv tha
history
of
class
antagonisms,
which were fought under difmstory ot
dif
ferent conditions and asanmo/i
^___ ^ .
different historical epochs. What7v«lorm
aFtago"
FyXXhTr
ff’?116 USing Up °f 0Qe P^ofSty
oy another part is a fact common to the whole uast hTn
shonhf hatX’ tbat tbe 80Cial COIlsciousness of past ages

When the feudalists show that their mode of exnlmtotu
Casing up one class by another) was different from Fhe hon
away-neveX refimn and 1condxkoils which have passe

<>n^^slZtlbrTo0rt^

Chistian
ascetism a tins-e nf BxSar g ls Has
®asier
to
itself X?S™adSffff,.80cialIsmnot'ban
Christial:

should have a common ground in spite of the multiplicity

YouVidTaSs0afref3thepd°m’ civilization- Prudence and- the like,
con l t innt % *1 necessary consequences of the middle-age
rfpn™of ProPerty and production, as your jurispraa1 wih ::r!!ZTi0f/°Ur Clas? raised t0 tbe digmtyJ of Faw,
your class ThFeCt 1ffig!ven
the economical conditions oi
wherebv von Fnn Pnf u81 m°de of vlewmg the question
dnminn
nf0l!nd y°U1' transitory conditions of prod ProPerty With the eternal laws of reason and
nature common to aH ruling classes. What you unS
“totadwith »*“ T?”6 or,fe"dal Pr»P«y you Carnot
r =d^h ^d ^ modern middle-class propertyare Shocker amF- dome®tl1c ties. Even the greatest Radicals
TT^^bocked at this scandalous intention of the Communists
Upon what rqgts the present system, the BourgeZ system
Fn f;™my relatlpnships ? Upon capital ; upoSvatfgSfnr rh0flijm0Dgering- In bs most perfect form it only exists’
for the Bourgeoisie, and
ana it
it finds
nnas aa befitting
behtting compSent in
theOsSS
compulsory
m
P
'ticelibacy
^r^107 of
° • the bb'oietariat and in public

Safs with the ^Q?0Urge018 faP.lIy system naturally disapdLtruS n f .^^Pl'earance ot its complement; and the
DmVnn rF , !!1 i? luvdved in the destruction of capital,
nfemm P K Cii u-8 tbat we intend abolishing the using up

£ E^W??,ntS ? We “c^owledgr, thiXfmT
ui mat we will abolish the most endearing relatinnshin« w
Or

fn Feidf Jemty °f 8ecial arrangements; that it should^ove aristocracy. I>rieSt besPrmkles 1110 impotent wrath tf
m certain common forms of thinking, which will comuletelv
disappear with the disappearance of dass an*agonismP The
b. Shopocrat* Socialism.
Communistic revoiution is the most thorough-|oiiXupture will bFfXX2tfhVXlre n0t the °nly class wbo are,
hFn I® raditlonary conditions of property fno^Fffir
USS-fiSS^SS will involve the con^letest rajfe the condiDWFf !7 tbe bourgeoisie. Not the only cli
But we must have done with the middle-class accusations
against Communism. We have seen that the first step in
the Proletarian revolution will be the conquest of DemocFiev
VX^TieProif11 • Pr0Xriat t0 tbeTate of ^ru £7g
class, ihe Proletarians will use their political snorem^
in order to deprive the middle dass of the command of cam
ital; to centralize all the instruments of production in the
hands of the State—that is, in those of the whole Proletariat
organized as the ruling class-and to increase the masf of

productive power with the utmost possible rapi lSV

It !

a matter of course tbat this can be done, atfiistonlvbv
despotic interference with the rights of property and middhf
class conditions of production. By regulations in fact
which, economically considered, appear insufficient and un
tenable, which therefore in the course of revolution neceS'
tate ulterior and more radical measures, and are mmvOidSe
as a means toward a thorough change in the modes of production. These regiffations will of course be different in
different countries. But for the more advanced countries thO
folio wing will be pretty generally applicable :
ie
}: 1 be national appropriation of the land and the annli
cation of rent to the public revenue.
Ppl
2. A heavy progressive tax.
3. Abolition of the right of inheritance.
4. Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels
5. Centralization ot credit in the hands of the State by
State cap‘t5
Wltl1 “ exol“sive m0n»P0ly Ml l

tX’rf- c?„mmerc^ Diamifacture and agric W In em
tr es like Prance, where far more than one-half Sf
FF

exSg and mWati0 aQd Sf¥ ?ystem ofEducation for the
f»Qf'
t pii^te one. Ajid is not your system of eduwuX the nSofne(l\society? by the social conditions
of shopocrat socialism. Sismondi is the hrad oftv6 Synte
direct inlhiZ-e fr which you educate ? by the more-or less
m England as well as in France Th b bhFFi ?1S S^?'
school V em F rr?f ®ociety Ithrough the medium of your
of soF etv Vni F10 ?.ommumsts do not '"vent the influence
actcr m
cduc1atl0rV tdey only seek to change its charunvailed fhe
i e . ^acies contained therein.
dis Mi hll i edlxcatl0f ll,om tbe influence of a ruling
St the em L?.-aS3 taIk ab?ut domestic ties and education,
moreand Xln-g C0,nn8Ctl0n of parent and child, becomes
the Prcfietarinrfadiss*?stmg in proportion as the family ties of
infn m«nha
- Je torn asubder and their children changed thehSafoPtSate.0'1 themea°S o' ^Mcation in
of FhXS3’ mt<x artides of commerce, by the extemnon
7. Increase of the national manufactories; of the instru
system' But ^ou intad “tro
FiFoI ria coxum inity of women, shrieks the whole middle ments of production; tbe cultivation of waste lands and
dass like a tragic chorus. The ’ bourgeois looks uuonhiF the improvement of the land according to a common plan

SSSSSiH--

8. Labor made compulsory for all; and the organKaSon
instrumFnIufrof1Frnriimie-nt of production ; be is told that tbe
instiuments of production are to be used up in common • of industrial.armies, especially for agriculture.
' : bbe union of manufacturing and agricultural industry
wmmon X n?* m^17 SUpposes tliat woman will share the
ab0liSlU”«
‘o^ontam’SS

1 thGr “acJllnes- He does not even dream
that it is intended, on the contrary, to abolish the position
of woman as a mere instrument of production For fX
rest, nothing can be more ludicrous than the highly moral
the prefSd oX1- ®ntertained.^ t’10 bourgeoisie toward
CommifnX d xv® ial CO“mun!ty of. womaQ among the
of womFn ri ^ ' ° n°fc reqU1i'e tointroduce community
ot women. It has always existed. Your middle dass genei ally arc not satisfied with having the wives and daughters
of their wages slaves at their disposal; not to mention the
innumerable public prostitutes; but they take a pafticuIaF
pleasure in seducing each other’s wives. Middle dass marriageis in reality community of wives. At the most, we
could only he reproached for wishing to substitute an open,

means of production and traffic withL thF limiS F? ti1®1’
antique conditions of property whir-if
tS of t!les
dren; the conjunction of education and material production destroyed, necessarily so, by these verv mS fff1!
with other regulations of a similar nature.
1
cases, shopocrat socialism is, at the same time £ Fr 00t
When class distinction will have finally disappeared and and utopiani CorDoration^ artri m *i ? ^Die, reactionar
patriachal
idyllic arrans'emenfd in S111^8 m Diamifacture!
production wffl have concentrated in the hands of this associa ion, which comprises the whole nation, the public power
will lose its political character. Political power in the exact
sense of the word, being the organized power of one cSS
‘•which enables it to oppress another. When the Proletariat
tas been forced to unite as a class during its struggle with
he Bourgeoisie, when it has become the ruling class bv a
revolution, and as such has destroyed by force the aid con-
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c.—German or “True” Socialism.* ’

vital conditions of modern society without the accompanying
struggles and dangers. They desire the existing order of
things, minus the revolutionary and destructive element
contained therein. They wish to have a bourgeoisie without
a proletariat.
The bourgeoisie, of course, consider
the world wherein they reign to he the best pos
sible world. Bourgeois socialism develops tbis com
fortable hypothesis into a complete system. When these
socialists urge the proletariat to realize their system, to
march toward the New Jerusalem, they ask in reality that
the proletariat should remain within the limits of existing
society, and yet lay aside all bitter and unfavorable opin
ions concerning it. A second, less systematic, and more
practical school of middle-class socialists, try to hinder all
revolutionary, movements among the producers, by teach
ing them that their condition cannot be improved by this
or that political change, but only by a change in the ma
terial conditions of life, in the economical arrangements of
society. Yet, by a change in the modern life-conditions,
these socialists do not mean the abolition of the middle-class
modes of production and distribution, attainable only in a
revolutionary manner; they mean administrative reforms, to
be made within the limits of the old system, which, there
fore, will leave the relation of capital and wages-labor un
touched; and, at most, will meiely simplify the details
and diminish the cost of bourgeois government. This kind
of socialism finds its most fitting expression in empty
rhetorical flourishes. Free trade ! for the benefit of the
working classes. A tariff! for the benefit of the working
classes. Isolated imprisonment and the silent system ! for
the benefit of the working classes. This last phase is the
only sincere and earnest one, among the whole stock in
trade of the middle-class socialists. Their socialism con
sists in affirming that the bourgeois is a bourgeois * * *
for the benefit of the working classes !

Dec. 30, 1871.

ments in the proletariat, which, indeed, can only be occa
sioned by a blind and willful disbelief in the new gospel. In
France, the Fourierists oppose the Reformists; in England,
the Owenites react against the Chartists.*
The Communists invariably support every revolutionary
movement against the existing order of things, social and
political. But in all these movements they endeavor to
point out the property question, whatever degree of devel
opment, in every particular case, it may have obtained, as
the leading question. The Communists labor for tbe union
and association of the revolutionary parties of all countries.
The Communists disdain to conceal their opinions and ends.
They openly declare that these ends can he attained only
by the overthrow of a’l hitherto existing social arrange
ments. Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communist revo
lution. The Proletarians have nothing to lose in it save
their chains. They will gain a world. Let the Proletarians
of all countries unite !

The Socialist and Communist literature of France origmated under the bourgeois regime, and was the literary ex
pression of the struggle'against the middle-class supremacy.
It was introduced into Germany at a time when the bour
geoisie there had began their battle againstfeudal despotism.
German philosophers—half-philosophers and would-be
literati—eagerly seized on this literature, and forgot that
with the immigration of these French _ writings into Ger
many, the advanced state of French society and of French
class-struggles, had not, as a matter of course, immigrated
along with them. This French literature,, when brought
into contact wi h the German phases of social development,
lost all its immediate practical significance, and assumed a
purely literary aspect. It could appear in no other way
than as an idle speculation upon the best possible state of
society, upon the realization of the true nature of man. In
a similar manner, the German pbilosoohers of the 18th cen
*It is not to be forgotten tbat these lines were written before the Rev
tury considered tbe demands of the first French revolution
olution of February, 1818. and that the examples have, accordingly,
as the demands of “ practical reason ” in its general. sense,
reference to the state of parties of that time.—Note on the Trans
sind fhe will of the revolutionary French bourgeoisie was
lator.
____________
for them the law of the pure will, of volition as it ought to
be; the law of man’s inward nature. The all-engrossing
ORGANIZATION OF LABOR: ITS AGGRESSIVE
pro lem for the German literati was to.bringthe new French
PHASES.
idea"* into accordance with their old philosophic conscience ;
or rather, to appropriate the French ideas without leaving
Association is a distinctive principle of modern life. Out
the philosophic point of view. This appropriation took
of the development of its economic uses there have come
place in the same way as one masters a foreign language ;
also staitling phases of a contest which, under some form or
namGy, by translation. It is known how the monks of the
another, has always agitated society. Each successive strug
middle ages treated the manuscripts of the Greek and
gle has enlarged the boundaries of the agitation. But there
Roman classics. They wrote silly Catholic legends over
has never been seen before any practical attempt to realize
the original text. The German literati did the very reverse,
unity by organizing the greater portion of the race—those
with respect to the profane French literature. They .wrote
who labor—for self-protection, mutual development, and
their philosophical nonsense behind the French original.
even ciaas ascendancy. The promulgation of the idea and
For example, behind the French critique of the modern
the experiment have been left to the present, and have re
money-system, they wrote, “Estrangement of Human
m.—CRITICAL-UTOPIAN SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM.
sulted from resistance to a force which, however beneficent
Nature
behind the French critique of the bourgeois
We do not speak here of the literature which, in all the when rightfully controlled, has been made more than sub
regime, they wrote, “ Destruction of the Supremacy ot the
to the selfish interests of a class and of. individuals.
Absolute,” and so forth. They baptized this interpolation great revolutions of modem times, has expressed the de servient
The contest is that between labor and. capital, and the
of their philosopic motifs of speech with the French ideas mands of the proletariat : as leveler pamphleteers, the movement
specially under consideration is directed by the
by var ous names : “ Philosophy in A'ctmn,” “ True Social writings of Babeuf and others. The first attempts of the International
Workingmen’s Association. Naturally enough
ism,” “ The German Philosophy of Socialism,” “Philosophi prole lariat toward directly forwarding its own class-inter the chief seat of
struggle and the origin of the organiza
cal Foundation of Socialism,” and the like. The socialist est, made during the general movement which overthrew tion are found inthe
countries where leudalism.has graven most
and communist literature of France was completely emascu feudal society, necessarily failed., by reason of the crude, un deeply dividing lines,
where those social forces which
late!. And when it bad ceased, in German hands, to ex developed form of tne proletariat itself; as well as by the the era of industry andand
commerce creates, acting only in the
press the struggle of one class asrainst another, the Germans want of those material conditions for its emancipation, which interests of capital, seek to maintain the old order and its
imagined they had overcome French one-sidedness. They are but the product of the bourgeois-epoch. The revolu class advantages, while striving at the same time to obtain
imagined they represented, not true interests and wants, but tionary literature which accompanied this first movement of fuller direction of the new. A world-wide federation of
the interests and wants of abstract truth; not the proletarian the proletariat had necessarily a reactionary content. It labor bears in its statement the idea of fraternity. Its roots
interest, but the interest of human nature, as man as belong taught a universal asceticism and a rude sort of equality.
The socialist and communist systems, properly so called, are far down in the “earth, earthy,” while its summit seeks
ing to no class, a native of no merely terrestrial countries—
the heavens. There may he Utopias within its shadow, but
of man, belonging of the misty, remote r< gion of philo the systems of St. Simon, Owen, Fourier and others, origi there must also be generous and genuine truth to give form
sophical imagination. This Gecman socialism, which com nated in the early period of the struggle between the prole and substance to a purpose so grand, a spirit so comprehenposed its clumsy school themes with such exemplary golem tariat and the bourgeoisie, which we uescribed in Chapter I.
,. , T. '
nity, and then cried them along the street, gradually lost its The inventors of these systems perceived the fact of class- sive.
In outlining this remarkable movement, which I have se
pedantic and primitive innocence. The battle of the German, antagonism, and the activity of the dissolvent elements lected
for
an
exposition
of
the
aggressive
side
of the labor
within
the
prevailing
social
system.
But
they
did
not
see
part cularly of the Prussian bourgeoisie, against feudalism
question, it is necessary to sketoh the present condition of
and absolute monarchy, in a word, the liberal movement, any spontaneous historical action, any characteristic politi the sturdy trades unions. Hitherto these have been chiefly
became more serious. True socialism had now the desired cal movement, on the part of the proletariat. And because protective and defensive. They now seem to be growing
opportunity of placing socialist demands in opposition to the development of class-ant tgonism keeps pace with the
developing sociological forces which demand the
the actual political movement; of hurling the traditionary development of the industrial system, they could not find creative,
second-band anathemas against liberalism, constitutional the material conditions for the emancipation of the prole attention alike of those who investigate principles and those
who
administer
affairs.
tariat
;
they
were
obliged
to
seek
for
a
social
science,
for
governments, bourgeois competition and free trade, bour
is not the writer’s design to attack, defend or excuse,
geois freedom of the press, bourgeois juries, bourgeois social laws, in order to create thhse conditions. Their butItto
analyze and state, so that the reader may perceive
freedom and equality ; the opportunity of preaching to the personal -inventive activity took the place of social activ with him
extent and character of a movement which
masses that they had nothing to gain and everything to lose ity, imaginary conditions of proletarian emancipation were promises tothe
he fundamental—one of those elemental efforts
by this middle-class movement. German socialism forgot, substituted for the historical ones, and a subjective, fantastic which impress
society for centuries after their guiding im
rery opportunely, that the French polemics, whose unmean organization of society, for the gradual and progressive or pulses have passed away. Although this is a class move
ing echo it was—presupposed the modern middle-class sys ganization of the proletariat as a class. The approaching ment, and is therefore narrow to a certain degree, as have
tem of society, with the corresponding physical conditions pnast-s of universal history resolved itself, for them, into the been all that have preceded, it should be borne in mind that
of social existence, and a suitable political constitution; pre propagandism and practical realization of their peculiar so the laboring class comprises seven-tenths of mankind. Their
supposed, in fact, the very things which had no existence in cial plans. They had, indeed, the consciousness of advo- efforts at unity are in many respects tbe healthiest of all
Germany, and which were the very things to be obtained by catiug the interest of the producers as the most suffering signs. Let us know what the millions aspire to do and he.
the middle-class movement. German socialism was used up class of society.» The proletariat existed for them, only un Society will be the gainer by every quickening movement.
by the German de-pots and their followers—priests, school der this point of view of the most oppressed class. The un Its foundations are made more secure by discussions which
masters, bureaucrats and bullfrog country, squires—as a developed state of the class-struggle, and their own social are inclusive of all interests. The wider the range of open
scarecrow to frighten the revolutionary middle-class. . It position, induced these socialists to believe they were far re agitation the less dangerous it becomes to order and prog
was the agreeable finish to the grape shot, and cat o’nine moved above class-antagonism. They desired to improve ress.
Whatever concerns each concerns all, and one may be
tails, with which these governments replied to the first pro- the position of all the members of society, even of the most sure that the present movement among laboring people m all
etarian insurrections of Germany. While “ true socialism ” favored. Hence, their continual appeals to the whole of so civilized countries toward widely extended organization
was thus employed in assisting the governments against ciety, even to the dominant class. You have only to un needs only to be examined Impartially to reveal correctives
the German bourgeoisie, it also directly represented, a reac derstand their system in order to see it is the .best possible for errors and justice for wrongs that may exist on either
tionary interest, that of the German small capitalists and plan for the best possible state of society. Hence, too, they side of the issues involved. There is one tiling that cannot
shopocracy. In Germany the real social foundation of the reject all political, and particularly all revolutionary action, be done safely, that is, to ignore or simply denounce these
existing state of things was this class, remaining . since the they desire to attain their object in a peaceful manner, and organizations. They must tee met and considered in a spirit
16th century, and always renewing itselt under slightly dif try to prepare the way for the new social gospel, by the of fairness. It is impossible for millions of men to com
ferent forms. Its preservation was the preservation, of the lorce of example, by small, isolated experiments, which, of bine without having some just reasons for such action;
existing order of things in Germany. The industrial and course, cannot but turn out signal failures. This fantastic nor can there exist a movement almost as wide and per
political supremacy of the bourgeoisie involved the annihi representation of future society expressed the feeling of a vading as civilization, unless there he forces underlying it
lation of. this intermediate class ; on the one hand, by the time when the proletariat was quite undeveloped, and had which will permanently affect the condition of man
centralization of capital ; on the other, by the creation of a quite an imaginary conception of its own position—it was
In the growth of this movemont the idea of individual
revolutionary proletariat. German, or “true” socialism, tne expression of an instinctive want for a universal social self-help, as well as of protective organization, seems to
appeared to this shopocracy as a means of killing two birds revolution. There are, however, critical elements contained have come from the British agitators: France, has given
with one stone. It spread like an epidemic. The robe ot in all these socialist and communist writings. They attack equality and enthusiasm, but always lacked individual effort
speculative cobwebs, adorned with rhetorical flourishes and the foundation of existing society. Hence they contain a and individual liberty, looking to an outside force, that of
sickly sentimentalism—in which the German socialists treasure of materials for the enlightenment of the producers. tha government or community, for direction and assistance.
wrapped the dry bones of their eternal, absolute truths, Their positive propositions regarding a future state of so Germany, in its discussions, has brought to the movement
increased the demand for their commodity among this ciety ; e. g. abolition of the antagonism of town and coun the aspiration for unity which is so thoroughly a part of its
public. And tbe German socialists were not wanting in try, of family institutions, of individual accumulation, of intellectual life, and by the broad generalizations, which are
due appreciation of their mission, to be the grandiloquent wages-labor, the proclamation of social harmony, the characteristic thereof, has given to it the. cosmical aspect
representatives of the German shopocrats. They proclaimed change of political power into a mere superintendence of now being rapidly developed. Yet the British trades unions
the German nation to be the archetypal nation; the German production; all tnese propositions expressed the abolition of afforded the ground work. Through their experience alone
cockneys to be archetypal men. They gave every piece of class-antagonism, when this last was only commencing its could the initiative have been formed.
cockney rascality a hidden socialist sense, whereby it was evolution; and, therefore, they have, with these authors, a
Since 1849 ihe European democratic movement has passed
interpre ed to mean the reverse of rascality. They reached purely Utopian sense. The importance of critical-utopian into other hands. The aspects of to-day are very different
the limits of their system, when they directly opposed the rioeidlism and Communism stands in an inverted proportion from those that then controlled. It is claimed that it is no
destructive tendency of communism and proclaimed their to the progress of the historical movement. In proportion longer aristocratic privilege, but organized power, in the
own sublime indifference toward all ciass-amagonism. as the class-battle is evolved and assumes a definite form, so form of capital growing yearly more potent through eco
Withvtry few exceptions, all the so-called socialist and does this imaginary elevation over it, this fantastic resistance nomic association, with which democracy must contend,
communist publications which circulate in Germany ema to it, lose all practical worth, all theoretical justification. either to overthrow or control. Just now, to overthrow
Hence, it happens, that although the originators of these
nate from this school, and are enervating, filthy trash.
systems were revolutionary in various respects, yet their fol seems most desirable to the many; but to the wiser even if
n.—CONSERVATIVE,. OR BOURGEOIS SOCIALISM.
lowers have invariably formed reactionary sects. They hold more radical minority control is possible and pre-eminently
A part of the bourgeoisie desires to alleviate social disso tast by their masters’ old dogmas and doctrines, in opposi more desirable. Although such ideas as these were not
nances, with a view of securing the existence of middle-class tion to the progressive historical evomtion of the proletariat. prominent in dictating the efforts that followed recovery
society. To this section belong economists, philanthropists, They seek, therefore, logically enough, to deaden class op from the overwhelming defeat of republicanism in 1849, they
humanitarians, improvers of the condition of the working position, to mediate between the extremes.. They still dream have in great part grown out of those efforts.
In Great Britain the working leaders turned their atten
classes, patrons of charitable institutions, cruelty-to-animals- of the experimental realization of their social Utopias
bill supporters, temperance advocates, in, a word, hole and through isolated efforts—the founding of a new phalanteres,' tion to amelioration. For fifteen years, or until our war
corner reformers ot the most varied and piebald, aspect. This of a few home colonies, ol a small Icaria—a duodecimo edi was closing, there was little or nothing done.directly for po
middle-class socialism has even been developed into complete tion of the New Jerusalem; and they appeal to the philaa- litical results. Co-operation on the one side and tradessystems. As an example, wTe may cite Proudhon’s Philos-o- throphy of the bourgeois hearts and purses for the building unionism on the other were the great levers which were used.
p; y of Poverty. The socialist bourgeois wish to have the expenses of these air-castles and chimeras. They gradually The latter has proven an especially powerful agency
fall back into ihe category ot the above-mentioned reaction of the new democratic propagandism ; co-operation, as de
veloped in England, having lost much, of its earlier socialis
<* ,fwas the set of writers characterized in the following chapter, who ary or conservative socialists, and distinguish themselves
themselves called their fheory, "True Social! m;” if, therefore, after from these only by their more systematic pedantry, by their tic character. But this is aside froffi the general scope of the
■perusing this chapter, the reader should not agree with them as to the tanatical faith in the miraculous powers of their social present paper, which has to do with the growth of the inter
name, tnis is no fault of the authors of the Manifesto.—Note oe the
panacea. Hence, they violently oppose all political move national movement, with its far-reaching ideas and aims.
Translator,
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treasurer, John Weston, is known as a writer on class issues;
Tlie trades unions of Great Britain, as of otlier countries,
7. Co-operation and industrial partnerships.
find their prototypes in the ancient guilds—organizations,
while the general secretary, J. George Eccarius (who is also
8. Taxation, imperial and local.
however, whose characteristi«s are much more strongly pre
corresponding secretary for the United States), is a man of
9. Education, primary and technical.
far more than ordinary power as thinker and writer. He is
served in what we know of Chinese associations for similar
10. Direct representation of labor in Parliament.
purposes or in the Russian arteels, than they are in the great
11. International fraternization of labor, war, standing a Swiss by birth, resident in London since 1849. Speaking
German and French as well as English, he is a very useful
amalgamated trades societies like those formed by the engi armies, and their injurious effect on industry.
man apart from his intellectual value. He is the author of a
neers, the carpenters, the miners, or our American ‘ ‘ Knights
12. Utilization of waste lands and unemployed labor.
ol St. Crispin. ” The invention of labor-saving machinery,
Nor have the debates of these congresses been unworthy vigorous work entitled “ Refutation of the Economical Doc
and consequently the association of capital, destroyed the the themes. On the contrary, those that I have heard or trines "of John Stewart Mill,” which was reviewed at length
guilds—leagues of master and man, working employer and read show close, concise and logical power of statement and by leading English journals. He is a practiced journalist,
employe. They also created and rendered necessary, ae- reasoning, clear conception of facts a nr1 their application, being now employed as a London correspondent
carding to the defenders of trades unions, the existence of and a capacity for pressing points in dc Ate which would do by one of the leading New York dailies, and doing
such organizations.
considerable special work for the London Times and Daily
credit to any legislative body in the world.
It is, however, within the last two decades that trades
It is easy to perceive how, when the suggestion and oppor News. France is represented by Eugene Dupon. Karl
unions have become really formidable. It is only within the tunity cam^ the men were ready, prepared by such an agi Marx, who is secretary for Germany and Russia, is also one
last, in fact since the triunlph of the American Republic tation as this involved, to frame the international movement of the ablest writers on socialism in Europe, and author of
over slavery has given such impetus to all radical agitation which has greatly exercised the governments of Europe.
an important work in German entitled “ Das Kapital,” which
in Europe, that the movement has passed out of the mere
One fact'should not be omitted, as it illustrates forcibly is deemed the gospel of the new movement. I There are like
defensive into the constructive, or, as I fear many will affirm, the power the associative principle will possess, when once wise secretaries for Belgium, Holland, Spain, Switzerland,
the destructive, phase it is now assuming. The Sheffield fully understood and applied by the masses for their own Hungary, Italy, Poland and Denmark. These officers con
unions, or that of the bricklayers at Birmingham, illustrate advancement. From a careful examination of parliamentary duct the correspondence with the various sections and coun
what was too common in the earlier stages, when combina and other returns made in 1867,1 estimate that at that date tries which they represent. Among those affiliated with the
tion and conspiracy laws made all attempts of English work the wages class in Great Britain had accumulated funds to movement in Germany and elsewhere- in Europe are such
men to unite, in order to increase their wages, criminal the amount of $437,216,660 specie. This vast sum belonged men as Dr. Jacobi, the turner Bebel of Leipsic, a leading
offenses punishable with imprisonment and even transporta to the various co-operative, friendly, benefit, building, loan member of the North German Parliament; Diezzen of Elbertion. The ugly shadow of those days is projected into the and other similar societiss, to the trades unions, or was de feld, a tanner,and author of an able review of the various meta
present, but very rarely elsewhere than in communities posited in the various savings banks. About one-half was physical systems ; Liebknecht, and the other leaders of tbe
where workmen keep themselves aloof from the larger and in the latter institutions. The basis of this calculation in Lasalle or Socialist-Democratic party of Germany. In Spain,
better influences which have followed the efforts at unity of cludes only those deposits and investments belonging to per France and Italy the movement has a strong hold. Henri
action. Masses of men seldom conspire; they may revolt sons who receive wages. If the workingmen of England Rochefort may be at present considered the political leader
and do bad things in the blind fury of passion, but the plot and America could once be made to realize the enormous of the labor movement in France, though there are a num
and cabal, whose mischievous aim can be attained only by power involved in such an aggregation of their small means, ber of able workingmen who are more directly its represent
steal Hi, share the open discussion which must inevitably fol it would not be long before the character of the whole con atives.* As to membership, about one-third of the English
low in the wake of wide-spread organization. There is no test between labor and capital would change ; the former trades unions have connected themselves more or less directly
positive means of ascertaining the exact number and mem would become self-employing and the latter would seek op with the International Association. In France, 433,785
Unionists are co-operating; in Switzerland, 42,326 ; in Ger
bership of British trades unions. There was a Trades Direc portunity to invest it at moderate interest.
tory published in 1861, giving a list of 408 towns in which
No very accurate estimates can be obtained of the Conti many, 150,000 ; in Spain, about 20,000 ; in Austria and
unions or their branches were established. In 1867 the nental trades unions membership, for nearly every Euro Hungary, 100,000 ; Belgium has an affiliated membership of
leading unionists estimated their membership at about 700,000, pean government has had these organizations under open or about 20,000; Italy, one of at least 100,000 ; while in Hol
and since that date the societies have grown more rapidly secret surveillance. Italy has a very complete network of land, Denmark and even Russia, there are sections organ
than at any previous period. It is believed now they do not semi-political trades societies, of which Garibaldi is the izing. The American National Labor Union, with its mem
number less than 850,000 members. Even with so large a honorary president. It numbers about four hundred and bership of over 200,000, is in full sympathy. A great deal
membership, they only contain a small percentage of the fifty branehes, has a membership of about one hundred and of sympathetic affiliation exists in Poland, Russia and other
various trades, except perhaps where these are actually close twenty thousand and a fund of about three hundred thou countries, which has found expression at the different con
corporations, like the 33 small trades of Sheffield. Still, the sand dollars. In Italy strikes have been quite frequent dur gresses only through independent delegates, who are able to
unions exercise a controlling influence over their trades, as ing the last five years, as also in France, Belgium and Aus defy the government opposition. A number of newspapers
much probably from the genuine spirit of comradeship which tria ; in each of which countries the combination laws have sustain the international movement ; some only generally,
is exhibited as from the direct aid the organization affords in been greatly modified. But this aggressive activity has like the Paris Marseilles and the London Beehive (trades
any emergency. The building trades, lor instance, ,|.re esti been promoted by the growth of the international move union organ), but most of them accept its programme
mated to employ about 900,000 persons, more than the entire ment and the energy of its propaganda. In Spain four and are ijts declared organs. There are two German week
membership of all trade societies. Only about 100,000 per thousand workingmen’s societies are reported. They form lies and one French published at Geneva and Zurich ; three
sons are members of the masons’, plasterers’, carpenters’ and the principal sources of the republican agitation there. In in French and one in Flemish, published in Liege and other
other unions connected with the occupations of building. Denmark and Sweden the agitation is just beginning to Belgian towns ; one in Spanish at Barcelona ; while in Ger
The cities contain the largest number of society-men. averag make itself perceptible, and but recently, evei| in Asiatic many the Berlin Daily Zukunfi, Dr. Jacobi’s organ, advo
ing from seventy to ninety per cent, of each of the principal Turkey, I read of a formidable strike occurring1 among per cates this movement, as also do weeklies published at Vienna
trades.
sons employed on some public works. The Khedive of and Leipsic. Besides, there are papers published in Bohe
The most powerful union existing, though not the most Egypt will probably find himself surprised some day by dis mia, Hungary and Italy which sustain the general policy of
numerous, is that of the “ Amalgamated Society of Engi turbances among the populations he has so skillfully made the International Association.
Since the organization of the association, in 1864, four an
neers, Machinists, Millwrights and Pattern-Makers.” It had subservient to the aggrandizement of his own wealth, with
nual congresses have assembled. The first was held in Sep
in 1867 (the last year for which I have been able to find out the slightest regard to their condition or welfare.
tember,
1866, at Geneva; the second met at Lausanne, the
official data) a membership of 34,000, belonging to 308
The International Workingmen’s Association, which at
branches, located in Great Britain, Ireland, France, the the present time assumes great political importance and is third at Brussels and the fourth at Basle. The fifth was
United Stales, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the likely still more to disturb the victorious equanimity of the called at Mayence, but its assembling was rendered impossi
West Indies. There was a cash balance of live hundred Prussian king and his great minister, as it previously had ble by the Franco-Prussian war, to the policy of which, on
and seventy-six thousand seven hundred and eighty-five dol the repose of their now captive rival, Napoleon III., is an either side, its membership is strongly opposed. At the
lars in its treasury, and an annual income of over three organization whose animating impulse was at first so to in Geneva congress about forty delegates were present. There
hundred and eighty thousand dollars. So perfect has its or struct and unite the workingmen of Continental Europe, were a few delegates from Paris, Lyons and Brussels, but
ganization become since 1850, that strikes are almost un that, when strikes or other struggles occurred in Great the majority were either, English or refugees resident in
known, and this because capital has found out it pays better Britain between employer and employed, the former should Great Britain or Switzerland. Fifty-five delegates were
to arbitrate than “lock out.” It is a fact worthy of note, not be able to defeat the latter by sending to France, present at Lausanne. Sixteen were French, twenty-nine
and proves that these societies are not, as some would be Belgium, Germany or Switzerland, and under the Swiss, six English, three German and one Italian. The
lieve, unmixed evils; that the larger their growth and the inducement of better wages, fill the recusants’ places English delegates were the ablest and most influential. The
more perfect their organization, the less inclination is there in England with this foreign labor. Such was the practical Brussels congress attracted general attention, owing to the
to resort to strikes, and the more ready are both sides to point achieved by the association, but very much more than fact that the Belgian ministry had given indications of a
listen to reason. Organization among the men has made this is involved and has already resulted from its organiza determination not to permit its assembling. Very serious
disturbances had occurred previously at Verviers, resulting
strikes too costly to themselves and the employers.
tion and efforts.
The “Amalgamated Carpenters,’* quoted by Professor
The name of George Odger has become familiar to the in the calling out of troops and firing on the people, causing
Beasley as the best union in existence, numbers eight thou readers of the Atlantic, through Justin McCarthy’s attractive the death of a leading member of the Belgian section. The
sand members, has one hundred and eighty-seven branches, paper, “ Some English Workingmen,” as well as to the gen Basle congress was marked by a considerable accession
and a fund on hand of seventy thousand dollars. The opera eral reader, from the frequency with which during the last of German influence, several of the great demo
For the
tive masons number eighteen thousand; the bricklayers, few years it has appeared in all English political movements. cratic associations having sent delegates.
twelve thousand; tae plasterers, eight thousand; the general It is a name that should be honored by loyal Americans, for first time the United States were represented, the
union of tailors, twelve thousand; ironfounders, twelve this country has had no truer and few more useful friends in National Labor Union having at its Philadelphia congress
thousand; boiler-makers, nine thousand; London tailors, Great Britain than the London shoemaker. Associated with elected a prominent member to attend the International Con
seven thousand; Scotch carpenters, five thousand; power- a chosen few of his own order—as Thomas Mottershead, gress. The Socialistic-Democratic party of North Germany
loom weavers, five thousand; locomotive engineers and fire silk-weaver; George Howell, bricklayer, since, secretary of is a movement of those who hold that changes in the politi
men, fifteen thousand, with sixty-four branches and an an Ihe Reform League; William Cramer and Robert Apple- cal situation is the first thing to be desired and worked for.
imal income of about thirty-five thousand dollars. These so garth, carpenters; John G. Eccarius, tailor; and a few Among those they advocate state aid rather than self-help
cieties are not federal but individual, so to speak, nor must others—Mr. Odger by his tireless efforts and devotion kept policy which is the aim of the economic reform, under
it be supposed that the large funds they gather and disburse alive an agitation for the Union cause against all the efforts whose impetus the co-operative and credit bank system of
are used wholly in aggressi ve movements. By far the larger of Southern agents to induce the London workingmen es Germany has been built up; this party has given in its adhe
portion of their’dues are applied to beneficent purposes. Up pecially to lead in a demand on the British government for sion to the international programme. An industrial congress
to 1866, for instance, the ‘ ‘Amalgamated Engineers ” dis a forcible raising of the Southern blockade in order to pro which met at Nuremberg (the fifth held by the same party)
bursed (a period of fifteen years being included) $2,443,585, cure cotton. Few persons on this side of the Atlantic know in 1868, made the following declarations, which form so con
of which amount $1,399,200 had been devoted to assisting how near those agents came to being successful, though all cise a statement of the general aim of their movement that I
men out of work, including those “on strikes.” Not can realize what would have been the disastrous results to us give a translation entire:
“ 1. The emancipation of the working classes must be
more than a third of this went directly to the latter purpose, of su@h action by the British government. Mr. Odger was
while $1,024,385 is reported as expended directly for such the representative man among the English leaders of the achieved by the working classes themselves. The struggle
objects as sickness, superannuation, accidents, funerals, etc. efforts which organized the International Association. The for their emancipation is not a struggle for class privileges or
But, large as are these distinct unions, the necessity of co first meeting was held at St. Martin’s Hall, London, Septem monopolies, but for equality of rights and duties, and for the
operation as well as the normal tendency of this movement ber 28,1864. The membership was composed of such Eng abolition of the privileges of every class.
“2. The economical dependence of the workingman on
for industrial and social reconstruction inspired active efforts lish trades societies as adhered to the idea, under the influ
for the federation of different societies. Most of these move ence of the men I have named and of others, of different the man who has monopolized the instruments of labor is the
ments have been represented in trades councils, alliances, nationalities, resident for the most part in London. The or principle of slavery, whatever form it may assume, of social
conferences, labor parliaments and congresses.
The ganization was formed by chairman, treasurer, general misery, of intellectual inferiority and of political sub
“ Miners’ National Association,” an affiliated group of so secretary, general executive council, corresponding secre jection.
“ 3. The political movement is the indispensable means of
cieties, has a membership of fifty thousand. London, Man taries for different countries named and their affiliated sec
effecting the economical enfranchisement of the working
chester, Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Sheffield, Glasgow, tions therein.
classThe social question is therefore inseparable from the
Leeds, in fact, all the great manufacturing centres, have
At the present time the latter officers are sometimes resi
local trades councils or conferences, meeting regularly and dents of the countries they represent, though in most cases political question; the solution of the first depends on the
representing from three thousand to one hundred thousand they live in London or (Switzerland; both localities being solution of the second, and is only possible under a demo
men. respectively. A number of general conferences have tolerably safe for men of marked radicalism, a statement cratic government.
“ Considering, also, that the efforts hitherto made for
been held at Sheffield, Preston, Manchester and London, in hardly true of any other portion of Europe. The general
which the attending delegates have represented all the lead council is chosen at each annual congress, and always with economical emancipation have heretofore failed from want
ing trades and from two hundred thousand to four hundred reference to the fact tbat the members reside in London, the of union between the different branches of labor
thousand members. The annual Trades Congress for 1870 headquarters of the movement. So a majority of them are in each country, and the non-existence of frater
(the third I believe) met on Monday, October 24. The fol English; Robert Applegarth, Secretary of the Amalgamated nal ties between the working classes of different
lowing statement of the subjects for discussion will illus Carpenters’ Union, and one of the very best specimens of countries; tbat the emancipation of labor is not a
trate the character and scope of these assemblies:
the workingmen so favorably described by Mr. McCarthy, is local problem nor a national problem, but a social problem
1. Trades’ unions and legislation.
the chairman. There are twenty-one members, among them coextensive with modern society, the solution of which de
2. Mines regulation bill; the truck system and weekly pay being several whose names I have already given. Cowell. pends on the theoretical and practical co-operation of the
ment of wages.
Stepney, one of the council, is a gentleman in the extreme most advanced nations ; the fifth congress of German work
3. Employment of women and children in agriculture, conventional sense, being a brother-ifi-law, I believe, of the men resolve that they will unite their efforts with those of
factories and workshops-.
Tory Earl of Carnarvon, and himself a person of means and the International Workmen’s Association.”
4. Convict labor versus free labor.
high culture. He has long been a student of socialistic ef
*Tliis was written before the development of the communical move
5. Application of arbitration and conciliation in trade dis forts, and is known in England as an advanced radical of
in Paris, nnder the light of which this statement would not now
putes.
the philosophic school. The chairman, William Townsend, ment
be made,
6. Reduction of the hours of labor.
j is an active and influential man among his class, The
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Universalist is any less meritorious and productive of good
than the same act would be in a rigid Presbyterian ? At
the same time, to admit that such claim is not made is to ad
mit away all that is claimed by the various sects.
Sectarianism, then, is the bane of true religion. A true
religious theory must be so broad as to be capable of in
cluding everybody—not only such “as believe aS I do.”
Nothing less than the Religion of Humanity can do that.
And it may be possible—we trust it shall be a prophecy—
that the prediction of Father Damien may have been an in
spiration, while he thought it to be a curse. Whoever shall
establish or proclaim a religious theory so scientific and so
religious as to meet the wants of humanity, will certainly
have projected the Religion of tfle Future upon the world.

Some singular facts are developed when a comparison is
instituted between the Christianity of the nineteenth cen
tury and that of the first century. Indeed there is searcely
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION.
a resemblance in any single particular between them ex
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and according to their own showing, they would have been
the elect for salvation all the same had Christ never died—
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Senator Buckingham, of Connecticut, on the 14th inst.,
church of to-day. In fact the very things Christ did are so
News-dealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 far below the present standard of respectability, tbat few are introduced the remonstrating petition against suffrage got
Nassau street, New York,
ten up by ’Sherman, Dahlgren and tbeir coadjutors, consist
lowly enough of heart to be found doing them. Christ’s
ing of 3.600 names, which the lying £>ress enlarged to 10,000,
All communications, business or editorial, must be addressed
Lazarus has become the Rich Man of to-day, dressing in
and said, as reported in the Herald :
W0.x»un & ffiiatiitt's
‘ purple and fine linen,” and “ faring sumptuously every
The most refined and respectable women in the country
day;” while the dogs of to-day come along and “ lick the have now signified to Congress their unwillingness to have
44 Broad Street, New York City.
sores” of the rejected and they are not healed or purified to the responsibilities of suffrage thrust upon them. Tbe pro
acceptance. What a spectacle would the “Son of Man” test is said to contain many of tbe most respected, talented
present to-day, in our midst, clad in lowly raiment and with and influential women of ten different States. Over sixteen
hundred of them live in Connecticut, and in looking over
his Disciples equally lowly, going about healing the sick, on tbe list I find that I know many of them. They are not
a Sabbath, and gathering corn belonging to other people manly women, but women of good sense, and their judg
to satisfy their hunger. Does anybody suppose that he ment is entitled to consideration. They do not say anything
about the abstract right of suffrage,but they say tbat, having al
would meet with any better reception than the Jews extend ready
tbeir full share of the burdens and responsibilities of life,
ed him; and would he not be denounced as eating with they fear that others more bold than they may succeed in
Publicans and Sinners ” if he were to associate with them having imposed upon them other burdens and responsibilities
as he did ? Indeed, would he not be arrested as a common unsuited to them ; and, therefore, they ask Congress to pro
tect them from these dangers. They say that the extension
thief ?
of the suffrage to them will be adverse to tbe interests of the
Now, what was it that made Christ what it is believed be workingwomen ; that it will introduce a fruitful element of
discord into the existing marriage relation, and that it will
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL and TENNIE C. CLAFLIN, was ? Was it the simple fact that he was the promised be
fraught with danger to the general good order of the coun
Messiah, whom the Jews expected ? No, nothing of this
try.
sympathize with them. I see no possible benefit
EDITORS AND PROPRIETORS.
sort, since he was not received by them as the fulfillment of whichI can
arise by the extension of suffrage to women—
the prophecy. Neither was he what he was to those who benefit to them or to the country.
did receive him because of such fulfillment, but because of
And this is the mouse which has taken the place of the
WASHINGTON CONVENTION.
the life he lived and the doctrines he taught.
proposed mountain-avalanche that these women, who can’t go
This fact becomes clear if we undertake to say that he to the polls because their Biddies must also be there, were to
The National Suffrage Committee will hold a convention would have produced the same effect upon the world that he
hurl upon Congress, to sweep all hope of woman suflrage
at Lincoln Hall, in Washington, on the 10th, 11th and 12th did had he nofglived the life he did and taught the doctrines
from our souls. Thirty-six hundred all told ! Why, in the
of January. All those interested in woman’s enfranchise he taught. Hence, whatever of prophecy there may have
little town of Lansing, Mich., eight hundred women have
ment are invited there to consider the “ new departure”_ been fulfilled by bis birth, that has bad nothing whatever to
petitioned for suffrage. One small city asks for suffrage
women already citizens, and their rights as such secured by do with the establishment and promulgation of Christianity
with one-fourth the voice that the rest of the Union objects.
the 14th and 15th amendments of the Federal Constitution. upon the truths and precepts which he gave to the world.
We hope that a few such comforting facts will teach
This view, presented in “The Woodhull Memorial” at Any other person than he, horn as he was, living the life he
these women who are sailing under false pretenses to re
the last session of Congress, was respectfully received, and a lived and teaching the doctrines he taught, would have been
main at home and mind their own business, instead of roam
minority report of the Judiciary Committee made in its Jesus, the Christ and the Saviour of the World.
ing the country, meddling with what is none of their busi
favor, which has been sanctioned by the opinions of some of
It is nevertheless true that the most comprehensive rule ness. When the hundreds of thousands of names already
the ablest constitutional lawyers and judges in the country. that Christ laid down for human guidance he quoted from
obtained shall be presented to Congress, asking for justice,
Although this report has been before the nation nearly a Confucius, who lived hundreds of years before him. But
nothing more, it will come with a death-knell to these abject
year, no authoritative adverse opinions have as yet been that has not made the rule any less efficacious, either in re
slaves who have sold themselves for the positions occupied
rendered. It only remains, then, that the coming Congress gard to its inherent worth or in regard to its authority.
by their husbands, and which they now know they will lose
pass a Declaratory act, and women citizens in every State of
But in the comparison between these two words we find when justice is granted. *1
the Union will be able to vote for the next President with the key-note to the difference between religion, per se, and
And a Senator of the United States has the impudence to
out hindrance; their eligibility to this high office is already the so-called Christianity of to-day—the latter consisting al
stand up before this free country, in the Senate, and insultsettled by the original Constitution—Art. 2, Sec. 4.
most altogether of authority, while the former is by no means fifteen millions of women with the contemptible insinuation
Let, then, the 15,000,000 women of this Republic rise up in confined to those who profess its tenets. Religion is the
that 3,600 refined and respectable women who have signed
their dignity and use these new-found, liberties for their own same whether it exists among Christians or Pagans. If a
that petition should speak for them. What business has
personal freedom, and the salvation of their country. A Pagan “do unto others as he would that others do unto”
Mr. Buckingham to set up such false pretenses ? What
united effort, now, and the day is ours; we shall not only film, then he lives the Golden Rule just as efficaciously to sal
business has he to insinuate that there are not just as re
vote for the next President, but, if true to ourselves, have a vation as if he were a Christian. But Christians have made
spectable and refined women who want suffrage as there are
potent voice in determining who shall be nominated for that this illogical and unwarrantable error all along the ages; and
who do not ? We hope that the women of Connecticut will
office.
in an outrageous manner do they make it to-day to their own use this cat-o’-nine-tails he has offered them to flog him out
The times are auspicious, party ties are broken, politicians confusion.
of the United States Senate. Over 1,600 of them live in that
are losing their hold on the masses, who have clearer ideas
Nothing can be permanent in which principle is involved, State, so the most honorable Senator informs us. Can he
of human rights than ever before; and of all the vital issues unless it is also universal. No w Christianity, as it exists to inform us how many live in his State who have petitioned
now looming up for the party of the no distant future, there is day, can never become universal. But religion is universal. upon the opposite side ? Perhaps it would give him some
not one so momentous and far reaching in its consequences Everybody, wherever under the sun, is religious just in comfort to know that they number 16,000, and that for re
as Woman Suffrage. Therefore we urge all friends of proportion as he lives in his outward life, and within him finement and respectability they stand head and ears above
Equal Rights to be present and take part in the deliberations self, the religious elements of which his nature is made up. those who are so little refined as to presume to meddle with
of the Convention.
Since Christ’s kingdom did not come because of bis au something which cannot concern them.
Lucretia Mott,
thority, divorced from his life, so neither can Christian-, Yes, we mean it—meddle with our business. We, nor
Ruth Care Denison,
Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Matilda Joslyn Gage,
ity be religion, unless tbe religious elements find expression no one who has ever petitioned Congress for the ballot, has
Susan B. Anthony,
Martha C. Wright,
through its forms. Now the religious elements are the same ever asked that these very respectable women should be
Victoria C. Woodhull,
Charlotte B. Wilbour,
in all persons everywhere, and there is no doubt that there compelled to vote or to be voted for; and they know it; and
Isabella Beecher Hooker,
Laura Curtis Bullard,
Josephine S. Griffing,
are people who, not, Christians, are really more religious it is an infamous proceeding of theirs to attempt to make it
Olympia Brown,
1 Catharine A. F. Stebbins, Detroit, Mich.
than any Christians can be, because, to be limited by the appear differently. Nobody wants to c ompel them to bear
Nannette B. Gardner,
“
“
boundaries of Christianity, as established by its various any additional “ burdens and responsibilities” for which we
Sarah Pagh, Philadelphia.
sects, is to deny the very basic principle of all religion—the (presume them unsuited. Ask Congress to protect them from
Maria Mott Davis, Philadelphia.
brotherhood of the human race.
Mrs. Washington Bladen, “
these dangers, forsooth ! What consummate pretense ! What
“ Heoun Foster,
“
Now whatever true religious theory there may be in exist contemptible sneaking! Whoever will make use of such
<! Dr. Mellen,
e<
ence must have as its fundamental idea this all-comprehen villainous falsity to gain their points will steal the livery of
Miss Stickney, '
“
sive fact. To not have it is to deny the existence of God Heaven in which to serve the devil.
“ Carrie S. Burnham,
“
“ Carrie Avery Riddle, Washington, D. C.
himself ; since to fail to admit that we are all brothers and
After this learned dissertation of this learned Senator, who
“ Florence Riddle Bartlett,
“
“
sisters of a common parent is to make such denial. There knows so much about popular government, we shall expect
u Sara J. Spencer,
“
“
fore Christianity is not necessarily the true religion.
to see the workingmen of the country surrendering the bal
“ Francis Henshaw Baden,
“
“
But there will be developed from the heterogeneous masses lot ;' since he wisely informs us that the extension of suf
E. D. E. N. Southworth, Georgetown.
Maria G. Underwood, Alexandria, Va.
of religious divisions existing to-day A True Religion of the frage to workingwomen will be adverse to their interests.
Anna W.Bodeker, Richmond, Va.
Future, which, while discarding all of the old and out Mr. Buckingham has made a slight mistake, for which he is
Mrs. M. H. Arnold, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
grown clothes in which they have been reared and had their very excusable. He simply views the matter through his
“ Amelia B. Rost, _ “
“ S
existence, will assume new habiliments suited to the adorn own interests, since he may be certain that when the work
Esther Morris, ex-Justice of the Peace, Wyoming.
A. Frances Pillsbury, Charleston, S. C.
ment of the truth, which they all contain, to a greater or ingwomen of Connecticut do vote, his days of political posi
Mrs. P. Holmes Drake, Huntsville, Ala.
less extent. Some time ago we showed that Eternal Dam-' tion will be numbered.
Hon. Mrs. Aaron A. Sargent, Nevada, California.
nation equally with Universal Salvation was a truth. Now
He can see no possible benefit which can arise from the
Laura De Force Gordon,
“
«.
these terms are used to designate the two extremes of Theo extension of suffrage! Neither could our fathers’ English
Hon. Mrs. A. P. Ela, New Hampshire.
Mrs. Gov. Ashley.
retical Religion. But does anybody in this age of the world masters. Nor could the Southern slaveholders, and they
Layinia C. Duadore, Baltimore, Md.
believe, or will any profess to believe, that a good act in a are all one and the same class, who do not want the power
1 00
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usurped by them taken away. And all the crawling
and squirming Buckingham and his set will go through with
in the future will not be competent to wash them clean of
this scrape, into which they have permitted themselves to be
blindly betrayed. If suffrage is not good, why don’t Buck
ingham go home and tell his constituency so, and not stay
in Congress, serving in a government in whose first principle
he does not believe.
It is time to inform these assuming, self-conceited lords
that we no longer say by your leave. We come to you to
demand justice ; to demand a right already ours ; and
which the Buckinghams of this country are withholding
from us. Is that plain language ; plain enough for such
dullards to comprehend ? Or will they require the thunders
of revolution to rouse them to a sense of the situation ? If
so, then let it be revolution. But of one thing they may
rest content. We plead no more for justice ; nor rely any
longer on the “irresistible influence,” of which so much has
been said by them and with which they are so loth to part.
And they need not complain if they in turn are obliged ‘to
sue for mercy at the feet of the power they are invoking.

When we have pronounced freedom, the press have gra
ciously denounced, us as practicers of it in the lowest and
most debased conditions, and charged that we wanted free
dom merely to be loose and base,Ahey themselves incapable,
as we suppose, of a conception that purity of heart and pur
pose was possible in freedom. For this reason our readers
have been deprived of very^much they should have had con
veyed to them, and which really indicates the progress of
the movement for general emancipation from despotism,
political, religious and social, more forcibly than anything
else can indicate it. Hereafter we shall not only advocate',
but we shall glean, mostly without comment, the most
potent evidence, pro and con, of its effects upon public opinion, as seen through the medium of the press. And to show
how nearly the same language affects differently constituted
people, we quote the following from the American Spirit
ualist, which closes with “the idea” of which the Steinway
Hall speech was an elaboration :

[Our correspondence column admits every shade of opinion ; all that
wv require is that the langifege shall be that current in calm, unfet
tered social or philosophical discussion. It is often suggested that cerain subjects should be excluded from public journals. We think that
nothing should be excluded that is of public interest. Not the facts but
the style to determine the propriety of the discussion.
We are in no wise to beheld answerable for the opinions expressed by
correspisndents.
^
N. B. —It is particularly requested that no communication shall exceed
r^!?1Umn' If6 m0re C°UCiSe the m0re aocePtable- Communications
length ] g 1 y
Uable matter are oCten deluded on account of

MONEY—CURRENCY.

It is greatly to he wished that all those who desire to
substitute for our existing financial anarchy a true mone
tary system, could agree upon the principles involved, so as
to act efficiently together.
MRS. WOODHITLL’S POSITION SOCIALLY.
Fortunately the tendency seems to be, at present, to agree
The foUowing extract is from the prefatory portion of
Mrs. Woodhull s memorable address before the American upon the plan of issuing government paper money convert
Association of Spiritualists, at Troy—memorable alike for ible at will into bonds bearing 3.65 per cent, interest, and
WOMAN SUFFRAGE IN WYOMING.
its logical strength, symmetrical beauty and prophetic in- vice versa, as a compromise, leaving the true system to be
rare <Tiab*iies ffarmoniously united as they are wondrously
adopted later. It is to be regretted, however, that some
wNNE,-Wy®”-I)eCemb^r 14-—The bill to repeal the . It will be seen that this extract is of a personal character earnest reformers, like your correspondent David Wilder,
It ^
giving women the right of the suffrage has incidentally called forth by the misrepresentation of the insist upon the arbitrary and unphilosophical statement
FheSfiwiH0USeVthe §overn°r’s veto notwithstanding, by iroy press, winch there as elsewhere-seems maliciouslv dis
the followmg vote: Yeas-Blair, Castle, Clarke, Payton posed to vilify and traduce this lady especially, and all that gold or silver coin alone can properly be called money
Kugendall, Pease, Sheaks Talbot and Wilson. Nays—Brown whomsoever they are unable to answer by reason or argu I Ins is historically incorrect, for many other materials have
wal/nf fiT' T ie JicPeal blU was lost in the Council for ment But a ‘ Day of Doom’’-not distant let us hopf- been used and recognized as money at different times bv
want of the requisite two-thirds vote. The following is the manifesting itself in the overwhelming indignation of an various nations.
,
Yeas-Bennett, Harrison, Muckalls, Potter and awakened and outraged people, awaits the venality of both
The definition is as unphilosopl^cal as it would be to define
Steele. Nays—Corbett, Downey, Fisher and Gales.
press and pulpit.
J
We believe Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull-whom we com- man as consisting of a certain combination of bones mus
REMARKS.
The effort of the Legislature to destroy Woman Suffrage mend for her honor and honesty, her outspoken and con cles and nerves, with no reference to the soul, spirit ’or life
sistent truth, and the marvelous ability she evinces in de which animates the otherwise dead body and makes it a liv
in Wyoming is already known to our readers. But that it fending
her position on every subject of Reform—to be
should be pressed as indicated above, evidences a determina what is stranger than all fic ion, the worst abused and best ing man, without which, in fact, the component elements
tion in some quarters to compel despotism. Beside, we de misrepresented woman of the age, whose name and deeds would never have assumed the human form.
will embalm with immortal radiance, simply by
It is sometimes said by those holding the views of Mr.
sire to say a few calm and sober words to Woman Suffragists history
virtue of the fact that in her daily life she incarnates thl Wilder, that the coining of money is simply to tell us that
who hang their hopes upon State legislation, since it immutable principles of Justice:
will prove a fatal anchor that will drag them continually
“ 1 am ask?d if I believe in promiscuous intercourse for there is such a weight of gold of a definite fineness in the
fiom rock to rook until their hopes of liberty will be dashed the sexes. I reply, I don’t believe anything about it. I piece; but that this is a fallacy is easily seen by the con
in pieces. Out of twenty men, six only remained true to know that it exists to an alarming extent; and more I sideration that a piece of gold ot equal weight and fineness
know that a great many of those editors who write me
principles of freedom and justice; and if we take the men of down are among its best representatives. But if vou ask with the coin of the country, but not coined by (he govern
the country the same proportions will be true of them Like tf^ i! -ft believe such a condition a high one, I will say I ment, is not money. And why ? Because only that is money
the Slave Masters of the South, they do not not want to give think it to be that which the Times calls nastiness ’ I hone which is made a legal tender for the payment of all debts
it does not view my doctrines through colored glasses I And anything which is a legal tender for debts is money
up control over their Women Slaves. Hence, to rely upon believe
promiscuity to be anarchy, and the very antithesis, of that
the justice of men, that is to say, to countenance the idea that for which I aspire. I know that there are all degrees of lust while checks, drafts or notes, although they may be used as
States constituted alone of men citizens have the right to and love from the lowest to the highest. But I believe the currency, and often are so, are not money, because not legal
deny the suffrage to any citizen upon any account they may highest sexual relations are those that me monoqamic. and that tender, and are never so spoken of by writers on this subject
be disposed to, is to debar women from suffrage forever, or at M™6™'6 high and spiritual in proportion as they are continuous It in {he function discharged tbat determines whether any
Lut I protest, and I believe every woman who has purity in
best to keep them forever upon the rack between realized her soul protests, against all laws that would compel them thing is money, and not the material of which it isunade.
In fact it is not as money, but as merchandise, that our
hopes and impending fears. What then is the legitimate to maintain relations with men for whom thev have no
lesult of the pandering to men on the part of a portion of regard. 1 honor that purity of life which comes from the specie is useful, in the payment of balances to foreign coun
tries, which is now almost the only use made of it, except
W<,m“ WlH> “ p“re ““P'J
the Woman Suffragists, who don’t want the ballot “ by a
the had one of speculation or gambling. Our coin ’is not a
trick.” We say that, when we deal with thieves who have
The lieligio-Philosophical Journal, quoting from our edi legal tender beyond our own jurisdiction, and is only re
stolen our birthright, it is not only our right, but our
duty also, to take advantage of all their; oversights lor pro torial-11 The demands of the hour ”—remarks upon it as ceived abroad at. its value as bullion.
follows:
When gold is demoralized, as it should he, and treated
tection to their unworthily gotten powers; and it is a spite
“These are noWe sentiments, and we say amen to them. like all other merchandise, it will be a legitimate article of
unworthy of people engaged in a great cause to vent their
We believe that the time has come in which there will be a export, like any other production of the country of which
vindictiveness and spleen because their vanity and ambition shaking
of dry bones, and unless we are willing to be forced
have been hedged in by a movement founded in principle in into some practical work, others will be called and chosen we have a surplus, to exchange for something that we want
y d° ltv Long enough have we frittered away our powem more than we do gold. If true that gold (or silver) coin
stead of upon schemes for personal elevation.
little petty jealousies and suspicions. It is now tirae that alone is money, then it is not money that we need but a
To admit that there may be arbitrary distinctions in the in
we take hold of the work in earnest. The question of
matter of government among citizens, by which some classes woman suffrage and political action among Bpirhualists can legal tender currency. But, as what everybody means by
may, without consultation or permission, exclude other no longer be kept back. There is no reason why such a money is exactly a legal tender currency, and by a legal
classes from equal rights, is to admit away all our claims to mighty power as this should be kept m the hands of ou? tender currency, money, there does not seen to be any
liberty and to invite despotism. Founded upon the idea of opponents and unused by ourselves. We were among the advantage in trying to keep up a distinction which oniy
first to give woman her place on the rostrum; let us not hes
equality, and with the idea that justice shall reign, we must itate in putting her upon the platform. Let us thi n rally the misleads people and darkens counsel. I hope, then, that our
assert first, last and all the time that there is no power any men and women of Spiritualism to this great work. Half of friend Wilder, and all these of his way of thinking will con
where in the government that can deprive a single citizen of the ten million Spiritualists in this country are women. Their sent to use the word money as others do, and according to
any right or of any privilege exercised by any other citizen influence and rights are just as sacred as any men’s. its scientific meaning, so as to be understood. If they can
once get the external, apparent, outward, merely natural idea
unless that citizen first forfeit it. And who will dare to’ Let us agitate the question of political action.”
of money out of their minds, and substitute for it the inward
claim that women have ever forfeited the right to vote in
Wyoming ? What would the male citizens of Wyoming
The Prince of Wales’ sickness has done one good. It has spiritual, scientific idea of money, as that which performs a
have said had the women obtained office and endeavored to stirred up inquiry into the cause of malarial fevers. These certain function of the greatest importance, we can all see
F S 0
disfranchise them ? A howl of indignation woukl have re come fairly within the classification of preventable diseases, alike and all pull together.
sounded Union-wide and every paper would have caught it and science, by means of hygienic precautions, can check
up. But what paper has protested against this indignity and control them. What a tower of strength is the king’s
A CASE IN POINT.
heaped upon women ?
name. A thousand poor men’s lives might have been in
Many persons assume that women won’t vote because they
We trust, however, that this Wyoming business will prove peril, and none would have cared. But let the blue blood
a salutary lesson, since it will teach women to permit the of princes be in danger of corruption, and society shudders have no interest in affairs that are to be affected by voting.
We are willing to admit that there are women so ignorant
election of no one to office who will oppose equality. We to its very core.
have it from indubitable authority that the majority in the
as to take that position, but it is oniy from ignorance ; since
Free institutions have their inconveniences. A public there are hundreds of questions before the people of quite
Legislature of Wyoming are refusing to grant the usual
appropriations, for the express purpose of embarrassing body in England were desirous of checking ihe sale of adul as much interest to women as the one related bclow by a
General Campbell, whose honesty and bravery every woman terated teas, a deleterious arlicle vended exclusively among friend in a private letter from Carthage, Mo. Women show
m the broad land should bear in special remembrance, and the poor. They applied to the revenue officers, but it was their verdancy and unconsciously accept their positions as
to whom the women of Wyoming should render justice in not their affair; to the Board of Trade, but it was none of serfs and slaves when they say they have no interest in,
the coming time.
their luneral; to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, w'ho general politics:
didn t like the freedom of trade obstructed. And so poor
A few Spiritualists, after reading extracts of Mrs W’s
people can be slowly poisoned with Prussian blue or arsenic. speech on Social Freedom ” in the New York Sun and TribA NEW DEPARTURE.
An autocrat would remedy such a roguery by the scratch of wn^say she has damaged the cause ot Spiritualism and Woman
Suffrage. I tell them “ No; read the whole speech before you
a pen.
pass judgment.
I am glad she has spoken the brave true
We propose in the future to depart from the custom here
words she has Agitation is what is needed to set the people
tofore observed of excluding from our columns the various
The Internationals have^won the sympathy of the to thinking. In a few years we will all be more proud of
opinions of the press. The Weekly is in no sense a journal
her for advocating the “Principles of Social Freedom”
after the ordinary definition of that term, but is revolution public, and alter overwhelming the police authorities with now than we are of Garrison, Phillips and others for advo
confusion, they now engage the attention of Congress. The cating that once very unpopular reform, the freedom of the
ary to nearly all the established customs and usages of so
colored slaves of the South.
ciety. It is an advocate of principles and truths, let them workingman only wants a fair show, a fair share of this
Speaking of 'W Oman Suffrage makes me. want to tell you
be what they may and lead where they may. We have re world’s goods; and while rejoicing at his neighbor’s good liow the women of this place voted once, not having seen
fortune,
does
not
care
to
set
it
off
by
his
own
misery.
The
any notice of it in any Woman Suffrage paper :
frained from this departure for a long time, because almost
One year ago last September an election was ordered in
all the criticism, adverse and favorable, has been made per International joins in this local and personal sentiment, and.
this county, for the^ people to decide whether they should
would
extend
its
operation
to
the
whole
world.
Libeity,
sonal rather than upon the truths and reforms advocated.
issue bonds to aid in building a railroad or not, and it was
equality,,fraternity, everywhere and for everyone!
decided that all persons who'owned taxable property were
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Genius sees in “her passionate dreams” in fondly following
‘ ‘ Truth along her star-paved way. ”
Strange how these highly-strung poetic natures all, in va
rious keys, sing the same tune. Full freedom and universal
love is their eternal burden. Somehow, practically applied,
this sort of thing doesn’t answer—at least it had not in my
case.
Perhaps I was one of the “ lapsed souls ”—a disagreeable
notion. At least, however, I had not distrusted impulse.
Would to God I had, once. For the first time I threw away
A. F.’s outpouring, dissatisfied and peevish, and sent for a
Mary A. Leland.
horse to ride out. I had been absent from England for
nearly a year, and albeit I was Lord Delamere’s only son, with
a fair allowance, I was taking a leisurely autumn tour in the
THE BASIS OP REFORM—No. III.
west of England, pending the consideration and settlement
of some disagreeable private affairs. En route I was inform
EQUILIBRATION.
ing myself of the political bias of the country, with a view
of offering myself as a liberal candidate for the county at
I have spoken of sexual intercourse, and of the reflowing the approaching election, at the earnest desire of one of my
of the forces of the human system. The subject of equili relatives. For this purpose I had a few introductions to
bration, which has been extensively treated’by that brilliant some leading families, and now sallied forth to pay a visit
and erratic genius, P. B. Randolph, is but little understood. to a naval officer, a certain Captain Fane, who had served
It is not only the source of the highest health, and the in the Peninsular war with my father.
With my head in a muddle, from a confused mixture of
means by which the most perfect enjoyment may be realized,
but an essential point in the true development of all parts of Shelley, Blake, A. F., and a sympathetic minor chord
the system. By the term equilibration 1 mean the just and from that greedy child of the muses, who must have suf
EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-TWO.
proper distribution of all the forces of the physical, mental fered, like me, from an overdose of an adulterated article—
“ Oh, bitterness of things too sweet !”—I found myself at
and spiritual systems of man.
Eighteen hundred and seventy-one has been a marked
Physical equilibration is the result of a healthy organism, Captain Fane’s residence, and dismounting to open a wide
year. Events of a deeply interesting character have trans kept so by personal purity. If individual purity be attained swing gate, I led my horse through a luxuriant and beauti
pired in the moral, religious, political and social worlds. there need be no fears for the community, as this is made up fully kept shrubbery to the door of an old-fashioned red-brick
American slavery has gone down ; women’s rights are up; of the former and is an exact reflection of it. Mankind can house, surrounded by a blooming garden. A young lady
the Internationals are doing their work, and the Spiritualists not escape the results of inherited imperfections, but per tying up a creeper looked up inquiringly, but without em
and others are doing theirs. The last-named class is numer sonal purity will do much toward removing these disabili barrassment, at my approach. I asked if I could see Cap
ous in the United States. Were they solidly united, and ties. Tnis requires cleanliness of the physical body, exter tain Fane.
had they a fixed settled purpose, they could say who should nally and internally, pure air, frequent ablutions, and es
“Oh, yes, certainly,” she replied at once; “ if you can
be our next President. The National Convention of Spirit pecially the abstinence from all impure and improper articles trust your horse to my care, for our gardener has just gone
ualists has begun in the right direction in the election of its of food or drink.
down the village, and won’t be back for a few minutes.”
president, and the trustees of that body have shown their
I replied, “I could not think of troubling you, but I will
The gateway to heaven is purity, and he or she who
good sense in the adoption of her noble and far-reaching would enter this condition must realize this and practice wait the few minutes with pleasure, if you will allow me.”
address.
Raising her long, curled lashes and a pair of splendid dark
accordingly.
The women will doubtless do what they can with the
The penalties for disobedience to the higher physical laws blue eyes, she pursued earnestly: “ I am not afraid of horses;
National Legislature. Failing to get their prayer answered, are absolute. We cannot violate any law. We may place we have two ponies of our own, and I often ride. Our gar
the next step to be taken will be to call the ablest wmmen ourselves in such conditions as to come under the influence dener is our groom also—perhaps you are rich and never heard
and men together, say at Independence Hall, Philadelphia, of lower laws than those which belortgto and are conducive of a man acting in that double capacity before, but it is very
and then and there a basis might be agreed on for a new to the highest health. Coming in contact with the chemical common about here. ”
and better government than could be found in any preced law of fire, which is a rapid motion of the elements compos
I said, “ l am not rich, and I think I have heard of such a
ing age. And, besides, much valuable assistance may be ing any body, will destroy our physical bodies, and we are thing, but I cannot leave you alone with this horse because
expected in this important work from able and associated kindly warned by pain not to come under the dominion of he is not mine, and I don’t know how he would behave.”
persons dwelling in the higher spheres, who are in commu this law. There can be no equivocation, no atonement, no
“ Yery well,” she answered, “then we will wait for the
nication with intelligent governmentalists and distinguished possible escape from the penalty of any law, whether we gardener. Meantime I will give you something to guess—
moralists and socialists in the mundane world. I should be place ourselves within its reach ignorantly or otherwise. our gardener’s name—you will never guess it though, not
pleased to see seated in that convention such women as Vic The equilibration of the forces of the human system is very if we waited here a hundred years.” (This, with a sudden glad
toria C. Woodhull, Lucretia Mott, Ernestine L. Rose, Eliza much influenced by those whom we associate with. There laugh, most inspiriting after the simple gravity of her late
beth C. Stanton, Hannah P. M. Brown, Carrie S. Lewis, are individuals whose presence always disturbs the equilib manner.)
Susau B. Anthony ; and such men as Wendell Phillips, rium of sensitive persons when they approach them ; their
I began, “Henry, Thomas, James, John, William,
Parker Pillsbury, S. P. Andrews, Robert Dale Owen, George presence or even the thought of them will produce greater or Richard, Robert,------- ”
A. Bacon, Dr. Henry T. Child and other distinguished per less disturbance in the system of the sensitive and refined.
“ No, no, no,” she cried, “ you are not near it at all. I must
sons whose names do not now come to me.
These persons should be avoided and as little thought of as help you ; think of the signs of the Zodiac, signs of the
If I were to select a motto for our next movement it would possible. The law is absolute, and can no more be reasoned Zodiac.”
be this : Liberty, Justice, Fraternity.
I repeated, “ Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Yirgo,
away than the law of gravitation or any other natural law.
J. Murray Spear.
On the other hand, there are those whose presence is Libra, Scorpia, Sagittarius.”
San Francisco, Cal., November, 1871. '
“Stop,” she cried, “ now you have it.”
always a benediction, the very thought of whom brings
“Sagittarius?”
peace and quiet to the soul. These are the true physicians,
“Yes; but our people are not learned, so they call it
the healers of physical, mental and spiritual maladies, who
THE SPIRIT THAT WILL NOT DOWN.
go about doing good, often silently and unknown, save in Sagittary. Sagittary Biles is our gardener and groom.”
“Why, I never heard of such a name, Miss Fane,” I re
the blessed influences which flow out continually from them.
If the human mind could be satisfied at any point of Such should be, and will be, the mission of all humanity marked.
progress we might be left to undisturbed repose. But the when the spiritual nature is more fully, and we become as
I was taken up promptly.
ambition to improve, to approximate perfection, to finish up brother Francis, in a recent editorial in the Beligio-PMloso“ How do you know. I am Miss Fane ?”
this wild, rough world, will never allow us rest. We are an phical Journal, describes his guide and guardian spirit:
“Pardon, but you said* our gardener,’ and this is Capt.
active, busy, working human race. Some of us are discov
“Oh, what a grand lesson! The heart of our guide Fane’s house.”
erers, inventors, conquerors; and these will not leave the seemed to be a temple of charity, and as we gazed upon its
“ Dear me ! how clever. I think you must be a lawyer,
rest in quiet. Under their sorcery the very earth on which emotions, we saw him extend his arms lovingly around all but at least you cannot guess my Christian name—it’s another
we stand, that to our senses is fiat and stationary, begins^ to humanity. Noble spirit, each thought a gem of purity queer one. This time I shall not help you. ”
revolve ; ,and the stars above us move in regulated orbits. going out to elevate the world ! And while he goes forth to
I replied, “ 0, but I pray you in the name of the blessed
The mariner’s compass, printing, gunpowder, the steam_ en assist all, to scatter flowers around them, he utters no words Virgin ?”
gine and telegraph follow each other in quick succession. of condemnation, hates no one, but with his eyes on the
“ Ah, but it is not Mary,” she answered, with merriment
Machines for mowing, threshing, sawing, sewing and spin celestial glories of the Summer Land, he points each one to brimming all over her bonny red lips.
ning multiply on every hand, until hardly a vestige of the the grandeur thereof, and leads them forth as erring chil
“Then by the saint with whose hood you will never be—
old forms of industry remains.
.
.
dren, not blaming them, not chiding them, for he knows coiffe ?”
But improvement will not be limited—innovation will not J the cause that made them what they are. And thus he
“ No, no, it is not Catherine.”
be confined to material things. The same spirit of inquiry labors : throwing over the erring the vail of charity, he
“ By the poetic memories of Troy ?”
invades our religion, our politics and our social life, and in leads them forth in the exalted paths of virtue, and he only
“No, nor Helen ; but here is Sagittary, so I will go and
vents new modes of government. This spirit is not respect frowns when he sees others condemn them. His life is look for papa. Perhaps you will follow me. We are sure
ful of old dynasties. It robs royalty ot its “ purple” and one of continual devotion to humanity. An unostentatious to find my mother in the drawing-room.”
divests imperialism of its “ divine right.” It endows the in name, simple in manners, and a world-loving spirit ever
I followed her through the garden to the front of the
dividual with sovereignty, founds government by the people, distinguishes him, and he comes to our side, and teaches us house, where we entered through a glass door into a very
liberates the slave, plants the schoolhouse in the wilderness the grandest lessons of life.”
Aristotle.
pretty drawing-room. On the sofa there a lady sat alone,
of both forest and city, and makes the Rocky Mountains a
with some writing materials before her. She was small,
highway for enterprise and interchange.
slight and very iragile looking, with a delicate, almost
Not satisfied with this, the same spirit attacks our timeFINYOLA,
transparent skin, and large gray eyes full of dreams. My
honored family institution. It too cannot escape, and_ is un
companion said to her, “ Mother, dear, here is a gentleman
dergoing a most searching investigation. _ Our savageism in
who wishes to see papa. I don’t know his name.”
begetting children,, our barbarism in their bringing up, are
The most silvery laugh in the world greeted this singular
receiving a most scathing criticism. Inventors and discov
introduction ; then the lady replied, “ Well, the stranger
erers in this realm, also, are proposing equal rights and
I was sitting in a cheerful room at a quiet country town does not look dangerous ; go and find papa, ITmpertinente.”
equal privileges in the relations of the sexes ; and so conju hotel, and had just finished one of the burning romances of
I felt immediately relieved from standing on ceremony,
gating them in justice, attraction and reciprocity, that chil the celebrated romancist and essayist, A. F.
and, laying my card on the writing desk, entered into a full
dren may be born with physical and moral health, and
A. F., the apostle of free thought, free love and ultra de explanation of my visit. I could not have told why I found
trained in the virtues of liberty, equality and fraternity. mocracy, who, amid a storm of opprobrium, a fierce war of the lady’s voice and manner so intensely sympathetic ; why,
They propose to banish all the hells of poverty and suffer opposition and thunders, of social excommunication, had looking into those deep, full eyes, I suddenly found" myself
ing, all the prisons, all the houses of anguish and despair, to unflinchingly and fearlessly won her way to the proud posi in a new measureless space for breathing, feeling and think
divest of their usurpations all those claiming divine right to tion ot one of the most widely-read if not one of the
ing ; but the facts were so, and I spoke under a spell. It
tyrannize, and to introduce the order of nature, which is popular writers of the day. To me her romances, full of was some twenty minutes before Capt. Fane entered, saying
sensuous delights, were an exquisite pleasure, unalloyed even Bumcui
... his
..... workshop ......
“ heaven’s first law.”
something <11JUUU
about ^
his JiaviJlg
having been in
and ...
in „a
All the ignorance and malignity that opposed progress from when the conventional objection of passionate realism was
t mess_ jje was a fine-looking man, about fifty, but
the beginning are concentrating on the “Marriage Ques brought
-------- - against —
A w
t-ncUf,.! ““passion” into I
from a wouml in the knee, with a fair face, curly, soft
them. A.
F. translated
tion.” The unregenerate wretches who destroyed the first “ pure Nature,” and “ Nature” again into “ God,” when the gray hair, clear blue eyes, and a pleasant, direct manner, like
work of Copernicus, who racked Gallileo, who broke to pieces sting vanished at once.
his daughter. He came and sat down beside his wife, put
the first spinning and weaving machinery, who poisoned
The tale in question ended with a rhapsody on that splen ting his arm on the cushion at the back with an affec
Socrates, crucified Christ, mobbed Garrison and hung John did appeal of William Blake, artist and poet:
tionate, protecting gesture, very becoming, and welcomed
Brown, are joining their always defeated forces, and concen
my acquaintance with all a sailor’s frankness. Hearing
“Hear the voice of the bard,
trating to protect this last relic of the dark ages. This
Who present, past and future sees,
that I was likely to be some weeks in the place, he in
Whose ears have heard
religio-civil institution which binds woman soul and body,
vited me to repeat my visit, and offered to show me
The Ancient Word
and delivers her over to tyranny and lust, to go when her
some salmon fishing. With one exception our conversation
That walked among the silent trees,
master says go, to come when he says come, to bear children
Falling the lapsed soul,
was entirely confined to personal or local topics, but that
in sorrow and disgust, to be parlor ornament or kitchen
And walking in the evening dew,
exception was noteworthy. My eyes fell on a new book
That might control
drudge as her lord may fancy, and dooms her in the
near the desk, that had been much praised among the re
The starry pole,
name of heaven to the pangs of hell, must give
And fallen, fallen, light renew.”
viewers, and I made some trivial remark about it. Mrs.
way to new inventions in morals, to new _ methods
The commentary on this may be briefly summed up thus. Fane exclaimed, with a sudden kindling of the eyes and a
of relating the sexes which shall _ banish pain
ring in the voice, peculiar, I think, to her,. “ Ah, you have
and slavery and secure harmony and happiness. As in the The lapsed souls were those who, despising Nature, could not not read it. It has so disappointed me.. It is too artificial
past, the prestige of age and divine appointment are claimed see God, and needlessly distrust impulses and desires God-, for children ; too superficial for grown-up people. Neither
for this fearful nightmare of humanity, and, as happened given. We wanted no angels, no impossible etherealizations, nature nor art—the inevitable consequence of an attempt at
in the past, so now this same spirit of opposition to reform no men without passions, no women without souls—only a hopeless compromise. The author has great talents, and
projects the evils of the previous ages into the present and the restoration of the just and beautiful balance which alone her instincts urge her to high, untrodden paths,- but her
future; arraigns the new as. the cause of the evils flowing makes perfection. And “ every soul contains perfection s courage fails, and she stamps impatient feet upon the edge
from the old, condemns untried the methods proposed, and germ,” and true Art was only the foreshadowing of it which
entitled to vote. Competition was very lively between those
who favored and those who opposed the proposition, and
though there were but few here who were in favor of Woman
Suffrage, it was found for once that nearly every woman
owned some taxable property, and on election day carriages
ran from morn till night, bringing in not only the cultured
and refined but the poor laboring class of women, and many
were treated to a carriage ride that day who would not have
got it had they not been voters. Over 700 women voted in
this place that day, and it completely refuted the assertion
so often made that “Women will not vote if they have a
Cil3.€lIlC6«
, A few days ago I was circulating a petition asking Con
gress to pass a “ Declaratory Act. ” Presenting it to one
gentleman he refused to sign, saying, “ I am in favor of
Woman Suffrage, but my wife is so bitterly opposed I would
not hear the last of it very soon should I sign that.” “ She
voted at the railroad election, did she not?” “Yes, but
then she wanted a railroad.” “ Just so,” says I. “ Give her
a chauce to vote, and when a question arises to be voted
upon that she is interested in she will be in favor of woman
voting if she is ‘ bitterly opposed to Woman Suffrage.’ ”
Yours for all Reform,
Sr. John.

would annihilate the Gallileos, the Pultons, the Morses of
the present day. But as every past effort to hinder progress
has proved abortive, there can be no hope for the effete sys
tems handed down from the dark ages to this hour. They
must vanish like mist before the sun. By their leave or
without it, the reign of Justice will be inaugurated, When
woman is free, love will everywhere abound, happiness will
be universal, and the children degeneration after generation
will grow up and perpetuate themselves in ever-increasing
health, strength, intelligence and beanty.

Dec. 30, 1871.
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so'that those who can afford to buy most benefit most;
of the high road, making no way.” The criticism struck ances and found wanting I feel too personally concerned duce,
poorest the least. This cannot be right; the producer
^me as unusual, and I should like to have pursued the sub to record. “A Ms les Titres!” said A. F. in her last novel. the
should
first and most. It is the old, old story; the
ject ; but the autumnal evening was closing in, and I had From quite a different motive I, Lord Delamere’s heir, must hire of benefit
laborers who have reaped down your fields,
'already paid a most unceremoniously long visit, so I unwil echo the cry. Brown, Jones or Robinson need only make which isthe
of you kept back by fraud, crieth, and the cries of
public speeches and record political and social judgments,
lingly rose to go.
that have reaped have entered into tlm ears of
At the porch I looked involuntarily for the young girl when bright and strong inspiration prompts him, but the them
Lord of Sabaoth. Capitalists are not afraid with
who had not reappeared in the drawing-room, but only hereditary legislator must parade his incapacity on every the
reason of the first awakening movements ot a class so
Sagittary Biles stood there in his single presence and triple occasion. It is his duty to his country, his county and his out
deeply
wronged as our working men and women.”
rank.—A has les Titres !
capacity of groom, gardener and constellation.
“Dear me!” exclaimed Miss Bowering; “I had no idea
Lady Susan and Lady Maria, aged respectively 23 and 25,
That night I had a strange dream. Mrs. Fane’s deep eyes
were a socialist. Why Mrs. Fane has perhaps per
and weird spiritual beauty haunted me, and I found myself were quiet, gentle, undeveloped sort of women, of whom it you tooyou,
as she has Lord Carlington—he has taken up her
following her through measureless space; there were no would be commonly remarked tnat they were cut out for old verted
in the strangest manner, and is really quite beyond
hounds, no landmarks before or behind, to the right or to maids, but on this head already a speculative and uneasy opinions
reason
in
his
admiration of tier; indeed, it is hardly—proper
the left, yet she went on, on, without pause or hesitation, interest had become excited in my mind.
It is a beautiful and romantic idea that men should do all —at his time of life.”
and I followed without misgiving. At last we suddenly
stood on the brink of a deep chasm. She turned to me with the work of the world, and that women, anxiously kept in
“ Lyndhurst, you must come to the Club ball to-night; the
a bright seraphic smile, leapt over and was on the other side. peace and safety, should merely look on until such time as
have made the canaille fashionable in their pleasures,
I sprang to follow, but lo ! I was held back ; a heavy clog each man having attained independence and a worthy home Fanes
expect the attendance of a few of the upper ten to testify
was chained to one foot, and I was powerless to do aught should install a queen and lay his honors at her feet. But and
approbation of the movement. There will be a grand
but gaze hopelessly after her. Then she vanished, and in how many radical errors lie at the root of this bright vision. their
tea, then some speeches (Mrs. Fane’s by itself is worth going
her stead, in a fair garden, I saw the graceful figure of the To begin with, they who de not work do not live—to be up there
then a country dance is formed and led off by the
young girl with the curled lashes, tying up creepers. But and doing is a necessity of all vigorous existence, and except Fanesfor,)
and some of us, after which the plebes set to dancing
my clog remained, and the terrible chasm, and I woke up hard physical labor there is no work for which women are like mad,
and we all come away. ”
oppressed, to find my valet at my bedside presenting letters. not found as capable as men. Again, to be a shrine or a
“Not at all, not at all,” put in Lord Carlington; “the
“ This is the clog,” I exclaimed, seizing one the handwriting queen must be an exceptional position for a woman ; the in people
dance quietly, and are very well-behaved; the admis
of which I knew too well, and acting on an irresistible im tention clearly was that she should be a helpmeet for man-— sion is by
one shilling tickets, and the affair paysltself and
a companion, a fellow-worker, a friend. Again, the mind
pulse, I tore it into a thousand pieces.
is
invariably
a success. It is a pleasure to patronize such
I was still sitting moodily over a late breakfast when I. that is not exercised, not merely on books but on life and its healthy and'innocent
methods of amusement for our work
was surprised by the entrance of my intimate college friend, experiences, does not fairly expand, and the heart that has
ing classes.”
Jack Willet. He informed me that he was staying with his no food consumes itself—poor, eager, longing heart.
“In my young days,” observed Miss Bowering, “ it was
Thinking over these things I look again at these women
uncle, Lord Carlington (of whom he was the heir), and had
considered necessary to promote amusement for poor
come to carry me off to Mount Sandford, the family resi and hundreds like them and perforce ask myself by what not
people;
we gave them flannel petticoats and tracts, and that
dence, having heard of my being at the hotel from one of right society deprives them thus of life $md love. Because was something
like charity.”
they have daily bread is it fair to deny them the absorbing
the town people.
I remarked, “But this—pardon me, Miss Bowering—is
“ But you are such a queer fellow,” added Jack, “ that I interest, the healthy stimulant, of a profession or a public nothing
so demoralizing as charity.”
dare say if I had not routed you out, you would have gon career ? Because no man of suitable rank and fortune offers
“ Demoralizing as charity,” replied Miss Bowering; “ dear,
mooning about here for a week and then gone off without them his hand and home for aye, is all love, all chance of dear, what next shall we hear ; alas ! how sadly Mrs. Fane’s
motherhood, to be shut out from their poor lives ? Is
coming near any of us.”
writings have corrupted the world. I often think of dear
“Ho, ’'I answered, “I intended calling before I left for free love, from which men learn so much, really an im Lady Holland’s remark. ‘ Don’t talk to me,’ she said, ‘ of
election reasons, but my acquaintance with your uncle and practicable field for them ? I doubt it much. The expe my sister-in-law’s opinions ; she has not any, but has just the
his family is next to none, as you knotv, and I had no idea riences of love are as necessary to the full development of ght of writing about anything, and if she tickles up a thou
you were here. I have already made some visits; yesterday humanity as sunlight and fresh air. Man does not live by sand devils with her pen, all the world rushes to read about
I went to Capt. Fane’s.” Jack started. “ What do you bread alone, nor woman either, God help her.
Says the inspired Blake : “ All forms of life but these are them. It’s a mercy if every one does not get possessed by
know of Capt. Fane?”
them, like the swine, and rushjviolentlyj down social steeps
“ Only that he served with my father inthe same ship for free to be fair and happy, only from East to West the prison into the sea.
a short time during the Peninsular war. What a fine old houses are full of the wailing of women.” “ All nonsense,”
I could not help adding—“ That’s really an original view;
exclaims my friend Capt. Jack. “ Women are quite happy,
fellow he is; and his wife, how singularly chaining.”
would like to know Lady Holland.”
. “ That, of course,” replied my friend, “one expects A. F. awfully happy with their crochet, their sewing and their new
But she was absent.
bonnets; does anyone hear them complain ?”
to be charming and something more.”
We all went to the club ball. The room was full, but
But I am unconvinced and recall an anecdote apropos. A
It was my turn to start. “Mrs. Fane, A. F.! ”
tiny friend of mine was dining with big people for a treat. well-ventilated, and every one sat down to tea directly we
“Yes, why not, Ada Fane.”
arrived.
Captain Fane was there, animated and cheery ;
She had been tolerably calm and self-possessed over the va“ But, my dear Jack, Mrs. Fane is a respectable matron
ieties of fish and meats, but when the pastry came she could his wife looking delicate and dreamily lovely, with her
a conventional wife, mother and all the rest of it, while A
restrain herself no longer. “Mince pies! jam puff's! oh, graceful head a little drooping as if heavy with thought. I
F. is the apostle of free love.”
ot as near to her as I could and found myself opposite her
“ Naturally,” replied Jack, calmly, “and so she pursues I’m so glad,” she cried. “ Hush, hush,”- whispered her gentle _aughter. Miss Fane was certainly a striking girl—as happy
her way fearlessly, for no one can accuse her of advocating neighbor. “ Well-bred people rejoice inwardly." Perhaps a specimen of high-bred Northern beauty as might well be
bold theories for the sake of justifying naughty practices. they wail inwardly also.
Lady Carlington had been dead many years, and the young found.
Still there is no doubt of her sincerity, so I suppose her con
Rather tall, with a voluptuous grace of contour, a delicate,
victions came after her marriage. Did you see Miss Dane ? ’ ladies’ governess, Miss Bowering, had consequently remained transparent skin, like her mother’s, and abundant darklong after they had needed school-room tuiiion, as compan
“ Yes.”
brown hair. These advantages yet struck one less than the
There was a pause and I had time to realize the extraordi ion and guardian to her pupils.
She was with them during the visit of which I write—an general appearance of full, happy young life and bright in
nary chance that had given me the acquaintance of the bril
about her.
liant writer, and I was beginning to try and recall all the uninteresting, elderly spinster of the conventional type, telligence
The table was narrow, and we had a little conversation. I
great geniuses who had exercised any personal fascination proper in every sense of the word, according to the strait- found in her the sincerity of a school-boy and the simplicity
There was the inspired Shelley, to whom men were so hard, est sect of the Pharisees, and neither better nor worse than of an angel. Finvola Fane was not capable of stopping a
but whose divinity was so clear to the finer instincts and might have been expected from the narrow circle in which minute to think how to answer one in the prettiest and propmore fearless impulses ot women and children by whom he she had lived and thff suppressed artificial life she had led. erest manner. She spoke out her thoughts with a child
For no sweet surprise of mince pies, or even rare pleasure of
was so invariably adored ; but here I was interrupted
jam puff's, had she ever broken the code—all this she had like freshness, delightful, because her mind was a delightful
“ Isn’t she beautiful 1” said Jack.
A perilous one, though, I meditated, if she have
“ Oh, certainly —and in a characteristic manner—a'weird kept from her youth up. From her I learned the following study.
really no heart, as Jack says'.
particulars about the Fane family :
poetical, dreamy beauty.
After tea Captain Fane made a short speech. I really for
“Well, I don’t know,” pursued Captain Willet, “ Finvola
They had been living at------ - about seven yeai's, having get what about, but I know he was heartily cheered. Then
is not at all dreamv, and my idea is that she is just a real come there principally to be near Lady Holland, Captain Mrs. Fane rose; and there was an instant silence. She said:
Fane’s sister, a widow, with some property in the neigh
Hebe.”
'
„ .
“ Friends, this being a woman’s as well as a man’s club,
I repeated, “Finvola! good heavens! I was talking of borhood.
you have always permitted and encouraged me to address a
They had a very modest establishment and lived quietly, few words to you. Captain Fane has spoken of the affairs
Mrs. Fane.”
“ Then it’s all right, of course,” returned Jack : “I forgot giving no parties ; but it became gradually understood that of this institution and of our parish excitements. Let us nowyou were not a marrying man and don’t care about girls this was chiefly on account of Mrs. Fane’s extremely deli try to realize that we have great interests at stake, also, in
cate health, which rendered her unequal to the excitement society in general—a work in the world besides tbat lor our
By the way, I presume you are alone here ?”
of large assemblies.
I nodded,,then said :
daily bread. Strange that we petition so unweariedly, ‘ Thy
“And I presume that all this means that you are a mar
They went every year to Paris or London for the benefit kingdom come,’ and think so little how or when it will
of their daughter’s education, and were found _ to spend come. The blessed kingdom of the Eternal Three—Liberty,
ryingman, and an admirer of Miss Fane’s ?”
Jack colored, hesitated, fingered all the cigars in his cigar- large sums in various philanthropic and progressive move Fraternity and Equality—the human names for the Godhead.
ments of the day.
case, then answered, slowly:
Liberty, the giver of all good, of life and breath, and
“Everyman who knows Miss Fane admires her. She is
Before they had been in the place two years, Capt. Fane every perfect gift—whose service is perfect freedom. Fra
just the essence of everything that is delicious until you had bought and presented to the parish a commodious build ternity, the second person, brother and lover of ail. Equal
make love to her. Then you become despicable in her ing for a club for all classes, all creeds and both sexes.
ity, the sanctifying spirit, blowing like the wind where it
eyes. She has her mother’s anti-matrimonial theories, and
The gentry were aghast; such an absurd thing could noc listeth, round all and for all.
This glorious kingdom
succeed; the clergy demurred, for it was to be open on Sun which genius has seen ‘in her passionate dreams,’ be
vows she will never be subject to any man.”
days; the farmers frowned at the library and newspapers, fore whose trumpets class distinctions will disappear
I.replied, carelessly:
s^uch things would do no good to poor people; the ladies like the walls of Jericho, and belore whose majesty
“ I wonder how many wives are subjects ?”
“ Exactly. That’s all nonsense, of course, like her other were certain it was bad to entice women from their homes rival, jealousies of sects and sexes shall vanish away,
pet theory that there is no virtue out of the working classes. and their families; poor women wanted no amusement, so and there shall be neither bond nor free, Jew nor Gentile,
The real truth is she has no heart, and does not care a hang ciety or education. It was altogether a mad scheme, a mis male nor female, in antagonism, nor war any more, nor
for any man living. Then she has been too much sought take, but Capt. Fane was pleasantly confident, Mrs. Fane any curse. We all kmow all this; we pray—we cry ‘Thy
after. You see she will have a lot of money from her full of earnest faith. Clever men came down from London kingdom come,’ but it does not come, for we pray without
mother’s family some day, and from her aunt, Lady Holland, to draw up rules and initiate proceedings, and gradually the faith and with folded, idle hands. Ah, friends, why not be
also; so, although she is only nineteen, there have been a lot working people roused themselves, formed a committee and lieve what was written so long ago, so long ago. ‘ If ye had
awoke to the advantages proposed to them. Then the clergy faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye might remove mountains.’
of men after her. Enough to disgust her with the sex.”
“Let her alone, then,” I answered; “or, at least, give of various denominations, like the sensible men they are, as a But we have no faith, so here are the mountains still—the
her time. Lord Carlington’s heir need not fear a little ri body, gave way, became members and contributed to the mountains of prejudice, of oppression and of folly, barring
library, and all the influential people round followed their ex all progress, unheeded apparently by all but a few stray
valry.”
The next day found me comfortably established at Mount ample as a matter of course.
children of the kingdom calling, for the most part, to deaf
At the time of which I write it was not only a self-sup ears and appealing to the sight of half blind eyes
Sandford. It is a peculiarity of blue blood. I think, in Eng
land, that nothing equals its cold reticence toward e porting but a flourishing institution; none of the bad con And what are these among so many, you ask, like the
stranger except the thorough cordiality with which it meets sequences prophecied had resulted, and a very decided ad faithless disciples of old, forgetting that the Anointed has
a man who has the double advantages of a well-known vance in intelligence had been observed in the village. The not left us who can make enough, and to spare, out of even
public houses had indeed suffered, but as before the opening two or three, who will only join together with faithful
lineage and a proper introduction.
As for virtue, who, except eccentric young girls, like Miss of the club this village of eight hundred souls had well sup prayers and a strong will. Therefore, let us lift up the
Fane, cares for that in men. Lord Carlington’s daughters ported four, this could hardly be regretted. It was a case of hands that hang down, and the feeble knees, and make
Lady Maria and Lady Susan, would certainly not have re books versus beer now.
straight paths for our feet—the straight paths of
“ Yes, it has certainly done good,” added Miss Bowering unqualified respect for individual Ireedom, of the
ceived one of their own sex, in my then position, into their
immaculate company. I wondered why they received me. “ still, I fear it sadly encourages socialism. Mrs. Fane is so social equality of the sexes, of large and looming
True, they might not have precisely understood a pretty strangely injudicious in what she tells the poor people, and religious toleration—paths where the beautiful nature
well-known connection, but at least their father did and they talk over her sayings there and hatch mischief and dis of mankind, God given, shall develop its perfection, gradtheir cousin, and these did not care. Virtue, virtue—-what content. She says that capital has never acted fairly to ually recovering the deformities of ill-growth, of ignorance
is it ? We teach it to women and poor people as chastity or labor, that the producer is always the least benefited by the and a hollow civilization. This glorious kingdom is already
ahs'.ineme. Who believes in it? Who even realizes the produce, which ought not to be, and such like things, which in many of our hearts; that it will prevail in every deed and
meaning of the word in its fullest sense, had it any ? I vowed are of course very unsuitable for these people to hear. ”
truth throughout the world is my firm faith. May God
I replied, “ I think not. There are certain practical ques hasten the day and we all press on to it.”
to ask A. F.
tions
which
are
always
best
understood
by
those
most
nearly
Lord Carlington is a very kind-hearted man, but a real
[TO BE CONTratrED.X
goose. There are hundreds of men quite as foolish, but concerned, which is the reason why every class should be
happily for themselves very few as conspicuously so as this represented in'the Legislature. Capital alone has been rep
right honorable Earl. It is the misfortune of a title that it resented long enough. It has spoken for itself and legislated
Dear Vic : Do please let Blackwell e®ough alone. You
drags the meekest and most retiring men from a peaceful for itself, and the consequence is that the distance widens have polished him sufficiently. The very stones of Athens,
obscurity, and forces them constantly into positions where between the classes. The rich grow richer and the poor if not of Rome, will cry out against you. I pray you,
they are fairly subjected to a close and merciless criticism. poorer. The more hands a manufacturer or farmer gets the
How often Lord Carlington was thus weighed in the bal lower he makes the wages and the more he cheapens the pro
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[continued prom page 7.]
upon the solidarity of workingmen of all countries for this
6. Meal times and treatment.
The adoption of this platform created a schism, the dele strike of the people against war.”
7. Workshops and their conditions ; overcrowding, venti
gates of 61 associations adhering, while those of 32 with
Co-operation has ot course been a fruitful source of dis
drew. It is charged now that that astute politician, Count cussion. There are diverse views on the advantages accruing lation, gaslight, cleanliness, etc.
8. Nature of occupation and effect upon physical con
Bismarck, has since made adroit use of this division still fur- to the working classes, as such, of enterprises like the Roch
ther to hinder the movements of the more radical majority. dale Equitable Pioneer Stores or the Schultze-Delitzsch’s dition.
9. Moral condition. Education, facilities for.
Bebel and Tieibknecht are among the prominent leaders of Credit Banks.
The French delegates, as well ■ as
10. State of trade ; whether uniform, by the year or sea
the latter, whose views are also sustained by Dr. Jacobi. some of the Germans at Brussels, declared that
son,
or fluctuating, exposed to foreign competition, excess of
This party grows in numbers and influence, and has already their effect was®' not to ameliorate the condi
labor,
etc.
been a source of trouble to the Prussian government by its tion of the laboring class, but only to lift up a comparative
Also, as to emigration, tbe distribution of labor, and the
undisguised opposition to the continuance of the war against ly limited number of individuals into tlie ranks of the mid
the French Republic, and more especially to the policy of dle class, and that thereby their chief tendency would be to me^,ns or, or necessity for, a more thorough organization.
ihe circumstances governing different nations cause di
territorial acquisition favored by so many Germans.
make a fourth and more degraded class out of the great body
Having stated the general purposes,‘'aims and strength of those laborers whose limited means, intelligence and op versity as to methods among the delegates and sections of
the
international movement, but as to the principles that
claimed by this new and imposing politico-socialist move portunities were such as rendered it impossible for them to
ment, it is proper to give closer details and explanations, in unite successfully in movements like those named. The should govern their efforts there is a general harmony. All
order that we may comprehend its intentions more clearly. opposition to isolated co-operative efforts grows out ot devo agree that it is essential to the rightful position of labor,
that the form of society for which they strive shall be so far
At the organization the following declaration was made :
tion to a larger ideal, and aims, whether wisely or not, to ob
‘ The central council shall form an international agency tain first the right political conditions, and then by combined communistic in character as to require that the lauds,
between the different co-operating associations, so that the effort, with favorable legislation, seek the elevation of all mines, watercourses, forests, all means of interconir
workingmen in one country be constantly informed ot the through ihe operation of some understood laws which would muni cation, whether of travel or intelligence, banks,
niovements of their class in every other country ; that an result in an equitable, not equal, distribution of the earnings and tlie costly machinery needed for manufacturinquiry into tbe social state of the different countries of of labor. But the general tendency favors co-operative en ing and other purposes of scientific production, shall
Europe be made simultaneously, and under a common direc terprises. At the Lausanne congress the following declara be the property of the community, used only for the com
tion ; and that the questions of general, interest mooted in tions were made on motion of’Alfred A. Walton, au English mon benefit. In the most moderate statement that can be
one society be ventilated by all ; and that when immediate delegate, who has written with considerable power against made of their views, these instrumentalities of civilization
and production are considered as public trusts charged with
practical sfcps should be needed, as, for instance, in case of the British land system :
private remuneration. The debates at Brussels and Basle
international quarrels, the action of the associated socie
1. The congress urges upon the members of the Inter on tbe communal ownership of land and machinery were
ties be simultaneous and uniform. Whenever it seems national Workingmen’s Association in tbe various countries
opportune, the central council shall lake the initiative the necessity of using their influence to induce trade socie quite spirited. I condense the best statement of the opinions
of proposals to be laid before the different national or local ties to apply a portion of their reserve funds to the estab expressed, as well as define the positions occupied by dele
gates ol the. several nationalities.
societies.”
lishment of co-operative productive concerns as the best
members were self-announced as communists,
The governing idea of this movement is that society is means ot utilizing the credit which they now give to the
entering upon one of its great constructive epochs. The middle classes and* governments for the purposes of their iheif interpretation of tbe term is much more limited than
that
usually
given
it. Webster defines communism as spe
danger which the leading workingmen foresee and are com own emancipation.
cially meaning “ tbe doctrine of a community of property.”
bating is, that it threatens to become feudal or oligarchic,
“ 2. Those societies who do not deem it expedient to em ibis doctrme has found no direct supporters in either of
only shifting the governing force from an aristocracy of bark in eo-operative production of their own, ought, by
class and caste to a plutocracy of money and commerce. means of their funds, to facilitate the establishment and the lour congresses whose discussions are under review •
According to this view, it is capital which is revolutionizing carrying on of such concerns, and use efforts to establish a especially is it rejected by tbe English delegates, who are
society through the economic advantages and necessities of system of credits based upon the securities and means of strenuous supporters of the individual’s right to the control
association. The rise of the manufacturing system, as well those who invoke its aid, and to found a system of co-opera of all he earns by his own labor and skill. Herein lies an
as the rapid growth of that of exchange or banking, with tive banking whicb would enable them to issue promissory important difference between the socialism under discussion
and the communism which has formed the basis alike of
the facilities afforded by the enormous progress of the" great notes irrespective of metallic reserves.”
Courier s, Owen’s, Cabot’s, Baleuf’s, St. Simon’s and other
cities and the convergence ard radiation to, and from them
Opposition to the present system of banking is a leading fea similar speculations. The common interest or control is to
of the scientific highways and messengers—railways, steam ture ot all these assemblies. If is a noticeable fact that among
boats and telegraphs—have given to .capital, as such, an the working class in all countries, where these agitations have extend only to natural elements for the sustaining of life or
enormous and controlling influence. The factory system found their way, there is a widespread conviction that bank the leading artificial agencies which so greatly enhance its
with its costly machinery continually improved by scien ing, as now conducted, is a fruitful source of the inequality comforts, the pi^ession of which by classes or individuals
tific discovery, is converting workmen into a mere prole of conditions. Trading and speculative capital is believed to as property must, according to the view under consideration.mthe end make them the masters of all social and po
tarian class, dependent upon associated or aggregated wealth find in it a potent instrument for making “ the rich richer litical
forms.
J
foi tlie means of obtaining a livelihood. According to the and file poor poorer.” This antagonism should be borne in
The German delegates agreed in the main with the Engstatement of an American writer who is connected with the mind. All the congresses have declared tbat banks of credit
international movement, ‘‘ it is the evident tendency of the and issue should be controlled only by the State, which hsh. A majority of the French and Belgian delegates also
times to change all production into capitalist production should advance money to the producer and merchant on concurred, though their mode of stating these views wras
and to divide society into two classes—capitalists, who own proper security. The principle underlying the German more impassioned.
The British agitators propose to make land tbe chief
everything, and hands, who own nothing, but depend for credit banks received indorsement, and larger applications
their livelihood entirely on the capitalist class. At least, it of the idea of associated guaranties were recommended by or only source of state revenue. Such a chancre in its
is inevitable ihat production on a large scale, being cheaper, suggesting that trades unions and similar societies could tenure woiild as a practical question go a long ways
more scientific, and thorough, and economizing time, force' safely bank on their united credits, loaning money arid re toward relieving that people of the burden imposed by the
and capital, should finally do entirely away with production ceiving deposits. A declaration of principles, submitted at national debt. So eminent an economist as John Stuart
on a small scale. When at last tbe soil is bought up by a the last congress, is now pending for the consideration of Mill indorses a principle of similar character. The Landfew, when all the branches of labor are carried on ex the next body, and as it expressss the views embraced in I enure Reform League, of which he is president, announces
as one of its cardinal principles the right of the State to tax
clusively, or almost exclusively, by machines, when all the tbis agitation, it is here given :
tbe unearned or artificial increase of value of land. I quote
capital of a country is in the hands of a moneyed aristoc
“ 1. That interest upon capital, under whatever form, is a from memory and may not give their statement of this prin
racy, who, consequently, will also frame all the laws, where tax levied upon the labor of to-day for tbe benefit of those
shall the enormous majority of poor men goto find some who have already been enriched by the labor of yesterday ; cipal ve/rbatim, though I am confident of its essential correctmore profitable employment, to make themselves independ and that if these persons have a rightffo accumulite, they ness. Ibe unearned increase” refers to that constant rise
m artmcial value, especially in and around cities and towns
ent, or enter by co-operation into competition with the have not a right to do it at the expense of others.
which is so fruitful a cause of speculation. The English and
large capitalist, producer ?”
“ 2. Tbat in consequence, interest upon capital is a perma German delegates alike demand scientific cultivation of the
The same writer has stated, in a strong and succinct man nent source of injustice and inequality, and that all co-opera
ner, the general objects aimed affby the International Asso tive associations who persevere in the system transfer the land, are_ opposed to the minute subdivisions which are
ciation and discussed in the four congresses already re principles of egotism from the individual to the collectivity. characteristic of France and Belgium, and see clearly that
I arm-life must be made attractive through associative econo
ferred to.
“ 3; That political and economical creations, such as loan
It is useless for the working people of one nation to at- associations and the privileges accorded, whether to finan- mies and co-operative labor, or become so repugnant a busiietariantheipaband0ned
t0 the lamIed caPitalist
hisprotempt to remodel society ; there must be a combination of eia. societies, railway companies, assurance companies, etc.,
all the nations, and, meantime, attempts at a forcible revo increase to a frightful extent the spoliative power of interest
lution ought to be discouraged. The new society ought to upon capital, and solidarize the interests of governments and ^Most of the French and Belgian delegates announced
II .mselves as mutualists.” They declare that as a counter
be founded on universal education. Every individual ought those of capitalists.
poise to the communal control over the soil, by the railroads
to be developed, by all educational means at the disposarof
“4. That the interest taken by discount companies carries and telegraphs as well as banking, in order to maintain indi
science and art, into a truly humane being. *. -* * A so the action of interest upon capital to its utmost excess of
vidual liberty it is necessary to give the soil or its use to the
ciety thus prepared for its great task will best know how to immorality.
fwimS A Ua,iy cultivating the same. They supported a
legislate for a new order of things. One .thing, however is
“5. That the application of the principle of solidarity by fieehold
tenure, by which a Slate tax should be substituted
clear, to wit, that such a future legislation will have to ao workingmen on a large scale is the sole practical means at
commodate itself to the economical laws of the age. It will their disposal to struggle against the feudality of capital. i^u ienuUd;01Tn'-r ‘l rentiiL . The Iaborer should own his
have to render production scientific, and to establish it on The committee propose the foundation of an international toolo. The tiller of the soil should therefore control it.
the largest possible scale. All new inventions and discov organization, a workingmen’s bank, to make credit demo buch views as these, less communistic in character, so far as
eries, instead of redounding, as now, to the benefit of tbe cratic and equal; and to simplify the intercourse between tana is concerned, than the positions assumed by either the
few and to the enslaving of the many, must be converted into producers and consumers; that is to say, to relieve labor English or Germans, were set forth by the most ultra of the
means _ of reducing the toils of all, of beautifying life and- from the predominance of capital, and transform capital into Parisian delegates, Their enunciation shows the changes
made in the minds of the socialistic ouvriers of that metropo
ennobling humanity. ^ All the great indispensable means of the servant of labor.”
lis, by the progress of economic science. Thev used the
existence, as lands, mines, machines and means of commu
The debates on the duties of trades unions were quite re same argument in demanding that machinery—the tools of
nication, must be the common property of all, and must be markable. In the Brussels congress especially their rela
made so gradually. Nothing can reasonably be private tions to the general effort at industrial reconstruction were labor—should be controlled by the laborer. One FrenchTolhen of Pans, offered a resolution declaring it to be
propelty but the product of labor, one's own labor."
the subject of spirited discussion.
t e duty of the International Association to advise resistance
At Geneva and Lausanne especially considerable discusCapiial, the speakers urged, is concentrated social force, to the introduction of new machinery, calculated to displace
sioa was given to the question of education. All united in while labor was only worliing force. Trades unions were
demanding that it should be general and thorough, but as to concentrating this into power, and a readjustment of eco labor until guaranties were first obtained tbat such introduc
how and by whom it should be provided there was some dif nomic relations would give the classes they organize social tion should not be a source of injury to the workmen. The
ference of opinion. Great reluctance is expressed by the as well as mere industrial vigor. From this standpoint the resolution was not acted upon and is not likely to be adoptFrench and some German delegates at intrusting the duty of trades unions, it was argued, was to concentrate on ed. From the same point of view they demand the organi
state . with the control of education. At Brussels the wages system, denounced as slavery and destined to be zation of banking or credit as a “public function” and for
especially, where French influences prevailed, state edu overthrown. The unions must, therefore, become centres the common benefit. The term “mutualists,” or its equiva
cation was regarded with hostility by a majority. The term of social and political activity, as well as instruments of di lent noun was thus defined by a Belgian: “Mutualism de
was considered equivalent to enforcing a political system of rect warfare on, or resistance to, capital. Strikes were de sires that all commodities or services be exchanged for their
training such as it was affirmed Prussia had established. To clared to be hut clumsy if necessary machinery, and it was equivalents. It desires that the workingman become the
make good subjects and soldiers, rather than good citizens urged that information be obtained and discussion bad as to owner of the whole of what he produces. But the soil is
and men, was the present purpose of European state educa the. most advisable means of making the producing classes not a product of man’s labor, and consequently is not a fit
tion. Such a view was opposed to that set forth in the dis their own employers and factors. A wide distinction was subject of exchange. What is produced from it, and the incussions referred to. The common schools of this country apparent between these theorists and the general manage crease of value use and cultivation gives, not the soil itself
were cited as an example of a general system, sustained bv ment of the co-operative stores. The congress urged its va is all the agriculturist is entitled to enjoy. The soil is the
taxation, which did not train the children for the support of rious sections to consider co-operative production as the prime origin of all capital, therefore it must be deemed in
any special political form. Taking the average of the edu one thing essential, and especially to eschew the mere ioint- alienable in the collective humanity. Mutualism desires the
cational debates the necessity for making compulsory attend stock company plan, which was denounced bitterly as tend reciprocity of guaranties, therefore society has need of such
from those to whom it intrusts the cultivation of the land
ance a leading feature of any common-school system was ing only to make the workmen capitalists in a small way.
Collective ownership is that guaranty. Protection in the re
generally acknowledged.
There is another duty the international movement im sults of labor and the enjoyment thereof, is the community’s
Opposition to standing armies has been a leading topic for poses upon its sections, which, if properly Carried out, would
y
debate. In the Lausanne and Brussels congresses, proposals be of very great service. It is to institute inquiries into the guaranty to the individual.”
A programme so antagonistic to the old order, so revolu
for a general strike among the workmen as a means of resist general condition of labor. The followmg schedule was
ing the inauguration of any wars but those for defense or adopted at Brussels, to be modified, of course, by local ne tionary in its atm, as well as so extensive in its operation,
has naturally aroused the active hostility of European gov
resistance to tyranny, were debated at length. The following cessities :
ernments. There was in the very constitution of this move
resolutions were adopted at Brussels :
1. Name of industry.
ment something different from all that preceded it, in that it
The International Association calls upon workingmen to
2. Age and sex of those employed.
necessarily
eschewed secrecy, and aimed to obtain its objects
pronounce against war, to oppose it by all1 tbe means in their
3. Number employed.
power, to retuse to countenance assassination, and to organ _ 4. Wages or salaries : (a) apprentices ; .(b) wages by day or by peaceful revolution. Its violence, if it could be so called
would be ot a negative character, as aclion upon the suggesize a propaganda for the education, of the poor.
piece work ; (c) scale paid by middle men; weekly and year tion tha. m order to resist the inauguration of unjust
“ The International Workmen’s Congress recommends ly average.
war there should be a general strike among the work
workingmen to abstain from all work in event of war break
5. (a) Hours of work in factories; (b) with small employers men of any one country, they to be sustained by the
ing opt in their respective countries. The Congress reckons or at home ; (c) night work or day work, time employed.
pecuniary and moral aid of their fellows elsewhere. It is
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not tobe wondered at that tbe International Association and
benefit whatever. Certainly the annual tens of thousands fice the work of his hands, animals, products of the soil, etc.,
its various sections should be made victims of government no
saved on the employment of Chinese by a railroad company
persecution. In France for the last two years before the will
not increase the<value of the road to the public or de- until his idea of atonement involved the sacrificial death of
war with Prussia the secret police of Napoleon had been ci ease
the cost of their use of it one mill on all the thousands a human being. Thus, instead of reaching the truth, he has
occupying itself chiefly in planning bogus conspiracies for saved by
the contractors in wages paid.
drifted farther away from the simple essentials of his best
the assassination of their master, and then charging them
The American Union urges co-operation as a means of inteiests. But drifting into the reformatory discoveries of
upon the ^ leaders of the Paris section of this movement, amelioiation.
It demands that the pecuniary cost of wars
y wenty-eight members were condemned to various terms of shall be directly
borne by the wealth of the land, as the the nineteenth century the soul has seized upon the sweetest,
imprisonment under this persecution. At Vienna nine physical
cost
is
by the people. These are the main most precious, natural, brightest and best philosophy yet
xnembers have been sentenced to and are now serving terms features of theirborne
platform.
vouchsafed to mortality. Drifting through Pantheism, an
of imprisonment for six years and lesser terms. There have
trades unions are just beginning to assume a
been armed attacks, provoked, as members of the associa ioiAmerican
uncultivated, brutalizing Theism, Atheism, Deism and
midable
national
aspect.
Locally
they
have
long
been
tion declare, by the fears of the governments and not the vigoious, and certain trades have been and are as well all the mysticisms by which the designing few have
actions of the assailed sections : m Belgium, at Charleroi
organized as their English brethren. In one trade the succeeded too long in lording and godding it over the
Verviers, L’Epine and Seraing ; in France, at Aubin, Ricar- American
has gone beyond his elder and forerunner. I many, into the blest boon of Spirituality, the soul-beautifying
mie and Creuzot ; in Spain, at Barcelona ; and in Austria, lefei
to the “Knights of St. Crispin,” the largest trades
at Olmutz, Rechenberg and Turnau. In Russia one memin the world. Its membership is variously estimated knowledge of human immortality, enabling it to stand out
ber has been sentenced to death and numbers have been sent union
at
trom
sixty to eighty thousand ; in the State of Massachu fearless and free, no longer the slave of priestcraft and error*
to Siberia. Trials have occurred at all the chief towns of setts at nearly
thirty thousand. Its future progress will be So at length over the gory and turbulent sea of humanity’s
h ranee, and at several points in North Germany. All these
facts testify to_ the fears aroused by this agitation, the legalded with more than ordinary interest, because there is varied and rugged experience have we drifted into the
now
being
organized
within it one of the most extensive
methods ot which are in striking contrast with previous
of co-operation ever projected. The details of this, smiling presence of the angels, which has indeed been the
revolutionary programmes in Europe. Tlie general secre- schemes
taiy, Eccarius, stated the essential distinction when, in a as far as the writer has been able to obtain them, must be personal and physical as well as spiritual fact with me.
letter written before the present war, rebutting the charge deteired to a second paper, in which co-operative enterprises Cast high up on the beach, quite unconscious, on that island
as illustrating the ameliorative tendencies of the labor move by the sea, when at length my eyes were oped, it was to be
of regicide conspiracy made against Tollien and other Paris ment
will be treated.
internationals, he said: “The people never conspire, and
At the present time there are in the United States thirteen greeted with such a vision of beauty as can only be felt not
this is the movement of the peoples. ”
bringing this article to a close, it is proper and national and international trades unions, having nine hun described. Months have elapsed since then, but yesterday
essential to state the condition ana character of the dred and ninety-two branches, and a membership of about at eventide, while sitting here at the window, looking off
related movement in the United States.
Political three hundred thousand persons. The “Knights of St over the landscape, my spirit seemed to indulge suddenly in
Crispin” report three hundred branches. The “ Iron Mould
action is here always the earliest thing aimed ers
Union” has two hundred and four branches, and rapid future flight. I was in the capital of the nation, Wash
at.
ihe freedom of the ballot naturally leads seventeen
thousand members. The “ Typographical Union” ington. The occasion was inauguration day, March’d, 18—.
men to organize for success through that potent in
strumentality. Hence the first formidable manifestation has one hundred and twelve branches, and six thousand Never had there been so vast a concourse of people assembled
made of a labor reform issue comes before us in the form members. The bricklayers have a membership of fifteen about the capital, and so earnest, since we have been a na
ot a political party. It is of course true that the social and thousand. In the cities of New York and Brooklyn there tion. Again was I adrift, nay, floating about and over the
economic issues involved have modified to some extent the are about one hundred unions, with a membership of
thousond, and funds to the amount of sixty thou- crowded city, until, becoming fully absorbed also with the
political aspects. But it has now fairly assumed the dis seventy
tinctive American character. In Europe all such move sand dollars. In the State of New York the membership of patriotic enthusiasm of the swaying populace, I drifted
ments are perforce revolutionary ; in the United States they different unions is set down at about twenty-five thousand. nearer and nearer toward the point of greatest attraction
are reformatory. In the one instance it is necessary to Ihe anthracite miners in Pennsylvania are reported at Hurried along by the surging crowd, I edged in nearer and
overthrow; in the other the means are available to reform thirty thousand enrolled in two organizations. One of these
and modify existing laws and to change customs and ten- like the Crispins, is stated to be engaged in perfecting a com nearer still toward the centre, now focalizing all the atten
bined scheme of co-operative labor. It is an encouraging tion of the brilliant assemblage, and at last I gained a sud
dencies by means of free and open agitation.
Ihe “ National Labor Union,” a loose sort of federative sign of the American labor movement and societies tha't den and full view of the sublime scene. The newly-elected
association, grew out of the trades union, but has nearly they show a strong desk e to enter as organized bodies into Chief Magistrate of the nation had taken the usual, obligation
lost its direct relations therewith being now in the main production and self-employment, using their funds in that
representative of a number of political clubs and leagues direction rather than in wasteful and imbittering strikes It of his office and ended his address, amid salvos of artillery
known as labor unions,” which are the chief representatives is but a tendency as yet, though the ability of some recog music and applause like the roar of mighty waters. Com
of the political labor movement in America. It owes its nized leaders and the plans now being perfected, as well as parative silence again reigned, and the immense multitude of
existence, remotely of course, to the fear of thd adverse in the existence of several successful co operative foundries eager spectators and listeners swayed on tiptoe toward the
and shoe shops in various places, indicate both intention
fluences of capital, which it has been shown pervades so and
aptitude.
centre, leaning forward with hushed breath. As the mid
many active minds among the producing classes, but more
I have endeavored in this paper to give certain aspects of afternoon sun burst forth from behind a thin cloud, the
directly to the collisions that are constantly occurring and
the
movement
under
consideration
in
a
clear,
friendly
and
' ?0
discontent produced by the heavy but necessary
silken symbol of the nation’s liberties floated off beautifully
taxation resulting from the war. The “ National Labor unprejudiced spirit, seeking to impress upon the reader the in the flood of. glinting sunlight, shading with a halo of
full
lorce
of
the
aims
of
the
agitation,
because
it
seems
Union _ was organized at Baltimore in 1866, by the second
of a series of annual Labor Congresses, the first of which necessary that eftorts so important should be fully compre promise the smiling brow of the Vice-President, as, extend
met at Louisville, in 1865, and the last in August, 1870, at hended. In another paper it is my purpose to present in the ing her hand as if in blessing, she stepped forth to address
Cincinnati. Until 1869 the National Union did not announce same form of summary and generalization the character and the people, the first of her sex called to preside thus ever
the formation of a distinct political party, though there had result of the principal efiorts at co-operation both in Europe the destinies of the American nation. To me, Thomas, the
Richard J. Hinton
been a number of local and sporadic efforts, chiefly in and this country.
triumph, the benign joy with which the serene smile from
Massachusetts.^ At the last elections this movement placed
tickets in nomination in three several States, besides making
that face thrilled my being, was a gladdening glory indeed,
SCRIPTURALISMS.
nominations for Congress in about one-third of the districts.
and my overjoyed soul cheerfully ascribed to her the pre
. I be annual sessions of the Labor Congress have been held
rogatives of the nation’s savior. It was her whom my
DRIFTING—[CONCLUDED. ]
in Louisville, Baltimore, Chicago, New York, Phila
eyes first met on the sea, and nay earlier fortune found
delphia and Cincinnati. There have been notable features
adrift'
Reichner.
m these gatherings, prominent among which have been the
4,
“ We know all things work together for good.”
acceptance on equal terms as members of female and col
True,
it
is
difficult,
sometimes
impossible,
for
the
suflerer
ored delegates. In the official constitution of the National
WOMAN’S SPHERE.
union a lady has been elected, and is now serving as second from either physical distress or the poisoned tongue of
vice-president; while a colored man represents one of the calumny to feel and accept the aphorism as a positive phys
great Central States in the executive board or council.
BY AN OUTSIDER.
It is claimed that there have been represented at the an iological fact. Yet, bless the angel-world and you have
nual congresses from two hundred thousand to four hundred some idea, Thomas, of what I have passed through—it
thousand affiliated members. The loss of the distinctive shines back over the dark and difficult course I have come
Theme for the reckless taunt and idle jest,
trades or class character, through the direct assumption of a
Man’s patient vassal or his toy, at best;
political object, o\ying to the fact that many unions have a like the brilliant day star, as it is, from on high, brighter
Afraid of men, of women more afraid,
prohibition of political action as organizations, will, it should and brighter, effulging into such a perfect flood of truthFrom her own shadow cowering in the shade,
seem, greatly reduce the direct membership, though labor on reflecting light, that the full soul, almost blinded with the
Alarmed the sound of her own voice to hear,
the stump may swell their vote to more than the proportions suddenness and volume, grows dark.
Kept in the dark; commended to “ her sphere;”
clamed. The platform is simple enough, and not nearly as
Scoffed from the platform with pretentious scorn
As through the cathedral walls are heard the whispers
radical as that put forward by their European confreres
To nurse the children never to be born,
Of many voices murmuring the mass,
However, the germ is the same, and the end will be also’.
To skim the pot and fan the household fires.
And through the chapel doors at twilight vespers
J iie National Labor Union denounces private banking and
And
rock the sons of hypothetic sires;
In vapory clouds the sacred perfumes pass—
the national banks, and derpands the issue by the govern
Taught to believe marriage is woman’s heaven,
So echo the voices of departed legions
ment of “ Paper Tokens,” to be stamped and accepted as
Though only one can get there out of seven;
In the sweet stillness of the midnight hours,
money, interconvertible into a three per cent, interest-bear
Counseled by Paul to cover up her hair
And from the fair fields of heaven’s summer regions
ing bond ; the public debt as now existing being funded
And, in the conference, not to lead in prayer.
Comes the pure incense of undying flowers.
into this new form, aud the same made to represent all
Assured by Fulton that she has no right
national values. _ The first difficulty, of course, with this
Feeling no censure for my parents, I yet realize that
To speak in public, since she “cannot fight.”
panacea, is that it aims to pay a debt in a medium never
What then is left for women but to be
dreamed of when the debt was contracted. It makes that much, if not quite all, of the elementary bent or tendency of
All that the Tribune urged in fifty-three ?
medium, having no intrinsic value, nor extrinsic either ex my unequal organism, which has given me so much pain
What better counsel stands, for her deliverance,
cept so far as the nation choose to give it such by accepting and trouble, was entailed upon me. Deeply sensible of this
Than
Horace Greeley’s words to Mrs. Severance ?
it as currency, take the place of specie or other medium of natural fact, everywhere so apparent in the moral weakness
Ceding
her right to choose her own vocation,
exchange, and then it makes a perpetual debt, with a fixed
and decrepitude equally with the great mass of physical
Select her rulers and control the nation ;
rate of interest, the measure of its value.
Vote if she will, or marry if she can,
This is the chief feature of their programme. On the land deformity, an outflow of continual charity is cultured and
And make herself the free compeer of man.
policy, which is fundamental with the European agitators felt, greatly to our improvement and pleasure, toward the
A™en?an movement contents itself with demanding entire race. A correct knowledge of the evils and their
For women are not on one pattern made;
that all public lands shall hereafter be reserved to home
Some like the sun, and some affect the shade;
stead uses, thus _ opposing the granting of any more of its cause, under which we groan, prompted by desire and stim
Some women like to make an audience cheer;
area in aid ot railroads or other internal improvements. It ulated by the benevolence and love of our higher natures
Some are content to “ chronicle small beer
supports eight hours as the legal measure of a working day. will eventually regenerate humanity into a better life. So that
Some like to show their wisdom and their wit,
On tne introduction of Chinese labor, it takes ground in sup parents, ceasing to transmit their sins, shall impart to their
While “ other some” prefer to turn the spit.
port of voluntary emigration, but bitterly denounces the
welcome
offspring
all
the
redemptive
powers
of
an
intelli
Are they all parts of one stupendous whole.
contract system, demands the abrogation of the Burlingame
Whose body woman is, and man the soul ?
treaty, and declares that all contract labor must be prohib- gent, wise, benevolent and vigorous humanity.
Must all succumb to one insensate rule—
ited under heavy penalties. Our Mongolian “man and
Drifting down over the vast sea of the race’s long and
brother receives but little countenance or sympathy from dreary course in search of reform and religious improve
Must every woman keep an infant-school ?
the labor reformers It is, however, only just to say that
ment,
it
is
sad
at
times
to
witness
the
many
egregious
mis
Too
long benighted man has had his way;
such delegates as were at Philadelphia
Indignant woman turns and stands at bay.
and. Cincinnati, both of which assemblages the writer at- takes committed in the effort to gain the best method.
Old proverbs tell us when the world was new,
tended as a journalist, the motive was not one of race hos Man’s early ignorance and necessary inexperience clothes
And men and women had not much to do,
tility or of feeling against the Chinaman as such, but a lively his mind in the shroud of fear in view of the occurrence of
Adam was wont to delve and Eve to spin ;
dread that his condition makes him a convenient instrument
His work was out of doors and hers within,
inthe hands of oligarchic capital wherewith to destroy as those immemorable natural phenomena so requisite to the
But Adam seized the distaff and the spindle,
piring and ambitious labor. According to them the cry for life-conserving equilibrium of the world. Trembling in the
And Eve beheld her occupation dwindle.”
Production by lessening the price of labor, presence of a power he should have admired, he imagined
through the introduction of the Chinese, is only a cloak to
Must she then sit with folded hands and tarry
those
beautiful
forces,
whose
wondrous
effects
only
he
could
cover the increase of gain by the speculative and employing
Till some fair sibyl tell her “ whom to marry ?”
capitalists. The major portion of the Chinese labor which see, armed against his peace; hence, at the mercy only of his
Better devote her time to ward committees.
win be imported for some time to come will be used in en ignorant superstitious fears, man drifted easily into all sorts of
To stumping States and canvassing the cities;
terprises and employments from the reduced cost of constmc- enslaving error. Learned to appease the “gods” by afflict
Better no more on flimsy fineries dote,
aon or of production in which the general public will derive
But take the field and claim the right to vote.
ing and debasing himself, and so from the offering in sacri
S. H, W.
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Grand Opera House.—Mr. Fisk’s great military
band bad a fine programme for last Sunday evening,
including the “Cujus Animam” from Rossini’s “Stabat Mater.” This noble and sympathetic melody is
familiar to the public ear, and was received with
great applause. Composers and scientists despise
the public taste, but it is well for them to note that
the universal heart of the many does not inevitably
prefer weak, trashy music; on the contrary, it al
most invariably accepts those inspirations in which
the simplieity and grandeur of truth and feeling are
not hidden and overlaid by showy embellishment,
and it requires that the mu sic shall be expressive and
meaningful. It does not much matter whether the
import shall be joy or grief, triumph or depression, or
even pensive reverie, all that it asks is meaning—and
it will be found that wherever the public taste takes
hold of an air it is because of this quality of expres
sion. The “Cujus Animam” was, of course, superb
ly rendered—if anybody is so unreasonable as to ex
pect from Mr. Fisk’s band* the modulations of the
human .voice or the delicacy of stringed instru
ments he will be disappointed—as well expect
gentle tinklings from the torrent, or the soft
sighing of summer breezes from a strong north
wester. But if the mighty swell, the dying
cadence, the strong contrasts of light and shade, and
the power of a mighty flood of sound will content
him, he will find them here. The vocal performance
of Madame Salvotti was more satisfactory in solid,
clear rendering of an “ Ave Maria,” by Gounod, than
in the grand scene from “ Nabuco,” which would try
the best voices, and only suit the cultivated ear of the
musical connoisseur at last. A violoncello concerto,
by Mile, de Try, was admirably played, especially
the chromatic movement; but it is little more in its
structure than a show-piece to prove artistic profi
ciency. Not so the duet by De Try and Castellan,
which was more satisfying and' not less brilliant. I
was glad to hear the generous applause that greeted
the grand old “ Marseillaise,” the spirit-stirring call to
liberty. “ The Wacht am Rhein” has not quite wiped
out the great hymn of a people. The house was
filled, as it well deserves to be.
Niblo’s.—The “Black Crook,” with its seductions
and suggestions, again tempts the sons of Adam and
daughters of Eve to their undoing. The voice of gin
and milk Smyth will again be heard In the land and
questions of artless morals and immoral arts will
again be revived, until people who never thought
about the affair shall be compelled to go to Niblo’s,
if only to see what’s the matter. The incomprehensi
ble mystery of the “Black Crook” is as mysterious
as ever. Stalacta and her two hundred nymphs and
Amazons are as gorgeously beautiful and as fascinat
ingly graceful as they used to be, their movements
and evolutions are as bewildering, the costumes as
dazzling. The army on the stage is large enough to
effect a revolution, moral or political. Try it in Cuba.
How the treasurer can stand the expense is a perpet
ual wonder. To those who seriously or captiously
i nquire what is the use, the end and the eternal fitness
of “ Black Crook,” I can only say there is good in
everything. We know that ballet is rhythmical mo
tion, a thing of beauty, and so forth, and that the ab
surdities of “Black Crqok,” with their setting of
color, motion and harmony, help to prepare some
minds that cannot yet receive better things for a
course of higher art. Besides, every one but Gradgrind has a little leaven of Paganism: he longs secretly.after the fairyland and the legendary nature
worship which have been swept away by the neologist
and the positivist. We may not believe in Romulus
'or Curtins, nor even in William Tell—Oberon and
Titania and the fairy rings are not—even old Bogie is
gone—not child but knows that her doll is without
feeling and has a sawdust diaphragm, and yet most of
us yearn after the dead past and the happy hunting-.
grounds, and there is relief only in “Black Crook."
As for the immoral suggestions and consequences—
bosh! Some will gluttonize over hash. Those who
are evil disposed will make their chances out of a
camp meeting or at a Young Men’s Christian Associa
tion anthropological lecture.
Walrack’s—John Garth.—Whether we consider
the play itself or the way in which it is played, “John
Garth” is one of the best pieces put before the public
for along time. It has the advantage of introducing
Lester Wallack in a character more marked than his
usual line, more marked even than Elliott Gh'ay, and
altogether different from the light comedy parts in
which popular partiality places Mr. Wallack’s forte.
The elder Wallack was remarkable in his day for the
success with which he undertook romantic or melo
dramatic characters. Mr. Lester Wallack has the old
stuff in him when he chooses to turn it to account.
The present piece is sufficiently romantic to give it
zest, while its plot is within the bounds of reason
able probability, even in these days of railroad and
telegraph, ring, shoddy and lobby. The passions
that have moved the world are still extant, and the
heart of man is much the same as it has been any
time these six thousand or perhaps these sixty thou
sand years. Like causes produce like effects, even if
the manner of the work be a little varied. J0hn\Garth
is a man of strong will and proud temper, who re
turns home from abroad. During his absence his
name has been vilified and his only daughter’s
love estranged by the misrepresentations of
Gregory Deerham, who ought to have been his
friend.
His daughter Minnie loves Antonio
BsirreU% who happens to be the son of a reprobate
between whom and Garth there had been a blood
feud abroad. The elder Barretti xecogmzos Garth
and endeavors to murder him, but Deerham becomes
the victim of this attempt, and receives such injuries
as cause his death. Before dying he confesses his
criminality to Garth, who forgives him, and who de
stroys a will by which Deerham, had disinherited his
own sister Hester in favor of Minnie Garth. This
was the only reparation he could make. Garth is ac
cused of murdering
and his own daughter

believes in his guilt. Circumstances clear his charac
ter and display it in its true light, but unhappily too
late to save him from brain fever, during which his
daughter and Hester Deerham nurse him, and even
tually the mystery is all cleared up and a complete
reconciliation takes place. Old Barretti. dies peni
tent; Minnie is united to her lover, from whom she
had been estranged by a misunderstanding, and John
Garth marries Hester, who had begun by hating and
denouncing him, but ends by falling in love with him
after she had learned his noble, manly nature.
Mr. Wallack has to portray a great-hearted man,
impatient of the world’s tyrannous prejudice, hun
gering for affection, but too proud to right himself or
to wait for the clearing np of mistakes and false im
pressions. He is a man of the world who has had
rough experience of life and for whom the title of
mad Garth, or wolf Garth, is not altogether a caprice.
The high contempt of the world at large, the heart
craving for his daughter’s love, the agony of his dis
appointment and the lofty dignity of soul with which
he forgives his persecutor and takes part with the
honest affection of his daughter’s lover, even though
he knows him to he the son of a relentless enemy,
are an excellent development Of character, if not a
profound study. The portraiture, evinces great power
in the actor who can put before us a man with so
strong a tinge of morbid romanticism, and yet with
so much of earnest, every-day practical realism, as at
once commands our faith and propitiates our sympa
thy. In the last act John Garth has to do some com
edy business necessary for the pleasant ending of the
piece; the young people are brought together and
the discovery of mutual affection between bimself and
Miss Deerham takes place. In this, Mr. Wallack has
a change of motive, hut he undergoes no change
of character. He still remains the grave, haughty
man, with only a little more external kindness and
geniality. He is not the man to wear his heart on his
sleeve at anytime. This self-repression is indeed
the key-note to his whole character—the reverse of
ordinary melodramatic construction, unless where
secret villainy is to be worked out. This man is an
original portrait, painted in with tbe deep shadows of
a Rembrandt, suggesting memories of the “ Stranger”
or the “Corsair” with modern surroundings. Of
course Mr. Wallack’s business is perfect, while his
by-play is nature itself.
The little hits of humor scattered into the last act
to give it piquancy and a life-like savor, have sug
gested to some critics the idea of weakness in
the playwright.
He did so much in the
four acts that a change of base became
a necessity, and he is Brougham-ish in the last. To
me it seems that this is just the right thing. We
have had our dinner of strong meats and highly sea
soned dishes. New come the pastry and dessert,
coffee and chasse. The domestic affections, John
Garth's tenderness, the pleasant love-making, com
posed in equal parts of business and flirtation, of “ I
dare not waiting on I would,” of covert hut kindly
satire, dry hut merry humor, with such a bit of busi
ness to close—John Garth almost kisses Hester when
Minnie and her sweetheart suddenly step forward,
and with a joyous laifgh present a white rose to one
and a red rose to the other—and so falls the curtain
and no word spoken. This is a tableau as new as
it is charming. If all this be Brougham-ism, I can
only say I wish other playwrights would draw from
his well.
Charles Fisher does a fine piece of melodrama in
Barettipere; first a vagabond, then a middle-aged
swell, got np to kill, with the most astounding airs,
and at last an escaped convict—a sort of Robert Macaire, with a fund of real fatherly affection for his
son. Clara Jennings, as Minnie, was a complete suc
cess. She is as pleasing as she is painstaking. Her
youthful make-up and nice style always tell to ad
vantage in young parts. B\xt Minnie is something
more than an ingenue. She is a Garth, with the
Garth pride and pluck. She will assert her own
free will and womanly independence even against
her father. She is both gentle and strong-minded.
The conflict between the moral duty of obeying, even
of loving, her father, and the objection to so detesta
ble a person as she supposes that father to be, is very
well rendered. The result is an expression of timidity
aud hesitation which is not entirely laid aside until
the last act, in which she comes out with a buoyant
archness that is particularly graceful and natural.
Steinway Haul.—A full dress concert by the mem
bers of the Church Music Association was given on
Tuesday evening. The programme included the
grand choral, “ Bin Fester Burg ist unser Gott,” with
overture by Raff, one of the rising German compos
ers, played for the first time in this country ; Haydn’s
Mass in C, No. 2, and Weber’s melodramatic opera of
“ Preciosa.” Mrs. Gulager, Mrs. Jenny Kempton
and Messrs. Leggat and Remmertz were the soloists.
The whole performance went splendidly, the modu
lated expression and ensemble of the powerful chorus
giving the best testimony to the judgment and zeal
of Dr. James Pech, to whom the- musical man
agement of the society is committed. Raff is said
to he a proficient in the style of Beethoven and
Mendelssohn. But it struck me that there was less
of the majesty an4 sweetness of either one or other
than there was of the eccentricity and straining after
discordant effects that we meet in the compositions
of Liszt and Wagner. The words of the hymn itself,
which are a fine confession of faith, are poorly para
phrased, not translated, in the English version.
Haydn’s mass is well known, and needs no comment.
The chorus was grand, and Mr. Remmertz gave the
exquisite “Q.ui tollis” solo with full expression.
This mass is more jubilant than the majority of such
compositions, and gives scope to the vivacity of a
large chorus, whose numbers are apt' to drag in slow
movements. “ Preciosa ” is sprightly music, In
which sweetness and delicacy are more evident
than . grandeur and force. It tells of the
wood and dell, brake and bowei, nature in her gentlest
aspect. The great chorus, “Im Waid,” was done with
great spirit. And in Preciosa's “aria” Mrs. Jenny

audience, who warmed up enough to feel a glow of en
thusiasm. The Italian motto at the head of the pro
gramme : “ The grandest homage to music is silence”
—does not mean frigid indifference, but abstinence
from Ill-bred small talk in face of the performers.
Vandyke.

NEW MUSIC.
Messrs. C. H. Ditson & Co., 711 Broadway, have
published the following:
“ Well-a-day.” Contralto. Song by Alberto Randegger. Quite original and capable, of being made
very effective. Some of its contralto passages are
gems.
“Rock of Ages,” Hymn for four voices, by J. R.
Thomas. A new arrangement of this favorite hymn
which will not suffer by comparison with Geo. W.
Warren’s, which has been popular for many years.
“ Remembrance of Paris Waltzes.” By Albert Parlow. Rather commonplace, hut not without interest.
“ Three Sonatas.” For four hands. By Pleyel.
Well worthy the attention of pianists.
The Musical Bulletin for December contains, in its
editorial columns, much that will prove of interest to
the musical public. Opera bouffe is handled quite
roughly—so much so tbat we are impressed with the
idea that the writer must he a very naughty fellow to
search so carefully for immoralities—and unfortunate
Prince Galitzin, who attempted to give us some idea
of Russian music, interpreted by our resident artists,
to whom it was all Greek, receives a very complimen
tary notice. There are also twelve pages of vocal
music.
OUR WOMEN ARTISTS.
LADIES WHO DEVOTE THEMSELVES TO ART—WHO THEY
ARE AND WHAT THEY ARE DOING.

Among the many artists who busily ply the pencil
in New York there is a fair proportion of ladies,
whose productions often exhibit fine taste and a good
degree of skill. Some of them have paintings in the
best collections, hut more of them do fine pencil or
crayon work, and produce tasteful designs for house
hold ornamentation. Many of the illustrations of
popular periodicals are furnished by ladies.
Miss M. J. Walters is a successful painter of land
scapes, and her pictures rarely wait long for pur
chasers. She has a spacious studio in the building of
the Young Men’s Christian Association., Her “ Chapel
Pond, Adirondacks,” was lately on exhibition at the
Academy of Design. Among her other pictures are
several wood and water scenes, sketched in Warren
County, N. J., and views of “Brascastle Brook” and
“ Delaware Water Gap.”
Miss M. L. Brascone and Mrs. L. B. Culver have
rooms in the same building. Among the works of
Miss Brascone is a collection of landscape drawing
in pencil. She has also in her studio crayon draw
ings of the “ Venus de Milo ” and “ Silenus and the
Infant Bacchus,” the latter being the work for
which she gained the first prize—a silver medal—at
the late spring examination of the Art School of the
National Academy of Design, the competitors num
bering seventy-five ladies and gentlemen. Mrs. Cul
ver is industriously completing some Hudson River
studies. On* of her most attractive recent works is
a view of Lake Dunmere.
Miss H. E. Blauvelt and Miss Woodward occupy
the studio of Colonel James Fairman during his ab
sence in Europe, iu Dodworth’.s Buildings, 212 Fifth
avenue, and are executing some very creditable
work. Miss Blauvelt’s summer studies were made
in Rockland County, and she has just completed a
pretty painting of “Greenwood Lake.” ‘“New
England- Meadow ” is just receiving the artist’s
finishing touches. Miss Woodward has a variety of
works just completed. The largest of these is
“ Wyoming Valley Near Sunset.” A smaller land
scape is a “ Mid-Autumn Scene,” not yet completed.
She has also a study of flowers—“ Buttercups and
Daisies ”—which is very pretty.
Mrs. Julia Beers, who works in the same building,
exhibits a varied collection of autumnal sketches de
lineated with much skill and sentiment. Miss M. L.
Wagner is in Norwich, N. Y., occupied with orders
for flowers, landscapes and miniatures. Mrs. Tolies
has some fine specimens of fruit at the studio of the
Ladies’ Art Association. Miss De Golias’ ferns and
grasses, in water colors, find a ready market.
Miss Emily Sartain sailed for Europe two weeks
since. This lady is the daughter of John Sartain,
the veteran artist in the art of engraving on steel,
and her own productions in'this difficult art rank
high in the estimation of connoisseurs. The de
partment of engraving practiced by her is mezzotinto, a style more used in England than any other
for larger works than those required in books. The
process is more simple and requires much less me
chanical skill than the line or stipple method, but
on the other hand it calls for a more exact knowl
edge of drawing, greater self-reliance and a free,
confident manner which belong to the painter. A
knowledge of drawing and painting in oil colors is
essential to facility and rapidity in its execution
These Miss Sartain seems to possess. She has been
a faithful student In the Art School of the Pennsyl
vania Academy of Fine Arts at Philadelphia, under
the guidance of the instructor in that institution, Mr.
Christian Schussle. She has labored untiringly in
drawing from the large collection of antique statuary
and in painting in oil colors from the living models
which the Academy provides its students, and also
availed herself of the lectures on artistic anatomy,
which form part of the art course of instruction. She
has also twice visited Europe and spent moie than a
year’s time in observation aud study in the galleries
of Italy, Germany, France, Belgium, Holland and
Great Britain. One of the recent productions of this
artist is a portrait of ex-Governor Olden, of New
Jersey, engraved on steel, which has attracted the
attention of critical judges as a work of art.
Miss Jessie Curtis, of whom Mr. Thomas Nast once

Kempton received the encore of the evening from the said, “No ono in this country can draw so beautiful a
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face on wood,” is always busy with illustrations for
children’s hooks. Her specialty is figure drawing,
and in this department she stands very high. Some
of Miss Curtis’ drawings are commissions from the
American Tract Society, and a future number of the
Aldine Press will contain a contribution from her
pencil.
Miss Margarita Willetts, one of the regular con
tributors to the Rural New Yorker, has been sending
some of her comic sketches to Philadelphia. She
has recently completed several pen-and-ink sketches,
which have been photo-lithographed, and has also
drawn a series of illustrations for the American Tract
Society. Miss Hallock is industriously occupied in
illustrating papers and magazines. Her sketches reg
ularly embellish the pages of Hearth and Home and
Young Folks. Miss E. C. Darby, who has recently
located her studio in Pavonia avenue, Jersey City, is
one of the few ladies who draw well on wood. She
makes landscape engraving a specialty, and some of
her specimens have a high degree of merit. Mrs.
S. S. Daniels is still abroad, busily at work, hut un
fortunately in poor health. Mrs. H. P. Gray will
soon sail for Europe. Miss Eliza Greatorex, although
in Em ope, still manifests an interest iu her sister
artists here. She has recently sent a series of letters
descriptive of the Ladies’ Art Association in Munich
to the Ladies’ Art Association of this city. Miss
Virginia Granhury, whose flowers and fruit in oil
colors are well known to lovers of art, has assumed
the supervision of the art class of Packer Institute,
Brooklyn. Miss E. C. Field finds plenty of pur
chasers for her wild flowers in water colors. Miss
Alice Donlevy is engaged in illuminating for the
United States Life Insurance Company.
Miss E. H. Remington has passed the summer at
Grand Rapids, Mich., Niagara and Connecticut, and,
judging from the number of landscapes at her studio,
No. 769 Broadway, has been indefatigable in her devo
tion to art. She has commenced the season very aus
piciously. “Lake Ontario from Lewiston Heights,”
an autumnal landscape presenting a view of Niagara
river, a point on the Canadian shore, and the village
of Lewiston, on the American border, is an attractive
work which this artist is completing. Miss Mary.Kollock occupies a studio in the same building, and is
busily occupied in enlarging painting^ from studies
made during the past summer and autumn at Keene
Flats, Adirondack. Miss E. B. Lawton exhibits at
Schaus’ gallery a fine flower piece, and is completing
other subjects of the same class at her studio, No. 20
Clinton Hall. Miss Granger is also occupied with
flower subjects. Mrs. Manly is modeling in very
high relief “The Blessed Damozel,” a conception
taken from one of Rosetti’s poems.
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Woman’s Rights in Memphis—A Lady Receives
Registration Certificate in the Fifth Ward.—

Yesterday morning while Mr. A. R. Droesher, Regis
ter of the Fifth Ward, was busily engaged in issuing
certificates to “free American citizens” he was
startled by a voice that evidently belonged to the fair
sex, asking if this was “ the register’s office of the
Fifth Ward?” Looking up from his work, Mr.
Droesher smiled reassuringly, and informed the lady
that it was. “ Well, sir, I wish to register.” “ You !
eh 1 what, you want to vote ? ” “I want to register,
as I have a right to do, under the tenth section of that
chapter of the charter which governs registers.”
Mr. Droesher, in rather an astounded state of mind,
looked up the chapter referred to, which reads as
follows:
"And be it further enacted. That the charter
of the city of Memphis he so modified and amended
as to provide that hereafter all owners of real estate
situated within the corporate limits of said city of
Memphis upon which taxes are assessed and collected,
shall he entitled to vote in all the municipal elections
in said city, for city officers, whether said owners of
real estate are resident within the city or not.” This
settled it, and, asking the name, Mr. Droesher wrote
down opposite No. 355 in his hook, the name of Mrs.
Elizabeth Avery Meriwether. After seeing her name
properly entered and receiving her certificate, which
states that she is entitled to vote in the Fifth Ward at
any municipal election in 1872, Mrs. Meriwether
bowed and took her leave. The ice is now broken,
and it is expected that all ladies qualified
will take out their registration papers at
once.
With this new element in the field
who can say who will be our next Mayor ? In
this connection we are permitted to publish the
following letter from the lady addressed to a friend
in this city: “Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 9,1871.—Dear
Madam: I clip two little notices from our papers of
this mprning. You will see that the dream of my
life is almost accomplished. The judges may refuse
to receive my vote, but I have faith that they will
not. I would like to hear how the great cause is pro
gressing in your city. I think pur people are ripe
for reform. The apathy lies more in our own sex
than in men. Women are so dreadfully afraid of
being unfashionable. When we make it the fashion
to he independent and reasoning, rather than weak
and silly, then we shall have converts by the thou
sand. Yours truly, Lizzie Avery Meriwether.”
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JOSIAH P. FULLER,
GENERAL COMMISSION AGENT,
168 FULTON STREET,
■between Broadway and Church st.
Photography, Engraving and Printing. Also Bill
Posting, Advertising and Distributing Circulars in all
parts of the world. I do all kinds of new styles of
printing, and take my pay in goods and merchandise
of every description, so if yon employ my services
you can realize immediately. I can place anything^.
connection as fast as possible.
ELECTRIC ENGRAVING
AND PRINTING COMPANY.
J. R. FULLER, Manager.

A Complete Vinegar-Making Apparatus
for $5.
A NEW INVENTION. THE QUICK WAY.
EVERY FAMILY WILL HAVE ONE.
For information, address,
DR. SMYTHE, Alfred Centre, N. Y.
A

SOBER, ACTIVE, TRUSTWORTHY, OLD
Soldier, single and well educated, desires any
situation. Pecuniary security can be given.
Address
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Mr. Kurtz invites to his cool and comfortably fur
nished dining apartments the down-town public, as
suring them that they will always find there the
choicest viands, served in the,most elegant style, the
most carefully selected brands of wines and liquors,
as well as the most prompt attention by accomplished
waiters.
67-79

RECOMMENDED BY PHYSICIANS.

BEST SALVE IN USE.
Sold by all Druggists at 25 cents.

THE WEEKLY STAR

H. T AL LICE,
98 St. Mark’s Place, near 1st avenue,

Sole Proprietor, No. 8 College Place,

NEW YORK.

MERCHANTS
'

REPORTS THE

WHO SEEK

MOVEMENTS

OF

FIRST-CLASS TRADE
are invited to

MRS. D. S. LOZIER, M.
Dean of tlie Mew York Medical Col
lege for Women.
Office hours, 11 a. m. till 4 p. m. 361 West 34th
street, between 8th and 9th avenues.

ANNA KIMBALL, M. D.,
Developing the Origin and Rhilosophy of Mania, In
257 WEST FIFTEENTH STREET,
sanity and Crime, with full Directions and Prescrip
Near Eighth avenue.
tions for their Treatment and Cure. Adapted to Stu
dents, Lawyers, Doctors, Ministers, Literary Persons,
Office Hours from 1 to 8 P. M.
and to every one whose occupation is a wear and
tear upon the brains and nerves.
Among the subjects treated of in this volume are Electrical and Magnetic Treatment given when de
the following; Disorders of the nerves of motion and
sired.
sensations; loss of memory; mental storm signals;
symptoms of disorders of the nervous system; “In
sanity”—what is it? “Moral Epidemics”—what are
they ? True solution of mental and spiritual phenom CHARLES H. POSTER,
ena ; egotism of the insane ; causes of paralysis, epi
lepsy, lunacy and idiocy; new laws and rational
TEST MEDIUM.
treatment for criminals; remedy for sleeplessness;
mutual hate between men and women explained;
16 East Twelfth street, N. Y.
causes of and treatment for all derangements of the
heart, blood, brain, nerves and organs of the human
body; prescriptions for many diseases peculiar to the
JUST ISSUED !
present generation.
This large, handsome volume treats the question of
Insanity and Crime from a Spiritual and Psychologi
The Most Elegant Book of the Season.
cal Standpoint.

ORIGINAL FRONTISPIECE,

AND

JOHN F. HENRY,

MARRIAGES

THE TEMPLE:

Giving the Definition and Pronunciation of Difficult
Words, is printed at the end of the volume.
The book contains 460 pages, is beautifully printed
and bound, uniform with the “ Harmonia,” “ Harbin
ger of Health,” etc.; with an

23 New Street and ©O Broadway

NEW YORK.

OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.
NOT OPEN SATURDAY.

ENTITLED,

A GLOSSARY,

DINING BOOMS

210 West Forty-third street, N. Y.

AND OTHER CLERICAL FUNCTIONS PER
FORMED BY

Diseases of the Brain and Nerves,

WEDNESDAY,
AT

Nos.

FREDERICK KURTZ’S

STAB

(Clairvoyant,)

BY ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS,

ON

ii

To those residing at a distance and wishing to ob
tain a SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH, I would inform that
I have been very successful in obtaining likenesses,
by having simply a picture of the sitter, in taking a
ebpy of which the spirit form appears by the side of
it. It will be necessary for those* who intend sending
THE
to me to inclose their own card photograph or any one
else’sto whom the spirit form desired, was known or
thought, of having a natural affinity by the law of
love or affection, and to mention the date, the day
and the hour that said picture should he copied by
me, calculating the time a week or ten days from the
day that I should r^peive the order, so that the person
A JOURNAL
of the picture would, at that time, concentrate his or
her mind on the subject. The difference in time will
be calculated by me. Particular attention is expected DEVOTED TO THE INTEREST OF
to this requirement, as muuh of the success of obtain
ing a strong and well-defined picture depends on the
harmony of the Positive and Negative forces of the
parties concerned.
WORKINGMBM,
“As it is seldom that I succeed in getting the Spirit THE
form until I have taken a number of negatives (con
suming both time and chemicals), I am obliged to fix
IS ISSUED
the price at $5 per half dozen.
Those sending pictures to he copied must inclose at
the same time the required amount.
Respectfully yours,
WM. H. MUMLER,
170 Wept Springfield street, Boston, Mass.

JOSEPH
AN IMPORTANT NEW BOOK,

weekIy.

ENTITLED

Poems of Progress.
BY LIZZIE DOTEN.

rade

Organizations

IN ALL THE STATES,
The Rate of Wages Paid to STechanics
in Every State and Territory, and
General Information

Con

cerning Labor In
terests.

ADVERTISE IN

THE SEASON
It circulates largely among the most refined
AMATEUR SOCIETIES,
TRAVELERS, ART FANCIERS,
SOJOURNERS AT WATERING PLACES,

LIFE INSURANCE PATRONS,
SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND LHJERARY CLUBS
and the better classes of society generally.
At the prices charged, the Season is the best and

CHEAPEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
IN NEW YORK 1

THE WEEKLY STAB
IS A

Family Paper,

NOW READY.

PARTUEITION WITHOUT PM;
OR,

A Code of Directions for Avoiding most ot
the Pains and Dangers of Child-bearing.
Edited by M. L. Holbrook, M. D. , Editor
of “ Tbe Herald of Health.'’

FULL OF INTERESTING READING,

Author of

STORIES,

“ POEMS FROM THE INNER FIFE,”

Which have been read and admired by thousands in
Hlustratlve of “ Mother Nature casting (D)evils out of
Europe and America.
her Children.”

MISCELLANY,
AND GENERAL

Contents: 1. Healthfulness of Child-bearing. 2.
Dangers of Preventions. 3. Medical opinions as to
Escaping Pain. 4. Preparation for Maternity. 5.
Exercise During Pregnancy. 6. The Sitz Bath and
Bathing generally. 7. What Food to Eat and what to
Avoid. 8. The Mind 'During Pregnancy. 9. The
Ailments of Pregnancy and their Remedies. 10. Fe
male Physicians, Aneesthetics.
To which are added:
1. The Husband’s Duty to Ms Wife. 2. Best Age
for Rearing Children. 3. Shall Sickly People become
Parents. 4. Small Families 5. Importance of
Physiological Adaptation of Husband and Wife. 6.
Celibacy. 7. Effects of Tobacco on Offspring. 8.
Latest Discoveries as to the Determining the Sex of
Offspring. 9. Father’s vs. Mother’s Influence on the
Child. 10. ghall Pregnant Women Work. 11. Effects
of Intellectiial Activity on Number of Offspring. 12.
Important Testimony.
This little work has been prepared with great- care,
with the hope of rendering an important aid to
prospective mothers, and to reduce to the lowest
minimum the sufferings of rearing children. The
directions are all such as have been thoroughly
proved to he good, and they are so simple that they
can be easily followed. A very large number e f culti
vated and distinguished persons in this country and
England have adopted the methods here laid down
with the best results ; thousands more if they but
knew them might reap the same benefit. In the Ap
pendix are discussed many important questions
which all should understand,
The price by mail, $1 00, puts it within the reach
of all.
Address WOOD & HOLBROOK, Publishers,
15 Laight Street, New York.

In the new hook will be fsund all the new and beau
NEWS OF THE DAY.
price, Cloth Edition, $1 50, postage, 20 cents ; paper tiful inspirational poems
edition (frontispiece omitted), $1, postage, 10 cents.)
GIVEN
BY
MISS
DOTEN
Address the publishers, WM. WHITE & CO., at
v
the BANNER OF LIGHT BOOKSTORE, 158 Wash
ington street, Boston, Mass.; or their New York Since the publication of the previous volume. The
Terms:
Agents, THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, 119 new volume has a
Single Copy,
_
. _
3 Cents
Nassau street, New York.
SPLENDID STEEL ENGRAVING
One Year, by Mail,
$1 50
Of the taleiVed authoress.
Six Months,
15 Cents
Club of Twenty tone year)
$1 25
Is a monthly paper devoted to Liberal Communism EVERY SPIRITUALIST!
and. Social Reform.
Fifty cents a year. Specimen copies sent free to
EVERY FREE-THINKER!
ALEXANDER LONGLEY,
all. Address
23 South Eighth street, St. Louis, Mo.
>
EVERY REFORMER I
Remittances should be made by Draft, Express or
Pogtoffice Money Order. Subscriptions in all cases
BROADWAY 697. Should have a copy of this new addition to poetic payable in advance, and no paper eontinued after the
697 BROADWAY.
expiration of the time paid for.
literature.
IERCY’S PATENT SULPHUR AND MEDIcatted Vapor Baths, (established, 1848.) 697
NO LIBRARY IS COMPLETE WITHOUT IT.
Broadway (Corner of 4th St., Waverley Place), New
York.
NOTICE.
Orders should be forwarded at once.
Now conceded to be the^reat curative of the age,
TBUE CIVILIZATION,
for RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, NERVOUS AND
We shall be pleased to receive items of interest per
PRICE—$1 50, postage 20 cents. Full Gilt, $2 00.
GENERAL DEBILITY, ALL CUTANEOUS AND
taining to Trade Societies, from all parts of the
PART 1.
SKIN DIEASES.
Union, for publication in the Weekly. Officers of (Formerly entitled “ Equitable Commerce.”)
They give immediate relief in LIVER, KIDNEY
WM. WHITE & CO.,
Trades Unions are invited to send us news pertaining Fourth Edition. 117 12mo pages. Price, post-paid,
and LUNG DISEASES. Equalize the circulation,
cleanse and purify the blood, invigorate and
to their organizations, condition of trade, rate of
50 cents.
strengthen the constitutien. They cure the most
Publishers,
wages, &c.
J. WARREN,
Address,
violent COLDS, INFLUENZA, etc. As a luxury they
Cliftondale, Mass.
] 58 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
are equal to any aqueous bath in the world. They
are recommended and approved by the medical
faculty. Thousands of our best citizens have tested
and proved their healing qualities, as may he seen by
All communications should be addressed to
Trade Supplied on Liberal*Terms.
calling at the old establishment.
EES. M. D. TRACY,
The medieations used are different from those in
APID RECKONING, or the Art of Perany other Baths in the city.
CITY
EMPLOYMENT BUREAU,
The Weekly Star,
forming Arithmetical Calculations almost in
Rooms for Ladies or Gentlemen open from 9 A. M.
stantaneously. Any one can learn and apply. The
to 9 P. M. all seasons of the year. Administered by famous
GENERAL
BUSINESS EXCHANGE,
“Lightning Calculator’s” exhibitions (tame
Doctor.Piercy.
system) were the marvel of thousands. Secret was Nos. 13 AND 15 CITY HALL SQUARE,
517
WASHINGTON
SI
N. B.—No danger oi taking cold.
lately sold for $1. In book form, enlarged, only
Portable Raths {or Private Houses iurnisbed at short 25 cents.

THE COMMUNIST

P

R

notice.

JESSE HANEY & Co., U9 Nassau

N.Y.

NEW YOEK CITY,

16

WOODHULL & CLAiLIN’B

BANKING HOUSE
'

OF

OF THE

Spiritual Plitapliy of tlie Niaeteeatli
Ceiitnry,

NEW YORK,

14 WALL STREET.

PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
AT No. 158 WASHINGTON STREET, “ PARKER BUILD
ING,” BOSTON, MASS.

Four per cent. Interest allowed on all deposits.
Collections made everywhere.

WILiUIAM WHITE & CO., Proprietors.

Orders for Gold, Government and other securities

WILLIAM WHITE.
|
LUTHER COLBY,
ISAAC B. RICH.
Luther Colby,......... ............... ...............Editor.
Lewis B. Wilson,.................... ................ Assistant.
Aided by a large corps of able writers.

executed.

.

DUNCAN. SHERMAN & CO.
BANKERS,
l^p. 11 Nassau Street,
issue CIRCULAR NOTES and LETTERS OF. CREDIT

for

TRAVELERS in EUROPE, and available in all the

PRINCIPAL CITIES, also for use in the UNITED STATES,
WEST INDIES. Also, TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS to
LONDON, PARIS and CALIFORNIA.

S. EBBINGHOUSEN.

G. A. WIDMAYEB.

J. BAUMAN,

G. EBBINGHOUSEN & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FURNITURE,
NEW WAREROOMS:
197 AND 199

SEVENTH

AVENUE,

CHAMBER, PARLOR, LIBRARY
AND

Dining-Room Furniture

T. Gr. SELLEW,
DESKS,
OFFICE AND LIBRARY FURNITURE,
No. 103 FULTON STREET,
NEW YORK.

JOURNEYMEN

PRINTERS’

CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION,
No. 30 Beekman Street,

NEAR WILLIAM, NEW YORK.

THE BANNER OF LIGHT is a first-class eigbtmge Family Newspaper, containing forty columns of
nteresting and instructive reading, classed as fol
lows:
LITERARY DEPARTMENT.—Original Novelettes
of reformatory tendencies, and occasionally trans
lations from French and German authors.
REPORTS OF SPIRITUAL LECTURES by able
Trance and Normal Speakers.
ORIGINAL ESSAYS.—Upon Spiritual Philosophical
and Scientific Subjects.
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.-Subjects of General
Interest, the Spiritual Philosophy, its Phenomena
etc., Current Events, Entertaining Miscellany, No, ticesof New Publications, etc. Western Editorial
Correspondence, by Warren Chase, St. Louis
Mo. Western Locals, by Cephas B. Lynn
MESSAGE DEPARTMENT.-A page of Spirit-Mes
sages from the departed to their friends in earthlife, given through the mediumship of Mrs. J. H
Conant, proving direct spirit-intercourse between
the Mundane and Super-Mundane Worlds
ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS irom the most talent
ed writers in the world.
All which features render this journal a popular
Family Paper, and at the same time the Harbinger of
a Glorious Scientific Religion.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, IN ADVANCE
P® Year ............................................................$3.00
Three Months........................................ 75
Tfiere will be no deviation frow the above prices
In remitting by mail, a Post Office Order or Draft
on Boston or New York, payable to the order of
William White & Co., is preferable to Bank Notes
since, should the Order or Draft he lost or stolen, it
can be renewed without loss io the sender.
Subscriptions 'discontinued at the expiration of the
time paid for.
Subscribers in Canada will add to the terms of
subscription 20 cents per year, for pre-payment of
American postage.
Post Office Address.—It is useless for subscribers
to write, unless they give tbeir Post Office Address
and names of State.
Subscribers wishing the direction of their paper
changed from one town to another, must always give
the name of the Town, County and State to which it
h£« been sent.
Specimen copies sent free.
Subscribers are informed that twenty-six numbers
of the Banner compose a volume. Thus we publish
two volumes a year.
Notice to Subscribers.—Your attention is called
to tbe plan we have adopted of placing figures at the
end of each of your names, as printed on the paper or
wrapper. These figures stand as an index, showing
the exact time when your subscription expires, i. e.,
the time for which you have paid. When these figures
correspond with the number of the volume and the
number of the paper itself, then know that the time
for which you paid has expired. The adoption of this
method renders it unnecessary for us to send receipts.
Those who desire the paper continued should renew
their subscriptions at least as early as three weeks
before the receipt-figures correspond with those at the
left and right of the date.
Patrons of the Banner, when renewing their sub
scriptions, should be careful to always state the place
to which the paper is mailed; and the same care
should be exercised when a change of location is de
sired. By particularly attending to this, our mailing
clerk will be relieved of a great amount of extra labor
in hunting through the thousands of names upon our
books before the name required can be found and the
alteration made ; whereas, if the full address is given
he has only to consult his alphabet of towns to turn
direct to the name upon the subscription book..
, ADVERTISEMENTS inserted at twenty cents per
line for the first, and fifteen cents per line for each
subsequent insertion.
All communications intended for publication,
er in any way connected with the Editorial Depart
ment, should be addressed to the Editor. Letters to
the Editor not intended for publication should be
marked “ private.”
All Business Letters must he addressed:
‘•BANNER OF LIGHT, BOSTON, MASS.,”

THIS ASSOCIATION IS COMPOSED ENTIRELY
OF PRACTICAL JOURNEYMEN PRINTERS
AND PRESSMEN,
Representing every department of the trade.
Those who favor us with work may therefore rely
upon having their orders filled with
NEATNESS, ACCURACY AND DISPATCH.
Having greatly enlarged our accommodations, and
added all the latest and most fashionable styles of
TYPE, IMPROVED PRESSES and MACHINERY,
William White & Co.
we now possess one of the largest and most complete
printing establishments in the city, and are prepared
WHOLESALE
AGENTS.
tb compete ior all kinds of MAGAZINE, NEWS
NEW ENGLAND NEWS COMPANY, 41 Court
PAPER, BOOK and PAMPHLET WORK.
street, Boston.
JOB PRINTING executed in the best style, plain
AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, 121 Nassau street,
and illuminated, in gold colors, tints and bronzes.
New York Cfty.
All grades of Fire, Life and Marine Insurance work.
WESTERN NEWS COMPANY, Chicago, 111.
A. WINCH, Philadelphia, Pa.
Orders by Mail will receive prompt attention.

The Highest Cash Prices
OLD NEWSPAPERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTIONOLD PAMPHLETS of every hind;
OLD BLANK-BOOKS AND LEDGERS that are
, „ ,
written full;
and all kinds of WASTE PAPER from Bankers,
Insurance Companies, Brokers, PatenftMedicme Depots, Printing-Offices, Bookbmder3?j,
an-d Private Libraries.
Hotels, Steamboats, Railroad
Companies, and Express
Offices, &c.
JOHN C. STOCKWELL,
25 Ann street, N. Y.
68-120.

MAXWELL & CO.,

Bankers and Brokers,
No. 11 BROAD STREET,
New Yobs.

Dec. 80,1871.

BANNER OF LIGHT: CHICKERING & SONS
AN EXPOWEKT

KOUNTZE BROTHERS,

WEEKLY.

PIANO-FORTES.

BANKERS,

The Best Pianos at tlie Lowest
Prices,

No. 94 Broadway,

And upon the most favorable terms of payment.
We invite the attention of persons intending to
purchase Pianos to our New Illustrated Catalogue,
giving full description of Styles and Prices, and the
terms on which we sell to those desiring to make
A

TRANSACT

GENERAL

-EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

CHICKERINGr & SONS,
NO. 11 EAST FOURTEENTH ST., NEW YORK.

TIFFANY & CO.,
UNION SQUARE.
SECOND FLOOR NOW OPEN.

Bronze,

Majolica

ROYAL WORCESTER AND OTHER FINE

PORCELAIN.
London Cut and Engraved Glass.

THE GOLDEN AGE,
THEODORE TILTON,
Devoted lo the Free Discussion of all Living
Questions in Church, Slate, Society, Litera
lure, Art and Moral Deform.

BANKING

BUSINESS,

Including the purehase and sale on commission or
GOVERNMENT AND RAILWAY BONDS,
STOCKS
AND OTHER SECURITIES.

BOWLING GREEN

SAYINGS BANK,
33 BROADWAY.
SEMI-ANNUAL INTEREST AT THE RATE OF
SIX PER CENT.
on all sums entitled thereto will be paid depositors
on and after July 20.
Deposits of any sum from 10 cents to $10,000 will be
received.
SIX PER CENT. INTEREST, FREE OF GOVERN
MENT TAX.
Interest on new deposits commences first of everv
HENRY SMITH, President.
month.
WALTER ROCHE, I
„ .. .
EDWARD HOGAN, ( Vice-Presidents.
Reeves E. Selmes, Secretary.

H. B. GLAPLIN A GO.,
DRY GOODS, CARPETS,

A NEW WEEKLY JOURNAL EDITED BY

HOSIERY AND WHITE GOODS, LACES AND
EMBROIDERIES,

YANKEE

NOTIONS,

FLANNELS AND BOOTS AND SHOES,
CHURCH, WORTH AND WEST BROADWAY,

PUBLISHED EVPRY WEDNESDAY
IN NEW YORK.
Price Three Dollars a Year, Cash in Advance.
Mr. Tilton, having retired from The Independent
and The Brooklyn Daily Union, lyill hereafter
devote his whole Editorial labors to The Golden
Age.

NEW YORK.

FRANCIS D. CLARK,

DESKS
AND OFFICE FURNITURE,

Persons wishing to subscribe will please send their
names, with the money, immediately, to
THEODORE TILTON
P. O. Box 2,848,
NEW YORK CITY.

No. lie BROADWAY,
Late of 81 Cedar street,

1872.

NEW YORK.

OUR MOTTO IS

1872.

BALL, BLACK & CO. IMPROVEMENT!
SB HOTBBO&DM, H.
ARE OPENING THEIR NEW INVOICES
OF

IMPORTED WATCHES

The

American

Spiritualist

Will he greatly improved and
PUBLISHED WEEKLY,
January 1, 1872.
PRICE ONLY $2.50 PER YEAR.

AND
GREAT INDUCEMENTS TO SUBSCRIBE!

CHAINS.
AGENTS FOR

The Waltham Watch
IN BEST VARIETIES.

SAFES.

MARVIN & CO.’S

RETAIL AGENTS.

ARE THE BEST.

NEW ENGLAND NEWS COMPANY, 41 Court
street, Boston.
C. W. THOMAS, 449 Fourth avenue, New York.
^HENRY WITT, 179 South 4th street, Brooklyn, E.

265 BROADWAY.

^GEORGE H. HEES, west end Iron Bridge, Oswego,

Mrs. Laura Cuppy Smith.

E. E. ROBINSON, 8 Market street, Corning, N. Y
WARREN CHASE &'CO., 614 North 5th street
St. Louis, Mo.
MRS. LOU. II. KIMBALL, Room 21, Pope Block,
137 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
W. B. ZIEBER, 108 South Third street, Philadel
phia, Pa.
HENRY BORROWES, East of Custom House,
Philadelphia.
D. S. CADWALLADER, 1005 Race street, Philadel
phia.
W. D. ROBINSON, 20 Exchange street, Portland,
Maine.
DAVIS BROTHERS, 53 Exchange street, Portland,
Maine.
■
J. B. ADAMS, corner of 8th and F streets (opposite
the Post-office), Washington, D. C.

LOCKWOOD & CO.,

This lady, who has spent six years in California, re
ceiving the highest encomiums from the press of the
Pacific coast, cannot fail to please Associations during
an earnest, eloquent and entertaing lecture.
SUBJECTS:
I.—Woman in the Home, the Church and the State.
II.—One of the World’s Needs.
III.—The Religion of the Future.
This lady pronounced a remarkable address last
night at the Hall opposite the Academy of Music.
Remarkable because of the extreme beauty of lan
guage and opulence of fancy, and interesting on ac
count of its tender and grateful sentiment.—Ae Daily
American Flag, San Francisco.
Walking majestically through the splendid gardens
SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS.
of literature and philosophy, culling, as she went rap
ALBERT E. CARPENTER.
idly on, the richest gems of inspired genius ; riveting
WARREN CHASE & CO., 614 North Fifth street, the profound attention of all her charmed hearers.
St. Louis, Mo.
Such a woman you seldom meet. Her praises are on
HERMAN SNOW, 319 Kearney street, San Fran the tongues of all the people.— Omaha Tribune.
cisco, Cal.
MKS- LOU. M. KIMBALL, Room 84, Pope Block,
TERMS—150 AND EXPENSES.
137 Madison street, Chicago.
J. BURNS, 15 Southampton Row, Bloomsburv
All applications should be addressed,
square, Holborn, W. C., London, Eng.
*
The American Literary Bureau,
Publishers who insert the above Prospectus
C. M. BRELSFORD, Manager,
three times in their respective journals, and call at
160 S. Clark street, Chicago, HI.,
tention to it editorially, shall be entitled to a copy of
B. W. WILLIAMS, Manager,
the Banneb of Light one year. It will be forwarded
119 Washington street, Boston, Mass.,
to their address on receipt of the papers containing Or,
C. S. CARTER, Secretary,
the advertisement, marked.
133 Nassau street, New York City.

WOODHULL & CLAFLIN'S WEEKLY,
A sixteen-page paper, will he sent one year without
extra charge, to every new subscriber to the
AMERICAN SPIRITUALIST
before January 1,1872.
Also, to present subscribers, who will renew their
subscriptions for another year before January 1, 1872,
we will send a copy of
WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY
Free for one year.
Our Foreign Correspondence will be a most inter
esting feature, as some of the ablest minds in Europe
have been engaged to correspond regularly for this
journal.
We also present astonishingly low club rates.
THE AMERICAN SPIRITUALIST, WOODHULL &
CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY, and THE LYCEUM BANNER all sent one year for only $3.25!
The regular price of the three papers would be
.50. We have arranged this Club List to assist the
LYCEUM BANNER, our children’s paper, the office,
material, etc., of which was recently entirely destroyed
in tbe great Chicago fire.
THE AMERICAN SPIRITi/aLIST, besides being
published Weekly, will be issued on the same day
from offices established in seven large cities on this
continent, as follows:
Cleveland, Ohio; Washington, D. C.; Boston, Mass.;
Chicago, HI.; Louisville, Ky.; San Francisco, Cal.
Central Office, New York City.
Agents wanted in every State and Territory to canvass for the AMERICAN SPIRITUALIST, to whom
liberal compensation will be given.
For the present, and until further notice, all matters
of business and other communications should be ad
dressed to
A. A.’WHEELGCK, Cleveland, Ohio.

